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Chapter _


Updating Application Program Actions and
Statuses


Understanding Admissions Program Actions and Statuses


Important! Mass Change is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for this product, but
no new development will be produced for Mass Change. It is strongly recommended that you use
Application Engine instead. For more information on PeopleSoft Application Engine, see PeopleTools:
Application Engine.


As applicants move through the admissions process, you must take action on their academic program
and update their program status. You can update a single application, a group of applications, or you can
use Population Selection or a mass change definition to update a large number of applications. When
you enter new program actions, you will enter new effective dates. Thus, you can maintain a history of
previous actions.


Note: For institutions who are new to this functionality, Oracle recommends the use of the Update
Program Action/Reason process with Population Selection for batch processing. See the “Updating
Program Actions and Action Reasons Using Population Selection” section.
Updating Program Actions and Action Reasons Using Population Selection


As you begin using program actions and statuses provided with Recruiting and Admissions, start with the
most straightforward cases to become accustomed to the process. Then begin to work on the special cases,
such as deferrals and reconsiderations.


Program status is the high level relationship a person has with an academic program. When you select
a program action to change an applicant's program data, the program status often changes. Thus, the
Program Action field on the Application Program Data page contains different rows of program data for a
student. For example, a student goes from being an applicant to being admitted.


A program action is a change to a person's program data. An action reason indicates why a particular
program action was taken, or offers a further description of the program action. For example, you can
record that an applicant has withdrawn an application for an academic program. The reason you enter
could be After Decision or Before Decision.


For your reference, the program actions and program statuses relevant to admissions are explained in the
following table:
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If you Select this Program Action: The System Updates the Program Status to:


Application


Readmit Application


Reconsideration


Applicant


Waitlist


Waitlist Offer


Waitlisted


Admit


Conditional Admit


Admitted


Admission Revocation


Deny


Administrative Withdrawal


Applicant Withdrawal


Cancelled


Intention to Matriculate Prematriculant


Matriculation Active


Data Change


Defer Decision


Defer Enrollment


Plan Change


Program Change


The same Program Status as the previous row.


Program Status values are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in
any way. Any modification to these values require a substantial programming effort. You can, however,
modify the descriptions of these values. Remember, however, that the altered description needs to retain
its original meaning to avoid confusion.


The Program Status values delivered with your system that are relevant to admissions, along with their
original descriptions, are:


• AC - Active in Program


• AD - Admitted


• AP - Applicant


• CN - Cancelled


• DE - Deceased


• PM - Prematriculant
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• WT - Waitlisted


Reviewing Admissions Program Action Definitions
The previous section details which admissions program actions set which program statuses. The chart
below lists Program Action definitions and provides additional information about what happens when you
choose a Program Action. Also, if any action triggers or requires an additional step, those requirements
are described here.


Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or Requirements
Caused by this Action


Application A person has an application that is under
consideration by an academic program.


None.


Readmit Application A person has applied to reenter a student
career and academic program for which
he or she already has a student record.


When you choose this action, the Career
Number field becomes available for
input. You must select which student
record should be populated with the
readmit information if the student ends
up enrolling again. Additionally, if you
enter this action, the admit type you enter
on the Application Data page must be
one associated with readmit processing.


Reconsideration A person who has a cancelled status
for the academic program, but is being
reconsidered for admission in the same
applicant pool.


After an action of reconsideration is
taken, you can admit the applicant. You
cannot take an action of Admit if the
program status is Cancelled. You must
first select a Reconsideration action.


Waitlist A person has been evaluated and may
be eligible for admission, but you do
not want to offer them admission at this
time. For example, there may not be
enough space in the class. The candidate
is currently active on the waitlist.


None.


Waitlist Offer A person has been evaluated and may
be eligible for admission, but you do
not want to offer them admission at this
time. The candidate has been offered a
place on a waitlist, but has not accepted
that offer.


None.
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Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or Requirements
Caused by this Action


Admit A person has been evaluated and
admitted into an academic program.


When a person has a status of admitted
or higher, depending on your application
center setup, the Deposits link becomes
available for input. If, in your application
center, you use a deposit fee code that
requires you to calculate a deposit, you
must calculate an enrollment deposit
before you can save the page. If your
application's deposit fee code does not
require you to calculate a deposit, or
if you do not have a deposit fee code
associated with your application center,
 you are not required to calculate a
deposit. If an application was given a
status of admit through the Application
Status Update process, you can run
the Calculate Deposits process to
calculate an enrollment deposit for those
applications.


Conditional Admit A person has been evaluated and
accepted into an academic program
on a conditional basis. Along with
a Conditional Admit action you can
assign a checklist code to help track
the outstanding requirements for the
conditions of admission.


Same as for Admit.


Admission Revocation A person was admitted into an academic
program, but it was later determined that
the person did not qualify for admission.
 The individual was assigned a Cancelled
status from an Admitted or Active status.


When revoking admission for a
person who has a current action of
Matriculation, and therefore an Active
status, you must go to Records and
Enrollment to take this action on the
Student Program/Plan component.
 When you revoke admission from
Records and Enrollment, the Student
program information is deleted and your
application information is updated as
Cancelled Due to Admission Revocation.
 If the person never had an action of
matriculation, you can add an Admission
Revocation action directly in PeopleSoft
Recruiting and Admissions.


Deny A person has been denied admission to
an academic program.


None.
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Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or Requirements
Caused by this Action


Administrative Withdrawal A person's application to an academic
program has been withdrawn from
consideration for admission or from
enrollment in a class. This can be done
before or after an action of admit has
been taken or after the applicant has
achieved active status. In addition,
 reasons can be created to clarify when or
why the application was withdrawn.


None.


Applicant Withdrawal A person has withdrawn from
consideration for admission or from the
entering class. Reasons can be created
to clarify when or why the withdrawal
occurred. For example, an action of
applicant withdrawal with Before
Decision as the reason indicates the
individual withdrew early enough in the
process that no admission decision had
been made. A Waitlist Withdrawal reason
indicates someone who did not want to
accept a place on the waitlist.


None.


Intention to Matriculate A person has indicated intent to
matriculate, but has not completed all
the steps to become an active student.
 Reasons can be defined to clarify
why the candidate is changed from an
admitted status to a Prematriculant
status. For example, if you require that
an admitted student submit multiple
deposits to secure a place in the class,
 after the first deposit is received, you
might indicate an intention to matriculate
action with a reason of First Deposit.


None.


Matriculation A person has completed all necessary
steps to become an active student in an
academic program.


When you enter an action of
Matriculation, you must click the
Create Program button that creates a
record for this person in PeopleSoft
Student Records. You can not save
the page until you click this button.
 After you matriculate the applicant,
 the component is saved. Also, all fields
become unavailable for input because
this person now belongs to PeopleSoft
Student Records.
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Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or Requirements
Caused by this Action


Data Change Data relative to an applicant's academic
program was changed. This action
records the fact that a change was made.


None.


Defer Decision An evaluation was performed on an
application, but a decision was not
made. This action records the fact that
an application has been evaluated. For
example, a person applies under an early
notification plan. The person is evaluated
but does not meet the early decision
criteria. The final decision is deferred
until the regular decision deadline.


None.


Defer Enrollment A person has been admitted and may
be active for one admit term but will
actually enroll in a later admit term. This
action enables you to change the admit
term for the applicant and record that he
or she is deferring enrollment.


None.


Plan Change The academic plan to which an applicant
is applying was changed.


None.


Program Change The academic program to which an
applicant is applying was changed.


None.


Updating the Program Action and Status of One Application


Use the Application Program Data page to update the program action and status of one application. If you
only have one application to update, do so through the Maintain Applications component.


Related Links
Entering Application Program Data


Updating Program Actions and Statuses of Multiple Applications


This section discusses how to update program actions and statuses of multiple applications.
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Page Used to Update Program Actions and Statuses of Multiple
Applications


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Action/Reason Entry ADM_ACT_ENTRY • Student Admissions, 
Application Evaluation, 
Application Decisions, 
Action/Reason Entry


• Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance,
Action/Reason Entry


Update multiple applications
to an identical program action
and status. If you must update
a group of applications which
are for the same academic
program and admit term with
the same program action,
 it is faster to do so through
this page, as opposed to one
at a time on the Application
Program Data page.


Updating Program Action and Status of Multiple Applications
Access the Action/Reason Entry page (Student Admissions,  Application Evaluation,  Application
Decisions,  Action/Reason Entry  or Student Admissions,  Application Maintenance,  Action/Reason
Entry).


Image: Action/Reason Entry page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Action/Reason Entry page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term value to determine if the program
should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term field is populated on the Academic Program Table
(ACAD_PROG_TBL), and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does
not display the value in the prompt.
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Admit Term Enter an admit term. Admit terms are defined on the Term
Values Table page.


Program Action Enter the program action to be entered on the applications you
are updating. Field values are delivered with your system as
translate values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any
modifications to these values require a substantial programming
effort.


Action Reason Enter an action reason to be entered on the applications if you
have defined any reasons for this program action. Values for this
field are defined in the Action Reason Table page.


Action Date The default for the action date is your system date.


Seq  (sequence) If the action you are taking has the same date as the current
action, enter a 1. Enter a 2 for another action on the same date.
 The default sequence is 0.


Application Number  and  ID Enter the first application number to be processed. The ID
displays. If you do not know the application number, prompt on
the ID field.


Program Number Enter the program number if the application has multiple
program numbers. When you navigate out of this page or click
the Refresh button, you can verify that you have the correct
person and application by reviewing the information displayed
in the Program Data and Program Status group boxes.


Create Program After entering an application number, click this button to update
the program data for the application number that you enter. This
button is only available to click if you entered a program action
of MATR.


Calculate Deposits Click this link to calculate deposits. The Calculate Deposits
page appears. This link appears if you have entered a program
action of ADMT and you have set up deposits for the application
center.


Updating Program Actions and Action Reasons Using Population
Selection


This section discusses how to run the Update Program Action/Reason process.
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Page Used to Run the Update Program Action/Reason Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Update Program Action/
Reason


SAD_APL_PRG_RUN Student Admissions, 
Processing Applications, 
Update Applications,  Update
Program Action/Reason


Run the Update Program
Action/Reason process for a
group of applicants.


Updating Program Actions and Action Reasons Using Population Selection
Access the Update Program Action/Reason page (Student Admissions,  Processing Applications,  Update
Applications,  Update Program Action/Reason).


Image: Update Program Action/Reason page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Update Program Action/Reason page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


This page enables you to update program actions and action reasons for multiple applications, using
Population Selection.


Population Selection
Use this group box to select the applicants whose applications are to be updated via the Update Program
Action/Reason process.


Population selection is a method for selecting the IDs to process for a specific transaction. The Population
Selection group box is a standard group box that appears on run control pages when the Population
Selection process is available or required for the transaction.


Selection tools are available based on the selection tools that your institution selected in the setup of the
Population Selection process for the application process and on your user security. Fields in the group box
appear based on the selection tool that you select. The fields behave the same way from within the group
box on all run control pages and application processes. If your institution uses a specific selection tool (PS
Query, Equation Engine, or external file) to identify IDs for a specific transaction, you must use it.


See "Understanding the Population Selection Group Box" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus
Community)
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Selection Tool Select a tool to create the group of applicants whose records you
want to update. The fields in this group box change depending
on your selection. The Population Selection context definition,
 Update Program Action/Reason, delivered to support the use of
population selection with this process, is configured for use with
Equation Engine, External File, and PS Query.


In creating either a query or equation for use with the Update Program Action/Reason process, the
bind record SAD_APL_PRG_BND must be included in the query or equation. If the bind record is not
included, then the query or equation will not appear as prompt value for the Query Name or Equation
Name field. The bind record contains the required fields for the update process: Emplid, Institution,
Academic Career, Application Number, and Application Program Number. Whether you use PS Query or
Equation Engine, values for these fields for the selected applicants must be passed through in the selection
tool in order for the process to know which records to update. You may extend the selection criteria
beyond the required data fields by including other fields or by joining to other records. For example, you
may want to include program action or admit term as part of the selection criteria and specify a value
either in the query or equation or as a run time prompt. If External File is used as the selection tool, then
the inbound file must also contain those data required fields.


The system delivers sample queries and equation. The sample queries are:
QA_CS_AD_PS_APPL_PRGUPD_01 and QA_CS_AD_PS_APPL_PRGUPD_02. The sample equation
is: ADADPSAPPUPD.


Program Action - Action Reason


Bundle 48


Added “Use System Date” check box.


Use this group box to specify the program action and action reason to be entered on the applications you
are updating.


Effective Date Enter a date equal to or greater than the System Date. The
default value is the System Date.


Use System Date Select this check box to always use the System Date and ignore
the value in the Effective Date field.


The Update Program Action/Reason process first selects the applications according to the criteria defined
in the Population Selection group box. Then, for each application, the process will add a new row to the
Application Program Data page with the program action, action reason, and effective date that you have
specified on the Program Action - Action Reason group box.


Updating Program Actions and Statuses Using Mass Change


Important! Mass Change is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for this product, but
no new development will be produced for Mass Change. It is strongly recommended that you use
Application Engine instead. For more information on PeopleSoft Application Engine, see PeopleTools:
Application Engine.
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This section provides an overview of how to update program actions and statuses using mass change and
discusses how to run the Application Program Update process.


Understanding Multiple Application Program Action and Status Updates
If you have a large number of applications you want to update with the same program action, action
reason, and academic program status, you can use a background process.


To update program actions and statuses of multiple applications:


1. Set up your Mass Change Definition.


Use the Mass Change Definition - Description page to enter your mass change definition. The mass
change definition defines the criteria for selecting which applications should be updated. PeopleSoft
provides a sample mass change definition called Application Program Update Select.  However, your
institution might have defined its own mass change definition for updating program information, or
your institution might have changed the shipped sample.


See PeopleTools: Data Management, “Mass Change”


2. Specify your Mass Change Criteria and Defaults.


Use the Mass Change Definition - Criteria and Defaults page to set up your mass change criteria.
You also choose the program action and action reason codes to be added to the selected application
records. The system automatically updates the program status according to the action taken.


There is one SQL statement execution sequence for this Mass Change Definition: Select Applicant
Criteria.


In the Defaults  group box, select the codes you want added to the new program row for the selected
applications. You may select values for program action and action reason. For example, you might be
updating these applications with a program action of DENY, and an action reason of AUTO. These two
fields are stored on the Application Program Data page.


3. Generate your SQL Statement to select the applications to be updated.


Use the Mass Change Definition - Generate SQL page to generate the SQL statement for this
mass change definition. Click the Clear Sw button then the Generate SQL button so do this. After
generating the SQL, select Save. After setting up your mass change definition and generating your
SQL statement, you are ready to process your mass change.


4. Run a Mass Change Group to select the applications to be updated.


Use the Run Mass Change page to process your mass change and select the actual applications to be
updated during the Application Program Update process. This process selects the actual applications
to be updated.


Because you want to delete any data in the temp file before running this process, you can use a mass
change group that PeopleSoft provides, which deletes the temp using the delivered Communication
- Delete Temp mass change definition and runs your Application Prog Update Select mass change
definition.


Select Application Prog Update Base in the Mass Change Group ID field. If you want to create a
different Mass Change Group or modify Application Prog Update Base, use the Mass Change Group
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component before running the mass change group on Run Mass Change. On Run Mass Change, click
the Execute Mass Change Group radio button to make the Mass Change Group ID field available for
selection.


5. Run the Application Program Update process to do the actual updating of applications.


Use the Application Program Update page to update the program data of the selected applications. A
new row of program data is added to the selected applications on the Application Program Data page.


Pages Used to Run the Application Program Update Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Program Update RUNCTL_PROGUPDT Student Admissions, 
Processing Applications, 
Update Applications, 
Application Program Update


Update the program data of
the selected applications.


This process uses the
applicants selected when
running the mass change
group to insert the program
action and program reason
defined on the Criteria
and Defaults page of the
Mass Change Definition
component. You must first
process your mass change
group before running the
application program update
process.


Mass Change Definition MC_DEFN_00 Student Admissions, 
Processing Applications, 
Mass Change,  Mass Change
Definition


Define criteria for
applications to be updated.


Mass Change Group MC_DEFN_00 Student Admissions, 
Processing Applications, 
Mass Change,  Mass Change
Group


Define the execution
sequence for the mass change
definitions.


Run Mass Change MC_DEFN_00 Student Admissions, 
Processing Applications, 
Mass Change,  Run Mass
Change


Run the mass change group
to select the application to be
updated via the application
program update process.
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The Programs (which include both the software and documentation) contain proprietary information; they are 
provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are also protected by 
copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
the documentation, please report them to us in writing. This document is not warranted to be error-free. 
Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
on behalf of the United States Government, the following notice is applicable: 


U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS  
Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are “commercial computer software” or “commercial technical data” pursuant to the 
applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, 
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the Programs, including documentation and technical 
data, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable Oracle license agreement, and, 
to the extent applicable, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software--
Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065. 


The Programs are not intended for use in any nuclear, aviation, mass transit, medical, or other inherently 
dangerous applications. It shall be the licensee's responsibility to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
 


Helma Project 
 



mailto:tjh@cryptsoft.com
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these license. 


 
Sarissa 
 


Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #48 
Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.2 
PeopleBook and other related Campus Solutions PeopleBooks as noted. It describes CS 9.0 
Patch ID #27090642/ Product Update ID #941147 that was posted to My Oracle Support in 
January 2018. Use this PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a 
complete set of documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.2 PeopleBook chapters. 


PDFs of the updated 9.2 chapters that contain the 9.0 bundle changes are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of the bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package (PDF Portfolio) Documentation 
These instructions are for Adobe Reader DC with the latest updates installed (In Adobe Reader, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  
To view the list of chapters, click View > Portfolio > Details. 
To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, open the chapter and 
press CTRL + F. Enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number and click Next. 
To search the entire package for documentation updates, click Edit > Search Entire Portfolio. 


 
Note! Cross references in PDF chapters appear as follows: 
  
• If a cross reference is to a topic in the same book (for example, Campus Community topic A 


contains a cross reference to Campus Community topic B), the cross reference displays only 
the topic title.  


 
• If a cross reference is to a topic in a different book, the cross reference displays the topic title 


and the book name.  
 
• Some cross references appear as links but are actually text-only.  
 


Here is a list of the Bundle 48 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes. Chapters are in the PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.2 PeopleBook unless 
noted otherwise: 


• Added the “Use System Date” parameter to the Update Program Action/Reason run control. 
 
o Updating Application Program Actions and Statuses.pdf 


Documentation Only Updates 
• Added a note to the “Importing UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant Data” topic on 


resolving the “First Name is required” error when Importing Applicants. 
 


o (GBR) Managing UCAS and UTT Applications.pdf 
 







CS Bundle #48 PeopleSoft 9.0 Recruiting and Admissions 


Oracle Proprietary and Confidential 6 


• Added text regarding multiple admit terms and multiple programs for a single application 
number. 
 


o Adding and Updating Applications.pdf 





		Apache Software Foundation

		OpenSSL

		SSLeay

		Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #48

		Documentation Only Updates
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(GBR) Managing UCAS and UTT
Applications


Understanding UCAS and UTT Data Processing


Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) is the UK central body that receives and processes
admission applications. Applicants apply to UCAS. UCAS then distributes the applications to the
institutions. Institutions communicate the admission decision to UCAS rather than directly to the
applicant.


UCAS provides an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) link to which participating institutions
can connect to import applications and send back admission decision details to UCAS. UCAS then
communicates the decision details to the applicants. PeopleSoft Campus Solutions enables you to connect
to the UCAS database to import full-time undergraduate (FTUG) and UCAS Teacher Training (UTT)
applications, process the imported applications, and send back the admission decision details to UCAS.


UCAS provides database views through which institutions import data. For example, the ivStarA
database view contains the applicant's contact details, including address and phone number. Refer to the
ODBC-link Technical Manual for information about the database views, its field descriptions, and the
transactions that are exchanged between UCAS and the academic institution. This manual is available to
UCAS subscribers from the UCAS website.


See www.ucas.ac.uk


To import and process UCAS and UTT applications:


1. Set up options, including the database link to UCAS.


2. Import reference data, such as ethnic codes, country codes, and application statuses, from UCAS.


3. Review the imported reference data.


In some cases, you must map the reference data to the Campus Solutions data, for example, UCAS
country codes to Campus Solutions country codes.


4. Import applications and applicant data from UCAS.


5. Review and correct errors in the imported applications.


6. Enter admission decisions for the imported applications.


7. Communicate the decisions back to UCAS as transactions.


8. Import any changes to the applicant or applications data maintained by UCAS.


Data changes that you import from UCAS could be offer responses.
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Each combination of an institution and a UCAS course is referred to as a choice.


Image: Process flow of importing and processing UCAS applications


This diagram provides an overview of the process of importing and processing UCAS applications.


When the applicant responds to an offer and when his or her exam results are available, the institution
confirms or rejects the conditional offer by comparing the applicant's exam results with the conditions.
Campus Solutions enables you to import the exam results, match the results with the offer conditions and
process Confirmation decisions.


An applicant who does not have an admission offer becomes eligible for Clearing. Also, an applicant can
register with UCAS for Adjustment if he or she wants to apply for another course. Campus Solutions
supports Confirmation, Clearing, and Adjustment processing for 2009 admissions cycle onwards.


The UCAS Admissions Guide and Decision Processing Manual provide more information about
Confirmation, Clearing, and Extra. This guide and manual are available to subscribers from the UCAS
website.


Common Elements Used to Manage UCAS and UTT Applications


Personal Information Click this link to access the Add/Update a Person component
(SCC_BIO_DEMO) where you can view and maintain
the person records that the system creates for the imported
applicants.


Applicant Summary Click this link to access the Applicant Summary page where you
can view the imported applicant data.
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Maintain Applications Click this link to access the Maintain Applications component (
ADM_APPL_MAINTNCE) where you can view and maintain
the Campus Solutions admission application records that the
system creates for the imported applications.


Choice Details Click this link to access the Choices page where you view the
applicant's imported application choices and a summary of the
related Campus Solutions application records.


Decision Entry Click this link to access the Initial Decision Entry page where
you can enter an admission decision for an imported application
choice.


Application Notes (<number>) Click this link to access the Application Notes page where
you can view all the key application choice information on a
single page and add notes. The number in parentheses indicates
the number of notes records for the application choice, for
example, Application Notes (2) indicates two notes records for
the application choice.


CAS Details (<number>) Click this link to access the CAS Maintenance component
where you can view the related CAS detail record for the
application choice. The number in parentheses indicates the
number of CAS details records for the application choice, for
example, CAS Details (2) indicates two CAS Details records for
the application choice.


Comments (<number>) Click this link to access the Application Notes page where
you can view and add comments. The number in parentheses
indicates the number of comment records for the application
choice, for example, Comments (2) indicates two comment
records for the application choice.


Further Information Click this link to access the Further Information page for a
subject where you can view the Other Qualification Title,
 Equivalence, National Centre Number and Unit Grades.


Round / Choice This field indicates the round number and choice number of
the UTT application choice. The first digit of Round / Choice
represents the Round Number and the second digit represents
the Choice Number.


Preparing for UCAS and UTT Data Processing


Before you can import and process UCAS and UTT data, you must set up your system as follows:


• Enable the UK fields for all institutions.


• Enable the UK fields for a specific institution.


• Set up script text for UCAS Confirmation and Clearing enquiries.
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• Set up phone numbers for UCAS Confirmation and Clearing enquiries.


• Set up UCAS and UTT options.


• Set up UCAS and UTT application import defaults.


• Set up UCAS and UTT decision approval options.


• Set up UCAS and UTT program action reasons.


• Set up UCAS and UTT program action reasons for Confirmation, Clearing, and Adjustment.


• Set up outcomes for enquiries and notes.


• Map UCAS attendance types.


• Map UCAS and UTT entry years and months.


• Map UCAS entry points.


• Map UCAS housing interest.


• Define external systems.


• Set up UCAS and UTT user defaults.


• Set up National ID Types for country code GBR.


Note: If you implement Campus Solutions and a separate instance of PeopleSoft Human Capital
Management, you should read the additional documentation describing those integrations. Setting up
National ID Types as detailed in this UCAS documentation may vary depending on how you configure
your systems. The following documentation provides information about the setup, functional, and
technical implementation considerations.
See:
"Integrating Person Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Integrating Setup Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Monitoring Integrations Using the Integrity Utility" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)
See Campus Solutions to Human Capital Management Integration in My Oracle Support (ID 1553319.1).


Pages Used to Prepare for UCAS and UTT Data Processing
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


SA Features SCC_INSTALL_SA2 Set Up SACR,  Install, 
Student Admin Installation, 
SA Features


Enable the UK-specific fields
on the Campus Solutions
pages for all institutions.


Academic Institution 6 SSR_INST_FEATURES Set Up SACR,  Foundation
Tables,  Academic Structure, 
Academic Institution Table, 
Academic Institution 6


Enable the UK-specific
fields on the Campus
Solutions pages for a specific
institution.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Program Action Reason Table PROG_RSN_TBL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Student Records, 
Program Action,  Program
Action Reason Table


Set up program action reasons
for UCAS and UTT.


Also, set up the script text
for UCAS program action
reasons. Your institution's
employees can read aloud this
script text to applicants during
Confirmation and Clearing
enquiries.


Application Center ADM_APPLCTR_TABLE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  Applicants, 
Application Center Table


Set up the application
centers for UCAS and UTT
applications.


Enter the phone numbers
that UCAS applicants
can call to enquire about
Confirmation and Clearing in
your institution.


UCAS Configuration SAD_UC_CONFIG Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UCAS
Configuration


For an institution, set up
the UCAS institution code,
current admissions cycle year,
 application import options,
 address usage value, and link
to the UCAS database.


UCAS Application Import SAD_UC_CONFIG2 Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UCAS
Application Import


For an institution, set up the
default values that the import
process uses to create the
Campus Solutions application
records for the ivStarC
application data.


UTT Application Import SAD_UC_GT_CONFG Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
UCAS Configuration,  UTT
Application Import


For an institution, set up the
default values that the import
process uses to create the
Campus Solutions application
records for the ivgStarG
application data.


UCAS Decision Approval SAD_UC_DECN_SETUP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UCAS
Decision Approval


Indicate whether approval
is required for UCAS
application, Confirmation,
 and Release into Clearing
decisions.


UTT Decision Approval SAD_UC_GDEC_SETUP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UTT Decision
Approval


Indicate whether approval is
required for UTT application
decisions.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UCAS Program Actions SAD_UC_UPRG_SETUP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UCAS
Program Actions


Define the program actions
and reason values that the
system uses when an update
to a UCAS application
choice requires an update
to the program action and
action reason values of the
corresponding Campus
Solutions application record.


UTT Program Actions SAD_UC_GPRG_SETUP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UTT Program
Actions


Define the program actions
and reason values that
the system uses when an
update to a UTT application
choice requires an update
to the program action and
action reason values of the
corresponding Campus
Solutions application record.


UCAS Confirmation SAD_UC_CONF_SETUP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  UCAS
Configuration,  UCAS
Confirmation


Define the program actions
and reason values that the
system uses for UCAS
Confirmation, Clearing, and
Adjustment.


UTT Confirmation SAD_UC_GCNF_SETUP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
UCAS Configuration,  UTT
Confirmation


Define the program actions
and reason values that
the system uses for UTT
Confirmation processing and
for Clearing Elsewhere.


Outcome Codes SAD_UC_OUTCMCDS Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Outcome Code


Define the outcome codes
that you can use to classify
applicant enquiries and
application notes.


Attendance Type SAD_UC_ATTTYPEM Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Attendance Type


Map UCAS attendance
types to Campus Solutions
academic levels. The system
uses this mapping when
you import ivEducation and
ivgEducation data to create
Campus Solutions external
education records.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Entry Year SAD_UC_ENTRYYRM Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Entry Year


Map UCAS entry year and
month to a Campus Solutions
admit term. You can map
multiple combinations of
entry year and month to a
Campus Solutions admit term.


You define admit terms on
the Term Table page. For
information about defining
term tables, see "Defining
Terms, Sessions, and Session
Time Periods" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2:
Application Fundamentals)


Entry Point SAD_UC_ENT_PT Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Entry Point


Map UCAS entry points to
Campus Solutions academic
levels and careers. The
system uses this mapping
when you import UCAS
applications and when you
create transactions to send to
UCAS.


Home SAD_UC_HOME Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Home


Map UCAS home values to
Campus Solutions housing
interest values. The system
uses this mapping to populate
the Housing Interest values
in the Campus Solutions
application records when you
import UCAS applications.


Title SAD_UC_TITLE_MP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Title


Map UCAS titles values
to Campus Solutions name
prefix values. The system uses
this mapping when creating
name records in Campus
Community when you import
UCAS applicant records.


UCAS, UTT Defaults SAD_UC_USR_DEFAULT Set Up SACR,  User Defaults,
UCAS, UTT Defaults


Set up user defaults that aid in
data entry and search.


External System SCC_EXT_SYS_TBL Setup SACR,  Product
Related,  Campus
Community,  Define Campus
Community,  Set Up,  Define
External Systems


Specify the external systems
for UCAS.


National ID Type Table NID_TYPE_TABLE Set Up Common Objects, 
Foundation Tables,  Personal, 
National ID Type


Assign UCASID and
GTTRID national ID types to
the country code GBR.
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Enabling the UK Fields for All Institutions
Access the SA Features page (Set Up SACR,  Install,  Student Admin Installation,  SA Features).


Select the HESA, UCAS check box to enable the HESA and UCAS specific fields in the system for all
academic institutions.


Enabling the UK Fields for a Specific Institution
Access the Academic Institution 6 page (Set Up SACR,  Foundation Tables,  Academic Structure, 
Academic Institution Table,  Academic Institution 6).


Select the HESA, UCAS check box to enable the HESA and UCAS specific fields in the system for a
specific institution.


Setting Up Script Text for UCAS Confirmation and Clearing Enquiries
Access the Program Action Reason Table page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions, Applicants,  Program Action Reason Table).


Image: Program Action Reason Table page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Program Action Reason Table page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Long Description Enter the description that should appear on the UCAS
Confirmation Enquiries page.


Script Text Enter the description that should appear as script text on the
UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page.


The following is an example of how the script text appears on the Confirmation Enquiries page:


1. Enter the script text and long description for a program action reason of CONF. CONF is mapped to
program action of ADMT (Admit).
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2. For Accept Firm decision, select program action of ADMT and action reason of CONF on the UCAS
Confirmation page of the UCAS Configuration component.


3. For an applicant, to whom your institution gave a conditional offer, enter a decision of Accept on the
Confirmation Entry page (and if required, approve it).


4. Because ADMT and CONF are mapped to the Accept Firm decision, the system automatically enters
CONF as the action reason for the corresponding Campus Solutions application record.


5. The CONF script text and long description appear for this applicant on the Confirmation Enquiries
page.


See Also
Setting Up Admissions Program Actions and Program Action Reasons


Setting Up Phone Numbers for UCAS Confirmation and Clearing Enquiries
Access the Application Center Table page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
Applicants,  Application Center Table).


Telephone Contact 1 Enter the phone number that should appear as the Confirmation
phone number on the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page.


Telephone Contact 2 Enter the phone number that should appear as the Clearing
phone number on the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page.


These two fields appear on the Application Center Table, regardless of whether you have selected the
UCAS, HESA check box on the Academic Institution 6 and SA Features pages.


See Also
Setting Up Application Processing Centers
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Setting Up UCAS and UTT Options
Access the UCAS Configuration page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UCAS Configuration).


Image: UCAS Configuration page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Configuration page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


UCAS Institution Code Enter the institution code that UCAS supplied to your
institution.
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UCAS Cycle Enter the admission cycle for which you want to import data
from UCAS. The system uses this value to determine the
effective term for creating new person residency records for
applicants.


You must enter the new cycle value when UCAS makes updated
views for the new cycle available through the ODBC-link. The
system uses this value to determine which new fields must be
imported. For example, the system imports the new ivStarK
fields added by UCAS for 2010 only if the UCAS cycle is 2010
or greater.


Application Import
HESA Data Import Select to indicate how the system should update or add the


Instance field values in your database when you import data
from ivStarJ and ivgStarJ.


Select Update all values to overwrite Instance field values with
the imported values.


Select Update only null values to add imported values to
Instance fields that do not have any values.


Add HESA Person Fields Select if you want the system to add new Person HESA Data
field values when you import data from ivStarJ and ivgStarJ.


Process Mismatched Applicants The system uses this check box's setting when you import data
from ivStarJ and ivgStarJ.


Select this check box if you want the system to continue
processing the staging record if there is a mismatch on Name,
 Gender or Date of Birth between the incoming StarJ record and
the existing person record. That is, if the check box is selected,
 then the system will log the mismatch and the processing of the
staging record will continue.


If you do not select the check box, then if there is a mismatch
on Name, Gender or Date of Birth between the incoming StarJ
record and the existing person record, then the system sets the
staging record to Error and no further processing is done. You
will need to resolve the mismatch either by updating the staging
record or by updating the person record before the staging
record can be re-processed.


Update Matriculated Students Select if you want the system to automatically update Person
HESA Data records of matriculated students when you import
person data from ivStarA, ivgStarA, ivStarK, and ivgStarK.


If you do not select this check box, the system does not update
the person record if the student has matriculated with an
application associated with the current combination of Personal
ID and Application Code.  For example, suppose you import
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an UTT application choice (personal ID of 10910031010 and
Application Code GT02) that has a corresponding application
record with a PROG_ACTION = MATR. In such a case, if you
have selected the Update Matriculated Students check box,
 the system will update the applicant's personal record with the
imported UTT data. If you have not selected the check box, the
system will not update the personal record with the imported
UTT data because the current application has been matriculated.


If the student has matriculated with a previous application not
associated with the current combination of Personal ID and
Application Code, then the system updates the personal data of
the student, regardless of whether you have selected the Update
Matriculated Students check box. For example, suppose you
import an UTT application choice (personal ID of 10910031010
and Application Code GT01). The applicant has a previous
UCAS application choice (personal ID of 10910031010 and
application code of UC01) that has a corresponding application
record with a PROG_ACTION = MATR. In such a case, even if
you have not selected the Update Matriculated Students check
box, the system will update the applicant's personal record in
Campus Solutions with the imported UTT data.


Default Marital Status Select the default marital status value that the system should
assign to the imported applicant records.


Default Admin Function Select a value to be the default administrative function when
you add a 3C record using the 3C/Attachments page.


Values are ADMA and ADMP.


If you do not select a value here, the system enters ADMA 
as the default value when you add a 3C record using the 3C/
Attachments page.


System Setup
Database Link Enter the name of the ODBC database link that the system uses


to connect to UCAS.


You can create a database link to UCAS by running the
following command:


CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK link name


CONNECT TO user_name


IDENTIFIED BY password


USING 'service_name'


link name is the value you enter in the Database Link field of the
UCAS Configuration page.
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UCAS supplies the link name,  user_name, password, and
service_name values to institutions.


Refer to the ODBC-link Technical Manual for more information
about connecting to the UCAS database.


UCAS Select if you want to import UCAS applicant and application
data.


If you do not select this check box, the import process does not
load the UCAS data into the Campus Solutions tables.


The UCAS-specific pages (such as the UCAS Decision
Approval page) appear on the UCAS Configuration component
only if you select this check box.


UTT Select if you want to import UTT applicant and application data.


If you do not select this check box, the import process does not
load the UTT data into the Campus Solutions tables.


The UTT-specific pages (such as the UTT Decision Approval
page) appear on the UCAS Configuration component only if
you select this check box.


Import Live Select if you want to import live data from UCAS or UTT into
the Campus Solutions tables through the staging tables. UCAS
data that contains errors will remain in the staging table.


If you do not select this check box, the import process posts the
data from the staging tables to the Campus Solutions tables. For
example, clear this check box if you have corrected the staging
data and now you want to load the staging table data into the
Campus Solutions tables.


Unit Results Select if you want to import unit grade results of your applicants
from ivUnitResults.


Unicode Select if you want to import data from the Unicode version of
applicant views.


Create CAS Records Select if you want the import process to automatically create
a CAS record for a Campus Solutions application when the
applicant's StarK record has a Visa Required value of Y.


See Understanding PBI Data Exchange


Campus Used Select if you have multiple institution campuses for UCAS or
UTT admissions. Otherwise, do not select if you have a single
institution campus for UCAS or UTT admissions.


This check box indicates whether or not the UCAS Campus
field is used by your institution. If the UCAS Campus field is
not used, then when the application choices are imported with a
null value the UCAS Campus field is populated with an asterisk
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(*), and this value is used as part of the Course Mapping to get
the Campus Solutions academic program, plan, or campus.


Disable Decision Link Select to disable the Decision Entry link on the UCAS
Applicant Summary page (Student Admissions, UCAS
Processing, UCAS Applications, UCAS Applicant Summary),
 the UTT Applicant Summary page (Student Admissions, UCAS
Processing, UTT Applications, UTT Applicant Summary),
 the UCAS Application Notes page (Student Admissions,
 UCAS Processing, UCAS Application Notes), and the
UTT Application Notes page (Student Admissions, UCAS
Processing, UTT Application Notes).


HRMS Decision Approver Select if you want the Approver and Decision Maker lookups
to display person IDs from PeopleSoft HCM (HRMS) records (
EMPLEE_NAME_VW).


If you do not select this check box, the Approver and Decision
Maker lookups display person IDs from only the People records
(PEOPLE_SRCH).


Contextual Data Select if you want to import data from the Contextual Data
views (cvRefSchoolContextualData and ivContextual).


Note: If you implement Campus Solutions and a separate instance of PeopleSoft Human Capital
Management, you should read the additional documentation to understand the setup, functional, and
technical implementation considerations.
See:
"Integrating Person Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Integrating Setup Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Monitoring Integrations Using the Integrity Utility" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)
See Campus Solutions to Human Capital Management Integration in My Oracle Support (ID 1553319.1).


Address Usage
The system uses these values when it imports applicant address data from ivStarA and ivgStarA views.


Correspondence Address Type Select the address type that you want the import process to
assign to the imported correspondence addresses.


Home Address Type Select the address type that you want the import process to
assign to the imported home addresses.


The home and correspondence address values must be different.


Telephone Type Select the phone type that you want the import process to assign
to the imported telephone numbers.


Mobile Phone Type Select the phone type that you want the import process to assign
to the imported mobile phone numbers.
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Email Type Select the email type that you want the import process to assign
to the imported email addresses.


For information about defining address types, see "Defining Address Types" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Campus Community).


Confirmation Enquiry
After exam results are published, applicants may want to confirm with an institution whether or not
they have been accepted. Also, during this Confirmation processing period, an institution will also
handle enquiries from rejected applicants who may want to be considered through Clearing. Use
the Confirmation Enquiry group box to configure how to handle such applicant enquiries related to
Confirmation and Clearing.


Automatic Save Select to have the system automatically save the record
once you have entered the mandatory values on the UCAS
Confirmation Enquiries page.


If you do not select this check box, you will need to click the
Save button on the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page, after
entering the mandatory values.


Outcome Required Select to make the Action Required and Outcome Codes fields
mandatory to save a Notes record on the UCAS Confirmation
Enquiries page. If you do not select this check box, the Action
Required and Outcome Codes fields become optional fields.


Setting Up UCAS Application Import Defaults
Access the UCAS Application Import page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UCAS Application Import).


When you import ivStarC application data for the first time, the system creates Campus Solutions
application records for the imported data. You can use the Maintain Applications component to access
the Campus Solutions application records. The import process uses the values you set up on the UCAS
Application Import page to create the Campus Solutions application records for the imported ivStarC
application data.


Initial Action Reason Enter the default action reason that you want the import process
to assign to the Campus Solutions application records related to
the imported ivStarC application data.


Define the initial action reasons in the Program Action Table
page. Only action reasons mapped with the program action of
APPL appear on the UCAS Application Import page.


For information about setting up action reasons, see Setting Up
Admissions Program Actions and Program Action Reasons


Admit Type Enter the admit type that you want the import process to assign
to the Campus Solutions application records related to the
imported ivStarC application data.
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Define the admit types in the Admit Type Table page. If you
have defined an admit type for a career, ensure that the Admit
Type in the UCAS Application Import page matches the career
that is associated with the ivStarC application data.


Academic Level Select the default academic level that you want the import
process to assign to the Campus Solutions application records
related to the imported ivStarC application data. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. The
import process assigns this default value only if you do not map
the academic levels to entry points on the Entry Point Mapping
page.


Application Center Select the default application center that you want the import
process to assign to the Campus Solutions application
records related to the imported ivStarC application data. The
import process uses this default value only if you do not map
application centers to UCAS courses and Campus Solutions
careers, programs, and plans on the UCAS Course page.


Define the application processing centers in the Application
Center Table page. If you have defined an application center
for a career, ensure that the application center selected on the
UCAS Application Import page matches the career with which
the ivStarC application data is associated.


See Setting Up Application Processing Centers


See "Setting Security for Application Centers" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)


Application Fee Type Select the application fee type that you want the import process
to assign to the Campus Solutions application records related to
the imported ivStarC application data. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values.


Application Method Select the application method that you want the import process
to assign to the Campus Solutions application records related to
the imported ivStarC application data. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values.


Housing Interest Set the value to be used when the ivStarC Home value is not
mapped or the application is imported from ivStarZ1.


Campus Enter the default campus that you want the import process to
assign to the Campus Solutions application records related
to the imported ivStarC application data. Values for this field
are delivered with your system as translate values. The import
process assigns the default value only if you do not map a
campus to UCAS courses and Campus Solutions careers,
 programs, and plans on the UCAS Course page.


UCAS Course Code Enter the default course code that you want the import process
to assign to the imported ivStarC application data. The import
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process assigns the default value only to imported applications
that do not have a course code.


Earliest Application Year Enter the application year for which you want the process to
import applications. If you leave the field blank, the import
process may import applications from ivStarC for both previous
and current admission cycles depending on timestamp values.


Suppose, your institution is implementing Campus Solutions
UCAS for the 2010 cycle (the UCAS cycle is 2010 on the
UCAS Configuration page). The institution wants to prevent
the import of 2009 applications. In this case, enter 2010 in the
Earliest Application Year field.


Previous Name Type Select the name type that the import process should use to create
the Previous Name records in Campus Solutions. The import
process creates the previous Name records from the Forenames
and Previous Surname values that it imports from the StarN
views.


The available values for this field does not include Primary or
Preferred because the import process uses these two types when
it creates applicant's current Name records in Campus Solutions.


To define name types, select Set Up Common Objects, 
Foundation Tables,  Personal,  Name Type.


After running the import process, both the previous names and
primary/preferred names can be viewed on the Names page
(Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
 Names).


Note: The import process assigns the academic load of Full time and the notification plan of Regular to
the Campus Solutions application records related to the imported ivStarC application data. The values
Full time, Part time, and Regular are delivered with your system as translate values.


Setting Up UTT Application Import Defaults
Access the UTT Application Import page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UTT Application Import).


When you import ivgStarG application data for the first time, the system creates Campus Solutions
application records for the imported data. You can use the Maintain Applications component to access
the Campus Solutions application records. The import process uses the values you set up on the UTT
Application Import page to create the Campus Solutions application records for the imported ivgStarG
application data.


Initial Action Reason Enter the default action reason that you want the import process
to assign to the Campus Solutions application records related
to the imported ivgStarG application data. If you do not enter
an initial action reason, the system creates Campus Solutions
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application records with an APPL program action and no action
reason for the imported ivgStarG application data.


Define the initial action reasons in the Program Action Table
page. Only action reasons mapped with the program action of
APPL appear on the UTT Application Import page.


Admit Type Enter the admit type that you want the import process to assign
to the Campus Solutions application records related to the
imported ivgStarG application data.


Define the admit types on the Admit Type Table page. If you
have defined an admit type for a career, ensure that the default
Admit Type on the UTT Application Import page matches the
career with which the ivgStarG application data is associated.


Academic Level Select the academic level that you want the import process to
assign to the Campus Solutions application records related to
the imported ivgStarG application data. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values.


Application Center Select the default application center that you want the import
process to assign to the Campus Solutions application records
related to the imported ivgStarG application data. The
import process uses this default value only if you do not map
application centers to UTT courses and Campus Solutions
careers, programs, and plans on the UTT Course page.


Define the application processing centers in the Application
Center Table page. If you have defined an application center
for a career, ensure that the application center selected in the
UTT Application Import page matches the career with which the
ivgStarG application data is associated.


Application Fee Type Select the application fee type that you want the import process
to assign to the Campus Solutions application records related to
the imported ivgStarG application data. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values.


Application Method Select the application method that you want the import process
to assign to the Campus Solutions application records related to
the imported ivgStarG application data. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values.


Campus Enter the default campus that you want the import process to
assign to the Campus Solutions application records related
to the imported ivgStarG application data. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. The
import process assigns the default value only if you do not
map a campus to UTT courses and Campus Solutions careers,
 programs, and plans on the UTT Course page.


UTT Course Code Enter the default course code that you want the import process
to assign to the imported ivgStarG application data. The import
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process assigns the default value only to imported applications
that do not have a course code.


Earliest Application Year Enter the application year for which you want the process to
import applications. If you leave the field blank, the import
process may import applications from ivgStarG for both
previous and current admission cycles depending on timestamp
values.


Suppose, your institution is implementing Campus Solutions
UTT for the 2010 cycle (the UCAS cycle is 2010 on the UCAS
Configuration page). The institution wants to prevent the import
of 2009 applications. In this case, enter 2010 in the Earliest
Application Year field.


Previous Name Type Select the name type that the import process should use to create
the Previous Name records in Campus Solutions. The import
process creates the previous Name records from the Forenames
and Previous Surname values that it imports from the StarN
views.


The available values for this field does not include Primary or
Preferred because the import process uses these two types when
it creates applicant's current Name records in Campus Solutions.


To define name types, select Set Up Common Objects, 
Foundation Tables,  Personal,  Name Type.


After running the import process, both the previous names and
primary/preferred names can be viewed on the Names page
(Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
 Names).


Note: The import process assigns the notification plan of Regular to the Campus Solutions application
records related to the imported ivgStarG application data. Additionally, the import process assigns the
academic load of Full time or Part Time based on the value of the PartTime field in the imported ivgStarG
record. The values Full time, Part time, and Regular are delivered with your system as translate values.


Setting Up UCAS Decision Approval Options
Access the UCAS Decision Approval page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UCAS Decision Approval).


Select the Interview, Unconditional Offer, Conditional Offer, Rejection, and Withdrawal check boxes to
indicate that a user must use one of the UCAS Decision Approval processing pages to review and approve
the decisions before the institution communicates the decisions to UCAS.


See Approving or Rejecting a UCAS Decision


See Approving or Rejecting Multiple UCAS Decisions
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Select the Confirmation Acceptance and Confirmation Rejection check boxes to indicate that a user must
use the UCAS Confirmation Approval page or the Quick Confirmation Approval page to review and
approve the UCAS Confirmation decision before the institution communicates the decisions to UCAS.


See Approving or Rejecting a UCAS Confirmation Decision


See Approving or Rejecting Multiple UCAS Confirmation Decisions


Select the Release to Clearing check box to indicate that a user must use the UCAS Release Approval
page to review and approve the release before the institution communicates the decisions to UCAS.


See Approving or Rejecting the Release into Clearing Decision


Setting Up UTT Decision Approval Options
Access the UTT Decision Approval page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UTT Decision Approval).


Select the Interview, Unconditional Offer, Conditional Offer, Rejection, and Withdrawal check boxes
to indicate that a user must use the UTT Decision Approval processing page to review and approve the
decisions before the institution communicates the decisions to UTT. To navigate to the UTT Decision
Approval processing page, select Student Admissions, UCAS Processing, UTT Decision Approval,
Decision Approval.


See Approving or Rejecting a UTT Decision


The Confirmation Acceptance and Confirmation Rejection check boxes do not have any impact on the
system.
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Setting Up UCAS Program Action Reasons
Access the UCAS Program Actions page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UCAS Program Actions).


Image: UCAS Program Actions page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Program Actions page (1 of 3). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Program Actions page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Program Actions page (2 of 3). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Program Actions page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Program Actions page (3 of 3). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institution Decisions
When you generate decision transactions to send to UCAS, the system uses the Institution Decisions
group box values to update the Campus Solution application records (related to the imported application
data). The following table describes when the system uses the program action and reason values for the
institution decisions:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Conditional Offer You make a conditional offer.


Amended Conditional Offer You amend a decision to conditional offer. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


Unconditional Offer You make an unconditional offer.


Amended Unconditional Offer You amend a decision to unconditional offer. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


Rejection You reject an application.


Amended Rejection You amend a decision to rejection. This decision is applicable
to an LA transaction.


Interview You enter a decision of interview.


Amended Interview You amend a decision to interview. This decision is applicable
to an LA transaction.


Course Full You enter a decision of course full.
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Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Amended Course Full You amend a decision to course full. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


Withdrawal Your institution withdraws an application.


Amended Withdrawal You amend a decision to be withdrawn by the institution. This
decision is applicable to an LA transaction.


UF Withdrawal - Institution Applicant declines the offer. This decision is applicable to an
RW transaction.


UF Amendment You amend a course, entry date, or entry point of an applicant
who has firmly accepted an unconditional offer or who has
accepted a Clearing place. This decision is applicable to an RA
transaction.


Course Correction When you correct a course, the system does not automatically
generate LC transactions for UCAS and as a consequence
the system does not update the Campus Solutions application
record using the program action/reason for Course Correction.


Applicant Replies
The system uses the Applicant Replies group box values when the Reply values you imported change.
The following table describes when the system uses the program action and reason values for the
applicant reply decisions:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Conditional Firm The applicant replies for the first time by accepting a
conditional offer firmly.


Cond Firm – Upgraded The applicant changes his or her reply from Conditional
Insurance to Conditional Firm prior to confirmation.


This can be set to the same values as Conditional Firm if your
institution does not want to distinguish between initial replies
and updated replies.


Conditional Insurance The applicant replies for the first time by accepting a
conditional offer as insurance.


Cond Insurance – Downgraded The applicant changes his or her reply from Conditional Firm
to Conditional Insurance.


This can be set to the same values as Conditional Insurance if
your institution does not want to distinguish between initial
replies and updated replies.
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Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Unconditional Firm The applicant replies for the first time by accepting an
unconditional offer firmly.


Uncond Firm – Upgraded The applicant changes his or her reply from Unconditional
Insurance to Unconditional Firm prior to confirmation.


This can be set to the same values as Unconditional Firm if
your institution does not want to distinguish between initial
replies and updated replies.


Unconditional Insurance The applicant replies for the first time by accepting an
unconditional offer as insurance.


Uncond Insurance – Downgraded The applicant changes his or her reply from Unconditional
Firm to Unconditional Insurance.


This can be set to the same values as Unconditional Insurance
if your institution does not want to distinguish between initial
replies and updated replies.


Conditional Decline The applicant declines a conditional offer.


Unconditional Decline The applicant declines an unconditional offer.


The applicant declines an unconditional offer made by your
institution for an Adjustment choice (Choice Number = 6,
 Decision = U, Reply = D and Adjustment is not D).


UCAS Amendments
The system uses the UCAS Amendments group box values when UCAS initiates changes and you import
these changes from ivStarC and ivStarK. The following table describes when the system uses the program
action and reason values for the UCAS amendments:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Changed Course UCAS changes a course.


Changed Campus UCAS changes a campus.


Changed Entry Point UCAS changes an entry point.


Changed Term UCAS changes entry year, entry month, or both, which results
in a change of admit term for the applicant.


Cancelled Choice UCAS cancels an application choice (in ivStarC, the value of
the ChoiceCancelled field is Y).
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Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Withdrawal - UCAS UCAS either notifies that the applicant has withdrawn all
application choices (in ivStarK, the value of the Withdrawn
field is C) or applicant has withdrawn only one choice (in
ivStarC, the value of Decision is W).


UF Withdrawal - UCAS Applicants with an unconditional firm offer for an application
choice notify UCAS that they want to withdraw their
applications (in ivStarK, the value of the Withdrawn field is
U).


Withdrawal Re-instated UCAS notifies that a previously withdrawn application choice
can be considered by the institution. The system uses the
Withdrawal Re-instated field values when UCAS changes the
ivStarC decision value to blank from W.


Note that the system does not process the R values for the
ivStarK Withdrawn fields. This change is not specific to an
application choice; as a consequence, the system does not
process this change when you import data. To process this type
of change, you must change the decision value to blank from
W for an application choice.


Reject by Default UCAS rejects the application because your institution did not
communicate any decision to UCAS (in ivStarC, the Action
field is R).


Decline by Default UCAS declines an offer because the applicant did not reply (in
ivStarC, the Action field is D).


Note that in ivStarC, if the Action field is U (updated from
insurance to firm, CI to CF, or UI to UF), then the system
picks up the change in the ivStarC Reply value.


The following scenario shows how Campus Solutions uses the values set up on the UCAS Program
Actions page:


1. On the UCAS Program Actions page, for the Rejection decision enter a program action of DENY and
an action reason of R.


2. Enter a decision of Rejection for a UCAS application on the Initial Decision Entry page. If approval is
required, use the UCAS Decision Approval page to approve the Rejection decision.


3. Select the Generate Transaction check box on the Transaction Processing page and run the
Transaction Processing Application Engine (SAD_UC_TRAN) process to generate a transaction for
the Rejection decision.


4. The system sets the program action to DENY and the action reason to R in the Campus Solutions
application record of the corresponding UCAS application number.
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Setting Up UTT Program Action Reasons
Access the UTT Program Actions page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UTT Program Actions).


Image: UTT Program Actions page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Program Actions page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UTT Program Actions page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Program Actions page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institution Decisions
When you generate UTT decision transactions, the system uses the Institution Decisions group box
values to update the Campus Solution application records (related to the imported UTT application data).
The following table describes when the system uses the program action and the reason values for the
institution decisions:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Conditional Offer You make a conditional offer.


Amended Conditional Offer You amend a decision to conditional offer. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


Unconditional Offer You make an unconditional offer.


Amended Unconditional Offer You amend a decision to unconditional offer. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


Rejection You reject an application.


Amended Rejection You amend a decision to rejection. This decision is applicable
to an LA transaction.


Rejection - English You enter a decision of Not qualified in English.
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Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Amended Rejection - English You amend a decision to Not qualified in English. This
decision is applicable to an LA transaction.


Rejection - Maths You enter a decision of Not qualified in Mathematics.


Amended Rejection - Maths You amend a decision to Not qualified in Mathematics. This
decision is applicable to an LA transaction.


Rejection - Science You enter a decision of Not qualified in Science.


Amended Rejection - Science You amend a decision to Not qualified in Science. This
decision is applicable to an LA transaction.


Course Closed You enter a decision of Course Closed.


Amended Course Closed You amend a decision to Course Closed. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


Interview You enter a decision of Interview and specify the interview
date for the transaction.


Amended Interview You amend a decision to Interview and specify the interview
date for the transaction. This decision is applicable to an LA
transaction.


Withdrawal Your enter a decision of Withdrawal.


Amended Withdrawal You amend a decision to Withdrawal. This decision is
applicable to an LA transaction.


UF Amendment You amend an unconditional firm application.


Applicant Replies
The system uses the Applicant Replies group box values when the Reply values you imported change.
The following table describes when the system uses the program action and the reason values for the
applicant replies:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Conditional Firm The applicant accepts a conditional offer firmly.


Unconditional Firm The applicant accepts a unconditional offer firmly.


Conditional Decline The applicant declines a conditional offer.


Unconditional Decline The applicant declines an unconditional offer.
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UTT Amendments
The system uses the UTT Amendments group box values when UTT initiates changes and you import
these changes from ivgStarG and ivgStarK. The following table describes when the system uses the
program action and the reason values for the UTT amendments:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Changed Course UTT changes a course.


Changed Campus UTT changes a campus.


Changed Term UTT changes entry year, entry month, or both, resulting in a
change of admit term for the applicant.


Withdrawal - UTT UTT notifies that the applicant has withdrawn all application
choices (in ivgStarK, Withdrawn field is C or in ivgStarG,
 Decision field is W).


UF Withdrawal - UTT Applicants with an unconditional firm offer for an application
choice notify UCAS that they want to withdraw their
applications (in ivgStarK, Withdrawn field is U).


Withdrawal Re-instated UTT notifies that a previously withdrawn application choice
can be considered by the institution. The system uses the
Withdrawal Re-instated field values when UTT changes the
ivgStarG decision value to blank from W.


Note that the system does not process the R values for the
ivgStarK Withdrawn fields. This change is not specific to an
application choice and, as a consequence, the system does not
process this change when you import data. To process this type
of change, you must change the decision value to blank from
W for an application choice.


Reject by Default UTT rejects the application because your institution did not
communicate any decision to UCAS (in ivgStarG, Action field
is R).


Decline by Default UTT declines an offer because the applicant did not reply (in
ivgStarG, Action field is D).
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Setting Up UCAS Program Action Reasons for Confirmation, Clearing, and
Adjustment


Access the UCAS Confirmation page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UCAS Confirmation).


Image: UCAS Confirmation page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Confirmation page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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UCAS Confirmation Decisions
When the system generates UCAS confirmation transactions (RD transactions), it uses the UCAS
Confirmation Decisions group box values to update the Campus Solutions application records (related to
the imported UCAS application data). The following table describes when the system uses the program
action and reason values for the UCAS Confirmation decisions:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Accept Firm The institution confirms acceptance for a conditional firm
application. That is, Decision is A (Accept) and Reply is F (
Firm).


Also, the system uses this value in ivStarC update processing
when the Reply changes to F, the Decision is U, and the
application was previously CF.


Accept Insurance The institution confirms acceptance for a conditional insurance
application. That is, Decision is A and Reply is I (Insurance).


To prevent an Accept Insurance row being added when the
choice is UF elsewhere, the system uses the following process:
If Decision is A and existing Reply value of the choice is I
and the current action/reason is not UF Elsewhere, the system
gets the new Program Action and Action Reason for Accept
Insurance.


Reject Firm The institution confirms rejection for a conditional firm
application. That is, Decision is R (Reject) and Reply is F.


Reject Insurance The institution confirms rejection of a conditional insurance
application. That is, Decision is R and Reply is I.


Amended Confirmation You change a Confirmation decision and a new RD transaction
is generated.


Confirmation with Change You change Course or Year as part of a Confirmation
decision. That is, Decision is C (Conditional Offer) in an RD
transaction.


Delayed Conditional You delay the conditional offer. That is, Decision is D (
Delayed Confirmation Decision) in an RD transaction.


For an applicant, you can enter the institution decision and view the applicant reply on the Initial Decision
Entry page and the Decision Processing page.


See Entering an Initial Admission Decision for a UCAS Application Choice


See Entering or Updating an Admission Decision for a UCAS Application Choice


See Entering a Decision for Multiple UCAS Application Choices
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UCAS Confirmation Amendments
When you receive Confirmation amendments from UCAS, the system uses the UCAS Confirmation
Amendments group box values to update the Campus Solution application records (related to the
imported UCAS application data). The following table describes when the system uses the program action
and the reason values for the UCAS Confirmation amendments:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


UF Elsewhere The applicant is UF (unconditional firm) at another institution
and the local choice is UI (unconditional insurance) or CI (
conditional insurance).


Clearing Elsewhere Another institution has accepted the applicant through
Clearing.


Adjustment Decline Another institution has accepted the applicant through
Adjustment.


UI to UF at Confirmation An unconditional insurance offer becomes firm as a result
of the applicant's conditional firm choice being rejected at
Confirmation. That is, Decision is U, Reply is F, and the
previous Reply value was I.


CI to CF at Confirmation The applicant's CF choice is rejected during Confirmation and
UCAS updates the applicant's existing CI choice to CF. That
is, Decision is C, Reply is F, and the previous Reply value was
I.


UCAS Enquiry
During the Clearing and Adjustment processes, the system uses the UCAS Enquiry group box values to
create or update the Campus Solutions application records. The following table describes when the system
uses the program action and the reason values for the UCAS Clearing and Adjustment decisions:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Adjustment Acceptance You import Adjustment applications (for which the institution
has sent AD transactions) and the system updates the
corresponding Campus Solutions application record.


Clearing Application You import Clearing applications and the system creates the
corresponding Campus Solutions application records for the
imported Clearing applications.
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Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Clearing Acceptance You create a RX transaction (with Decision = A) and
the system updates the corresponding Campus Solutions
application record.


You import an accepted Clearing application and the system
creates a new Campus Solution application record for the
accepted Clearing application (new application).


You import an accepted Clearing decision (Result = A) and the
system updates the Campus Solution application record with
the result (existing application).


Clearing Rejection You create a RX transaction (with Decision = R) and
the system updates the corresponding Campus Solutions
application record.


You import a rejected Clearing decision (Result = R) and the
system updates the Campus Solution application record with
the result (existing application).


Release to Clearing You create a RR transaction to notify UCAS that the
applicant is released into Clearing and the system updates the
corresponding Campus Solutions application record.


RPA Applicant


(record of prior acceptance applicant)


EAS in ivStarK is R, and the system updates the corresponding
Campus Solutions application record.


Scenarios
The following scenarios show how Campus Solutions uses the values set up on the Confirmation page:


Scenario 1: Importing new Clearing applications (that is, application choice number 9 does not exist in the
database)


1. For Clearing Application, enter the program action APPL (Application) and action reason CAP. For
Clearing Acceptance, enter the program action ADMT  and action reason CAC. For Clearing rejection,
enter the program action DENY and action reason CR.


2. The Import Applicant Data Application Engine (SAD_UC_IMPAP) process imports UCAS Clearing
application records from ivStarZ1. The imported UCAS Clearing application records have a choice
number of 9.


3. If the Result value in ivStarZ1 is null for the Clearing application, the system creates a corresponding
Campus Solutions application record with a program action of APPL and action reason of CAP.


4. If the Result value in ivStarZ1 is A for the Clearing application, the system creates a corresponding
Campus Solutions application record with a program action of ADMT and action reason of CAC.


5. If the Result value in ivStarZ1 is R for the Clearing application, the system creates a corresponding
Campus Solutions application record with a program action of DENY and action reason of CR.
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6. For the new Clearing Campus Solutions application record that has a program action of APPL, you
enter a decision A. After entering the decision you generate the RX transaction. In this case, the
system updates the Campus Solutions application record with the program action of ADMT  and
action reason CAC.


Scenario 2: Confirming offers


1. For the Accept Firm decision enter a program action of ADMT and action reason of COF.


2. Click Accept on the UCAS Confirmation page for a UCAS application that has a conditional offer. If
required, approve the acceptance of the admission offer.


3. Select the Generate Transaction check box on the Transaction Processing page and run the
Transaction Processing process to generate a transaction for the Confirmation decision.


4. The system assigns the program action ADMT and action reason COF to the Campus Solutions
application record for the corresponding UCAS application.


Scenario 3: Importing Adjustment Applications


1. For the Adjustment Acceptance decision, enter a program action of ADMT and action reason of ADA.


2. The Import Applicant Data process imports UCAS adjustment (choice number 6 ) records from
ivStarC. For applications, which the institution has already sent AD transactions to UCAS, the
incoming decision value is U and reply value is F.


3. If the incoming decision value is not U, the system creates a corresponding Campus Solutions
application record with a program action of APPL and the action reason that you had set up on the
UCAS Application Import page.


4. If the incoming decision value is U and reply is F, the system updates the corresponding Campus
Solutions application record with a program action of ADMT and action reason of ADA.


5. If the incoming decision value is U, reply is D, and Adjustment is not D, the system updates the
corresponding Campus Solutions application record with the program action and action reason values
that you had set up for Unconditional Decline on the UCAS Program Actions page.


6. For the new Adjustment Campus Solutions application record that has a program action of APPL,
the institution generates an AD transaction. In this case, the system updates the Campus Solutions
application record with the program action of ADMT and action reason of ADA.


Scenario 4: An applicant has been accepted by another institution through Adjustment. Your institution
previously sent an unconditional offer or a confirmation acceptance to UCAS that the applicant has firmly
accepted (the applicant has an application choice with a decision reply value of UF).


1. For the Adjustment Decline decision, enter a program action of DENY and action reason of ADD.


2. The Import Applicant Data process imports UCAS choice records from ivStarC.


3. If the incoming Adjustment value is D for an application choice that exists in your database, the
process updates the decision-reply value from UF to UD. Also, the system updates the corresponding
Campus Solutions application record with a program action of DENY and action reason of ADD.


Scenario 5: Importing updated Clearing applications.
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After a Decision has been made for a choice but before the applicant replies, any changes to course
details, term or entry point made at UCAS can lead to the adding of a new row in the Campus Solutions
application. Consequently, the earlier offer row generated by the LD/LA transaction is no longer the
latest. In this scenario,


• If the incoming Result = A and the Reply is not D, add a new row for Clearing Acceptance.


• If the incoming Result = A and Reply is D and the Campus Solutions application is not already
withdrawn (application status is not Cancelled from WADM or WAPP program action), add a new
row for Unconditional Decline.


• If the incoming Result = R, add a new row for Clearing Rejection.


Setting Up UTT Program Action Reasons for Confirmation and Clearing
Elsewhere


Access the UTT Confirmation page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  UCAS Configuration,  UTT Confirmation).


Image: UTT Confirmation page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Confirmation page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.
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UTT Confirmation Decisions
When the system generates UTT Confirmation transactions, it uses the UTT Confirmation Decisions
group box values to update the Campus Solution application records (related to the imported UTT
application data). The following table describes when the system uses the program action and the reason
values for the UTT Confirmation decisions:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Accept Firm The institution confirms acceptance for a conditional firm
application (Decision is A  and Reply is F). Also, the system
uses this action in ivgStarG update processing when you
change the Reply to F, the Decision is U, and previously the
application was CF.


Reject Firm The institution confirms rejection for a conditional firm
application (Decision is R,  and Reply is F).


Amended Confirmation You change a Confirmation decision and a new RD transaction
is generated.


Confirmation with Change You change Course, Campus, Modular, Part Time, Entry Year,
or Entry Month as part of a Confirmation decision (Decision is
C in an RD transaction).


Delayed Conditional You delay the conditional offer. That is, Decision is D (
Delayed Confirmation Decision) in an RD transaction.


UTT Confirmation Amendments
When you receive UTT Confirmation amendments, the system uses the UTT Confirmation Amendments
group box values to update the Campus Solution application records (related to the imported UTT
application data). The following table describes when the system uses the program action and the reason
values for the UTT Confirmation amendments:


Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Clearing Elsewhere An applicant was accepted through Clearing at another
institution.


UTT Enquiry
When the system generates UTT Enquiry transactions, it uses the UTT Enquiry group box values to create
or update the Campus Solution application records (related to the imported UTT application data). The
following table describes when the system uses the program action and the reason values for the UTT
Enquiry decisions:
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Program Action and Action Reason Values For Used by the System When


Clearing Application You import Clearing applications and the system creates the
corresponding Campus Solutions application records for the
imported Clearing applications.


Clearing Acceptance You import an accepted Clearing application that has Decision
= U (Unconditional Offer) or A and the system creates a new
Campus Solution application record for the accepted Clearing
application.


You create a RX transaction (Decision is U) and the system
updates the corresponding Campus Solutions application
record.


Clearing Offer You import an accepted Clearing application that has Decision
= C (Conditional Offer) and the system creates a new
Campus Solution application record for the accepted Clearing
application.


You create a RX transaction (Decision is C) and the system
updates the corresponding Campus Solutions application
record.


RPA Applicant EAS in ivStarK is R, and the system updates the corresponding
Campus Solutions application record.
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Setting Up Outcomes for Enquiries and Notes
Access the Outcome Codes page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Outcome Codes).


Image: Outcome Codes page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Outcome Codes page . You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Action Required Select a value that allows you to filter the outcome codes on
the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page, and UCAS and UTT
Application Notes pages.


Values are Applicant, Institution, and None.


UCAS Select to have the outcome code available for selection on the
UCAS Application Notes and UCAS Confirmation Enquiries
pages.


UTT Select to have the outcome code available for selection on the
UTT Application Notes page.


Confirmation Select to have the outcome code available for selection on the
UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page.
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Mapping UCAS Attendance Types
Access the Attendance Type page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Attendance Type).


Image: Attendance Type page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Attendance Type page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Map the UCAS attendance types to Campus Solutions academic load values.


Note: The attendance type mapping is used to set the Approved Academic Load value when External
Education records are created from records imported from ivEducation and ivgEducation.


Mapping UCAS and UTT Entry Years and Months
Access the Entry Year page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Entry Year).


Image: Entry Year page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Entry Year page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


Entry Year Enter the UCAS entry year in the format YYYY.


Entry Month Enter a number between 1 and 12 to indicate the UCAS entry
month. For example, if the month is January, enter 1.


For non-modular UTT applications, enter 0. UTT does not
deliver an entry month value for non-modular UTT applications.
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 If any incoming application does not have an entry month, the
import process uses the mapping with 0 as the default.


Entry Point (Optional) Set the year of program the applicant can join. When
you set a value in this field, you can define multiple records for
different Entry Points, and define different Cohort Tags for each
Entry Point. If you leave this field blank, you can continue to
have a single mapping of Entry Year and Month to Admit Term
and a single Cohort Tag that will apply to all Entry Points.


This field is hidden if UCAS System is set to UTT.


Cohort Tag Use this field if you are using the Program Enrollment
functionality and you want the Import Applicant Data process
to set this cohort value when it creates or updates Campus
Solutions applications as part of the UCAS and UTT application
import.


For information about Program Enrollment, refer to the Student
Records - Program Enrollment documentation.


See "Understanding Program Enrollment" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Student Records)


Note: When you import the UCAS application data, the system uses the mapped admit term to create or
update the related Campus Solutions application records.


Note: It is recommended that you define entry year mappings for a single career for each combination of
institution and UCAS system.
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Mapping UCAS Entry Points
Access the Entry Point page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Entry Point).


Image: Entry Point page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Entry Point page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


Note: When you import UCAS application data, the system uses the mapped academic level and year of
program to create the related Campus Solutions application records. If the year of program is not mapped,
then the system sets the value in Application Program Data page to 00 (not set).


UCAS admission entry points range from 0 for foundation year and 1 through 5 for first through fifth year
entry. Entry point is not used in UTT admissions. Therefore, for UTT you need not map entry points with
academic levels and careers. The system uses the default academic level that you defined on the UTT
Application Import page for UTT applications.


Mapping UCAS Housing Interest
Access the Home page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS,  Mappings,
Home ).


Values for the Housing Interest field are delivered with your system as translate values. Values are
Commuter, Off Campus Housing, and On Campus Housing.


Note: When you import UCAS application data, the system populates the mapped Campus Solutions
housing interest into the related Campus Solutions application records.
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Mapping UCAS Titles
Access the Title page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS,  Mappings, 
Title).


Image: Title page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Title page. You can find definitions for the fields
and controls later on this page.


Name Prefix values are defined here: Set Up Common Objects, Foundation Tables, Personal, Name
Prefix.


Note: When you import UCAS application choices, the system populates the mapped name prefixes into
the related Campus Solutions name records.
If a UCAS Title value is not mapped to a name prefix, then the system uses the UCAS Title value as the
prefix in the name record.
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Defining External Systems
Access the External System page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Campus Community,  Define
Campus Community,  Set Up,  Define External Systems).


Image: External System page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the External System page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Define the following external systems codes listed in the following table.


External System Code Description


GT UTT Personal ID (UTTPERID)


ISA Ind Safeguarding Auth (ISA)


NIN National Insurance No (NIN)


SCN Scottish Candidate Number (SCN)


UC UCAS Personal ID (UCASPERID)


ULN Unique Learner No (ULN)


You must define the codes as shown in the table but you can modify the description.


The system uses this setup to track applicant IDs imported from UCAS. To view the imported IDs for
an applicant, use the External System page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification,
External System ID).
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Setting Up UCAS and UTT User Defaults
Access the UCAS, UTT Defaults page (Set Up SACR,  User Defaults,  UCAS, UTT Defaults).


Image: UCAS, UTT Defaults page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS, UTT Defaults page . You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system uses the defaults that you set up here to populate data in the UCAS pages. The default values
that you set up here can be overridden on any page in the system.


Although setting user defaults can save time and minimize data entry errors, doing so is optional.


To set up user defaults for the Academic Institution, Term, Career, and Academic Program fields, select
Set Up SACR,  User Defaults,  User Defaults 1. To set up user defaults for the Application Center field,
select Set Up SACR,  User Defaults,  User Defaults 2.


If your institution does not have PeopleSoft HCM (HRMS) installed, the Decision Maker and Approver
lookups do not have access to the database table that differentiates staff members from the other person
records (such as students). Therefore, if HCM is not installed, the lookups will display all person records.
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The same logic applies to other pages where Decision Maker or Approver lookups exist (for instance, the
UCAS Decision Processing page).


Note: If you implement Campus Solutions and a separate instance of PeopleSoft Human Capital
Management, you should read the additional documentation to understand the setup, functional, and
technical implementation considerations.
See:
"Integrating Person Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Integrating Setup Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Monitoring Integrations Using the Integrity Utility" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)
See Campus Solutions to Human Capital Management Integration in My Oracle Support (ID 1553319.1).


Setting Up National ID Types for Country Code GBR
Access the National ID Type Table page (Set Up Common Objects,  Foundation Tables,  Personal, 
National ID Type).


Image: National ID Type Table page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the National ID Type Table page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


You must define UCASID and GTTRID as National ID types as described in the following table:


NID Type (maximum
6 characters)


Default Description (
maximum 30
characters)


Short Desc (
maximum 10
characters)


National ID Format
(maximum 20
characters)


UCASID No UCAS Personal ID UCASPERID 9999999999 (10 digits)


GTTRID No UTT Personal ID UTTPERID 9999999999 (10 digits)


The Import Applicant Data process uses the UCASID and GTTRID NID types to import UCAS and UTT
applications.
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Processing UCAS and UTT Reference Data


This section provides an overview of reference data processing and discusses how to:


• Import reference data.


• Review and map UCAS courses.


• Review and map UTT courses.


• Review and map area of permanent residence.


• Review and map disability data.


• Review and map ethnicity data.


• Review and map residential category data.


• Review and map country data.


• Review and map nationality data.


• Review and map exam level data.


Understanding UCAS and UTT Reference Data Processing
You must process reference data before importing applications. To process reference data, first run the
Import Reference Data Application Engine (SAD_UC_IMREF) process to import the reference data.
Then, use the Reference Data pages to view the imported reference data in the Campus Solutions tables.


If you selected the Import Live check box on the UCAS Configuration page, the system loads the data
from UCAS into the staging tables and then into the Campus Solutions tables.


If you did not select the Import Live check box, the system loads the data from the staging tables into the
Campus Solutions tables. The following table lists the staging tables that store the reference data:


Staging Table Stores Data Imported From


PS_SAD_UC_I_SCHCTX cvRefSchoolContextualData


PS_SAD_UC_I_INST cvInstitution


PS_SAD_UC_I_REGION cvnRefRegion


PS_SAD_UC_I_CVCOURSE cvCourse


PS_SAD_UC_I_CVGCOURSE cvgCourse


PS_SAD_UC_I_KEYWORD cvRefKeyword


PS_SAD_UC_I_SCHOOL cvSchool


PS_SAD_UC_I_SCHOOLCONT cvSchoolContact
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Staging Table Stores Data Imported From


PS_SAD_UC_I_SCHOOLTYPE cvRefSchoolType


PS_SAD_UC_I_ESTGROUP cvRefEstGroup


PS_SAD_UC_I_APR cvRefAPR


PS_SAD_UC_I_DIS cvRefDis


PS_SAD_UC_I_ETHNIC cvRefEthnic


PS_SAD_UC_I_RESCAT cvRefResCat


PS_SAD_UC_I_COUNTRY cvRefCountry


PS_SAD_UC_I_NATIONLTY cvRefNationality


PS_SAD_UC_I_POCC cvRefPOCC


PS_SAD_UC_I_SOCCLASS cvRefSocialClass


PS_SAD_UC_I_SOCIOECON cvRefSocioEconomic


PS_SAD_UC_I_CARE cvRefCare


PS_SAD_UC_I_SPONSOR cvRefPrepSponsor


PS_SAD_UC_I_SCHOOLYEAR cvRefSchoolYear


PS_SAD_UC_I_PARENTHE cvRefParentinHE


PS_SAD_UC_I_FEE cvRefFee


PS_SAD_UC_I_EBLSUBJ cvEBLSubject


PS_SAD_UC_I_AWARDBODY cvRefAwardBody


PS_SAD_UC_I_EXAM cvRefExam


PS_SAD_UC_I_SUBJ cvRefSubj


PS_SAD_UC_I_UNITS cvRefUnits


PS_SAD_UC_I_OEQ cvRefOEQ


PS_SAD_UC_I_DEGRSUBJ cvgRefDegreeSubject


PS_SAD_UC_I_GDTYPE cvgRefHighestExpectedQualType


PS_SAD_UC_I_OFFABBR cvRefOfferAbbrev


PS_SAD_UC_I_UVOFFABBR uvOfferAbbrev


PS_SAD_UC_I_STATUS cvRefStatus
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Staging Table Stores Data Imported From


PS_SAD_UC_I_OFFERSUBJ cvRefOfferSubj


PS_SAD_UC_I_ERROR cvRefError


PS_SAD_UC_I_CVAMEND cvRefAmendments


PS_SAD_UC_I_POCC10 cvRefPOCC2010


PS_SAD_UC_I_CVGAMEND cvgRefAmendments


PS_SAD_UC_I_CAREDUR cvRefCareDuration


PS_SAD_UC_I_TARIFF cvRefTariff


PS_SAD_UC_I_LEA cvRefLea


PS_SAD_UC_I_GENIDE cvRefGenIdenDiff


PS_SAD_UC_I_SEXORT cvRefSexOrientation


PS_SAD_UC_I_RELBLF cvRefReligionBelief


If you selected both the UTT and UCAS check boxes on the UCAS Configuration page, the system loads
both the UCAS and UTT reference data.


The system imports cvRefSchoolContextualData data only if you have selected the Contextual Data check
box and the UCAS Cycle is 2012 or greater on the UCAS Configuration page.


After loading the reference data, you need to use the Reference Data pages to map the UCAS values to
the Campus Solutions values. For example, you must map the UCAS courses to the Campus Solutions
careers, programs, and plans. Additionally, you can use the Reference Data pages to review whether the
Import Reference Data process imported all the required data.


For information about the fields on the Reference Data pages that display the imported data, refer to the
ODBC-link Technical Manual.


All the Reference Data pages have Active and Imported check boxes. Clear the Active check box to
deactivate a manually added reference data record.


The system enables the Active check box for records that you entered manually through the Reference
Data pages. However, the system disables the Active check box for imported records. The exception to
this rule is the Institution Offer Abbreviation page on which the Active check box is enabled for both
imported and non-imported records.


The Imported check box indicates whether you imported or manually added the reference data. If you
manually add the data on a Reference Data page, then the system clears the Imported check box.


For cvName/cvNameU and cvgName/cvgNameU, the system does not import the data into Campus
Solutions. Therefore, staging tables do not exist for these views. The Personal ID look up icon directly
queries these views to display the applicant values on the UCAS and UTT Enquiry Entry pages. If the
Unicode check box is selected on the UCAS Configuration page, then the lookup queries the NameU
version of the view.
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If the configured cycle is 2015 or greater on the UCAS Configuration page, the Import Reference
Data process imports the cvRefPOCC2010 view based on the date/time column POCCDate2010 of
cvRefAmendments. POCCDate2010 indicates the date/time of the last changes to the cvRefPOCC2010
view.


From 2015 cycle onwards, the process does not import cvRefSocialClass.


The Import Reference Data process imports records for the local institution code (that you define on the
UCAS Configuration page) from cvgCourse. In order to also import the course records of associated
institutions for Schools Direct applications, you must select the Accredited Institution check box for the
institution on the Institution page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and Admissions, UCAS,
Reference Data, Institution) and the Override Timestamp value for the cvgCourse view must be set back
to ensure that all the required records are imported the next time Import Reference Data process is run.
The Override Timestamp value is set on the Internal Timestamp page. For more information, see Defining
a Timestamp for Re-importing Data


Pages Used to Process UCAS and UTT Reference Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import Reference Data SAD_UC_IMP_REF_PRC Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  Import
Reference Data


Import UCAS reference data
into your database.


UCAS Courses SAD_UC_COURSE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  UCAS Course


View the imported cvCourse
data or manually enter the
UCAS course data into
your database. Also, map a
UCAS course with a Campus
Solutions academic career,
 program, plan, subplan,
 application center, and
campus.


Area of Permanent Residence SAD_UC_APR Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Area of
Permanent Residence


View the imported cvRefAPR
domicile data or manually
enter the APR data into
your database. Also, map
the UCAS domicile to the
Campus Solutions country
code.


Country SAD_UC_CNTRY Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Country


View the imported
cvRefCountry data or
manually enter the UCAS
country data into your
database. Also, map the
UCAS country code to the
Campus Solutions country
code.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Disability SAD_UC_DIS Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Disability


View the imported cvRefDis
data or manually enter the
UCAS disability data into
your database. Also, map the
UCAS disability code to the
Campus Solutions disability
code and type of impairment.


Ethnic SAD_UC_ETHNIC Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Ethnic


View the imported
cvRefEthnic data or manually
enter the UCAS ethnic data
into your database. Also, map
the UCAS ethnicity code to
the Campus Solutions set
ID, regulatory region, and
ethnicity group.


Nationality SAD_UC_NATION Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Nationality


View the imported
cvRefNationality data or
manually enter the UCAS
nationality data into your
database. Also, map the
UCAS nationality code to the
Campus Solutions country
and citizenship codes.


Residential Category SAD_UC_RESCAT Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Residential
Category


View the imported
cvRefResCat data or manually
enter the UCAS residential
category data into your
database. Also, map the
UCAS residential category
code to the Campus Solutions
residency code.


Exam Levels SAD_UC_EXAM Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Exam Levels


View the imported
cvRefExam data or manually
enter the UCAS exam level
data into your database. Also,
 map the UCAS exam level
to the Campus Solutions
qualification type.


EBL Subject SAD_UC_EBLSUB Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  EBL Subject


View the imported
cvEBLSubject data or
manually enter the UCAS
EBL Subject data into your
database.


Institution SAD_UC_INST Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Institution


View the imported
cvInstitution data or manually
enter the UCAS institution
data into your database.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


NHS Region SAD_UC_REGION Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  NHS Region


View the imported
cvnRefRegion data or
manually enter the NHS
Region data into your
database.


Awarding Body SAD_UC_AWDBDY Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Awarding
Body


View the imported
cvRefAwardBody data or
manually enter the UCAS
awarding body data into your
database.


In Care SAD_UC_CARE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  In Care


View the imported cvRefCare
data or manually enter the
UCAS In Care data into your
database.


In Care Duration SAD_UC_CAREDUR Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  In Care
Duration


View the imported
cvRefCareDuration data or
manually enter the UCAS In
Care Duration data into your
database.


Error Code SAD_UC_ERROR Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Error Code


View the imported cvRefError
data or manually enter the
UCAS Error Code data into
your database.


Establishment Group SAD_UC_ESTGRP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting
and Admissions, 
UCAS,  Reference Data, 
Establishment Group


View the imported
cvRefEstGroup data or
manually enter the UCAS
establishment group data into
your database.


Fee Payer SAD_UC_FEE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Fee Payer


View the imported cvRefFee
data or manually enter the
UCAS fee payer data into
your database.


Keyword SAD_UC_KEY Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Keyword


View the imported
cvRefKeyword data or
manually enter the UCAS
keyword data into your
database.


LEA SAD_UC_LEA Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  LEA


View the imported cvRefLea
data or manually enter
the LEA codes into your
database.


Other Exam Qualifications SAD_UC_OEQ Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Other Exam
Qualifications


View the imported cvRefOEQ
data or manually enter
the UCAS Other Exam
Qualifications data into your
database.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Offer Abbreviation SAD_UC_COFABB Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Offer
Abbreviation


View the imported
cvRefOfferAbbrev data.


Offer Subject SAD_UC_OFFSUB Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Offer
Subject


View the imported
cvRefOfferSubj data or
manually enter the UCAS
Offer Subject data into your
database.


Parent in Higher Education SAD_UC_PARHE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Parent in
Higher Education


View the imported
cvRefParentinHE data or
manually enter the UCAS
Parent in Higher Education
data into your database.


Parental Occupation SAD_UC_POCC Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Parental
Occupation


View the imported
cvRefPOCC data or manually
enter the UCAS Parental
Occupation data into your
database.


Parental Occupation 2010 SAD_UC_POCC2010 Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Parental
Occupation 2010


View the imported
cvRefPOCC2010 data or
manually enter the UCAS
Parental Occupation 2010
data into your database.


Sponsor SAD_UC_PRESPN Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Sponsor


View the imported
cvRefPrepSponsor data or
manually enter the UCAS
sponsor data into your
database.


School SAD_UC_SCHOOL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  School


View the imported cvSchool
and cvSchoolContact data.


Click the External Org
Details link to update or view
the details of the External
Organization that is mapped
to the school.


School Contextual Data SAD_UC_SCH_CTXT Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  School
Contextual Data


View the imported
cvRefSchoolContextualData
data or manually enter the
School Contextual data into
your database.


School Type SAD_UC_SCHTYP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  School Type


View the imported
cvRefSchoolType data or
manually enter the UCAS
school type data into your
database.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


School Year SAD_UC_SCHYR Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  School Year


View the imported
cvRefSchoolYear data or
manually enter the UCAS
school year data into your
database.


Social Class SAD_UC_SOCCLS Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Social Class


View the imported
cvRefSocialClass data or
manually enter the UCAS
social class data into your
database.


Socio Economic SAD_UC_SOCECO Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Socio
Economic


View the imported
cvRefSocioEconomic data
or manually enter the UCAS
Socio Economic data into
your database.


Status SAD_UC_STATUS Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Status


View the imported
cvRefStatus data or manually
enter the UCAS status data
into your database.


Subject SAD_UC_SUB Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Subject


View the imported cvRefSubj
data or manually enter the
UCAS subject data into your
database.


Units SAD_UC_UNITS Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Units


View the imported cvRefUnits
data or manually enter the
UCAS unit data into your
database.


Institution Course Keyword SAD_UC_CRSKEY Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Institution
Course Keyword


View the imported
uvCourseKeyword data or
manually enter the UCAS
Institution Course Keyword
data into your database.
 If required, update or add
keywords that users can use
to search for the course in
the UCAS course web search
utility.


Institution Offer Abbreviation SAD_UC_UOFABB Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Institution
Offer Abbreviation


View the imported
uvOfferAbbrev data or
manually enter the UCAS
Institution Offer Abbreviation
data into your database.


Tariff Scores SAD_UC_TARIFF Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Tariff Scores


View the imported
cvRefTariff data or manually
enter the UCAS tariff data
into your database.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UTT Course SAD_UC_GCOURSE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Recruiting and
Admissions, UCAS,
Mappings, UTT Course


View the imported cvgCourse
data or manually enter
the UTT course data into
your database. Also, map a
UTT course with a Campus
Solutions academic career,
 program, plan, sub-plan,
 application center, and
campus.


UTT Degree Subject SAD_UC_GDSUB Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  UTT Degree
Subject Table


View the imported
cvgRefDegreeSubject data
or manually enter the UTT
degree subject data into your
database.


UTT Qualification Type SAD_UC_GDTYPE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  UTT
Qualification Type


View the imported
cvgRefHighest
ExpectedQualType data or
manually enter the UTT
qualification type data into
your database.


Regional EXT_ORG_TBL_REG Campus Community, 
Organization,  Create/
Maintain Organizations, 
Organization Table,  Regional


View the imported cvSchool
data or manually enter the
UCAS school data into your
database.


The system enables the UK
UCAS School Data region
only if you select the HESA,
 UCAS check box on the SA
Features page.


Gender Identity Difference SAD_UC_GENDIDEN Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Gender
Identity Difference


View the imported
cvRefGenIdenDiff data or
manually enter the gender
identity difference data into
your database.


Religion/Belief SAD_UC_RELBLF Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Religion/
Belief


View the imported
cvRefReligionBelief data or
manually enter the religion or
belief data into your database.


Sexual Orientation SAD_UC_SEXORT Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Reference Data,  Sexual
Orientation


View the imported
cvRefSexOrientation data
or manually enter the sexual
orientation data into your
database.


Importing Reference Data
Access the Import Reference Data page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  Import Reference Data).
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The Import Reference Data process imports reference data based on UCAS timestamps. After the process
runs, you can view the latest timestamp information on the Internal Timestamp page.


For more information about the Internal Timestamp page, see Defining a Timestamp for Re-importing
Data


Import Live Indicates how the Import Reference Data process loads data into
the Campus Solutions tables.


You cannot select or clear this check box. The system selects
this check box if you selected the Import Live check box on the
UCAS Configuration page.


If the system selects the check box, the import process loads the
data into the staging tables and then into the Campus Solutions
tables. If the system does not select the check box, the import
process loads the data from the staging tables into the Campus
Solutions tables.


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution for which you want to import the
data.


Create/Update External Org Rec 
(create/update external organization
record)


Select this check box to instruct the process to create or update
an external organization record for the imported school.


If you select this option, and if the process does not find a
corresponding external organization record for the imported
school, it creates an external organization record. You can view
this external organization record using the Organization Table
page (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Table).


If you select this option, and if the process finds a corresponding
external organization record that needs to be updated, it creates
a new effective dated record in the Organization Table page. For
example, suppose a school's contact email ID has changed and
the school already has an associated external organization record
in Campus Solutions. When you import the school reference
data, the process inserts a new record with the new email ID of
the contact.


If the check box is cleared, the process imports the cvSchool
and cvSchoolContact records into the Campus Solutions tables
but does not create eternal organization records.


Creation of External Org records can cause the process to run
slowly. Therefore, you can first run the Import Reference Data
process without selecting this check box. Then you can run the
process again with the Create/Update External Org Rec check
box selected to create the external organization records.
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Reviewing and Mapping UCAS Courses
Access the UCAS Course page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  UCAS Course).


Image: UCAS Course page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Course page . You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: If the UCAS Campus value in cvCourse is null (that is, the institution does not have separate UCAS
campus codes), then the Import Reference Data process imports the value as *. If you are adding course
records manually, you need to add either a valid UCAS campus value or *.
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UCAS Timestamp Displays the date and time when UCAS updated the cvCourse
view.


This field is read-only and only appears for imported records.
 For manually added records, this field is blank and you do not
need to enter a value.


Mapping
You must map a Campus Solutions academic career, program, and plan for each combination of UCAS
course code, entry year and entry month that may exist in an imported application choice. The remaining
fields in the Mapping group box are optional. The system uses the mapped values when creating or
updating the Campus Solutions application record related to the UCAS application choice.


If you do not map the Application Center and Campus values on this page, then the system uses the
default values defined in the UCAS Application Import page.
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Reviewing and Mapping UTT Courses
Access the UTT Course page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and Admissions, UCAS,
Mappings, UTT Course).


Image: UTT Course page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Course page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.
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Note: If the UTT Campus value in cvgCourse is null (that is, the institution does not have separate UTT
campus codes), then the Import Reference Data process imports the value as *. If you are adding course
records manually, you need to add either a valid UTT campus value or *.


UCAS Timestamp Displays the date and time when UTT updated the cvgCourse
view.


This field is read-only and only appears for imported records.
 For manually added records, this field is blank and you do not
need to enter a value.


Mapping
You must map a Campus Solutions academic career, program, and plan for each combination of UTT
course code, entry year and entry month that may exist in an imported application choice. The remaining
fields in the Mapping group box are optional. The system uses the mapped values when creating or
updating the Campus Solutions application record related to the UTT application choice.


If you do not map the Application Center and Campus values on this page, then the system uses the
default values defined in the UTT Application Import page.


Reviewing and Mapping Area of Permanent Residence
Access the Area of Permanent Residence page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS,  Mappings,  Area of Permanent Residence).


Image: Area of Permanent Residence page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Area of Permanent Residence page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Mapping
In the Country and the State fields, enter the Campus Solutions country and state codes to map to the
UCAS domicile code.


Reviewing and Mapping Disability Data
Access the Disability page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Disability).


Image: Disability page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Disability page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


Mapping
In the Disability and Type of Impairment fields, enter the Campus Solutions disability and type of
impairment codes to map to the UCAS disability code.
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Reviewing and Mapping Ethnicity Data
Access the Ethnic page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Ethnic).


Image: Ethnic page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Ethnic page. You can find definitions for the fields
and controls later on this page.


Mapping
In the SetID field, enter the setID of your institution. In the Regulatory Region field, enter the Campus
Solutions regulatory region code. In the Ethnic Group field, enter the Campus Solutions ethnic code to
map to the UCAS ethnic code.


Reviewing and Mapping Residential Category Data
Access the Residential Category page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  Mappings,  Residential Category).


Mapping
In the Residency field, enter the Campus Solutions residency code to map to the UCAS residential
category code.
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Reviewing and Mapping Country Data
Access the Country page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Country).


Image: Country page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Country page. You can find definitions for the fields
and controls later on this page.


Mapping
In the Country field, enter the Campus Solutions country code to map to the UCAS country code.
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Reviewing and Mapping Nationality Data
Access the Nationality page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Nationality).


Image: Nationality page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Nationality page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


Mapping
In the Country and Citizenship Status fields, enter the Campus Solutions country and citizenship status
codes to map to the UCAS nationality code.


Reviewing and Mapping Exam Level Data
Access the Exam Levels page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions,  UCAS, 
Mappings,  Exam Levels).


Mapping
In the Qualification Type field, enter the qualification type to map from the UCAS exam level.


The exam level mapping is used in the import of exam results from ivStarPQR. If the exam level is
mapped to a Qualification Type, then that value is used to populate the Qualification Type field in the
record that stores both ivFormQuals and ivStarPQR. The Qualification Type field is populated from the
UCAS view for ivFormQuals. If the mapping is not set up, then the Qualification Type is left blank for
ivStarPQR records. The Type value is displayed in the Exam Results grid on the UCAS Qualifications
page.
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Importing UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant Data


This section provides an overview of importing applications and applicant data into your database, and
discusses how to:


• View the transaction setup.


• Define the search/match criteria.


• Enter the applicant import parameters.


• Import new applicants.


• Import HESA data.


• Review and edit the suspense data.


• View, update, and delete application staging data.


• Define a timestamp for re-importing data.


Understanding Importing UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant Data
When you import applicant data from UCAS, the system creates new person records in your database
or updates details about existing person records. First, you must ensure that you are not going to create
any duplicate data by setting up the search/match parameters. Then, you run the Import Applicant
Data process to load the application and applicant data into your database. The search/match process
determines if the person might already exist in your database. The purpose of the search/match is to
prevent duplicate records. You can specify what you want the post process to do when search/match finds
a match or multiple matches. It is recommended that you set the status as Suspend when you set up the
search/match criteria for multiple matches. Based on the results of the search/match process, the import
process can update the record in your database that matches the UCAS data if you are sure that the person
in your database is the same person to whom the UCAS data relates.


If you selected the UCAS check box on the UCAS Configuration page, the Import Applicant Data process
imports data from the UCAS iv views. If you selected the UTT check box on the UCAS Configuration
page, the Import Applicant Data process imports data from the UTT iv views. If you selected both the
UCAS and UTT check boxes, the Import Applicant Data process imports data from both the UCAS and
UTT iv views.


If you selected the Import Live check box on the UCAS configuration page, the system loads the data
from UCAS into the Campus Solutions tables through the staging tables.


If you did not select the Import Live check box because you have data in the staging tables, the system
loads the data from the staging tables into the Campus Solutions tables. You can then use the Campus
Solutions pages to review the data in the Campus Solutions tables.


The Import Applicant Data process imports data from the ivContextual view only if the Contextual
check box is selected and the UCAS Cycle is 2012 or greater on the UCAS Configuration page. Also, the
process imports data from the Unicode version of views, only if the Unicode check box is selected on the
UCAS Configuration page. For example, if you have selected the Unicode check box, the process imports
data from the Unicode views, such as ivStarAU and ivStarJU. Conversely, if you have not selected the
Unicode check box, the process imports data from the standard views, such as ivStarA and ivStarJ.
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You can view, update, or delete the suspended UCAS and UTT application data in the staging tables
using the Staging Data pages. You can search for the suspended data based on various search parameters
including import status, application code and personal ID.


The import process creates a corresponding Campus Solutions application record for each imported
application choice. If an applicant has more than one ChoiceNo for an AppCode at your institution, the
import process creates a separate Campus Solutions application record for each AppCode and ChoiceNo
combination. You can use the Maintain Applications component to access the Campus Solutions
application record. Each application record will have an effective date that indicates the date when you
imported the application. If you import updates to the same application on different days, the system
creates new application records with the different effective dates. If you import updates to the same
application multiple times on a particular day, the system updates the Campus Solutions application
record for that particular date. In addition to creating (or updating) the Campus Solutions application for
an imported choice matching the local institution code that you have defined on the UCAS Configuration
page, the process also creates (or updates) the Campus Solutions application for an imported UTT choice
whose Accrediting Provider value matches the local institution code.


The import process also creates an application choice record in Campus Solutions for the imported UCAS
application choice. You can use the UCAS Applications and UTT Applications components to view the
imported application choice.


For more information about these two components, see Reviewing Imported UCAS and UTT
Applications and Applicant Data.


Suppose you are importing a UCAS or UTT choice and its decision value already exists in ivStarC or
ivgStarG. For such a choice, when you run the import process for the first time, the process creates the
Campus Solutions application and populates the Program Action and Action Reason of the Application
Program Data record based on the following mappings set up on the program action page of the UCAS
Configuration component:


UCAS processing - ivStarC:


• If Decision = I, use action/reason for Interview


• If Decision = F, use action/reason for Course Full


• If Decision = R, use action/reason for Rejection


• If Decision = W, use action/reason for Withdrawal


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = F, use action/reason for Conditional Firm


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = I, use action/reason for Conditional Insurance


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = D, use action/reason for Conditional Decline


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = blank, use action/reason for Conditional Offer


• If Decision = U and Reply = F, use action/reason for Unconditional Firm


• If Decision = U and Reply = I, use action/reason for Unconditional Insurance


• If Decision = U and Reply = D, use action/reason for Unconditional Decline


• If Decision = U and Reply = blank, use action/reason for Unconditional Offer
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• If Decision and Reply are blank (i.e. most new applications) or any other combination, then set
Program Action = APPL, Action Reason = default value or blank


• Else set program action = APPL and reason = default value (if defined) from the UCAS Application
Import page of the UCAS Configuration component.


Processing updates ensure that for applications where a decision has been made but a reply has not yet
been received, if a new row is added for a change of course/campus, term or entry point, then a second
new row is added to ensure that the most recent row reflects the decision value.


If during import,


• A new row is added for any of the following: Changed Course/Campus, Changed Term, Changed
Entry Point;


• And, the new Decision value is not blank;


• And, both the new and existing Reply values are blank (no subsequent Reply Change row will be
added);


Then, a new row is added based on the Decision value of the choice. For example, if the Decision = C,
then the program action and reason for Conditional Offer are used for the new row.


For applications previously rejected or declined by default and then re-instated, processing updates add a
row to reflect the decision and reply of the choice.


If the new Action value is blank and the existing Action for the choice is D or R, the Campus Solutions
application is updated based on the new decision/reply values. For example, if the Decision = C and
Reply = F, the program action and reason for Conditional Firm are used for the new row.


UTT processing - ivgStarG:


• If ClearingStatus is not ‘2’ or ‘3’ (non-clearing applications), set the program action/reason.


• Set the new Clearing flag in the choice record to N


• If Decision = I, use action/reason for Interview


• If Decision = G, use action/reason for Course Closed


• If Decision = R, E, M, or S, use action/reasons for Rejection, Rejection - English, Rejection - Maths,
Rejection - Science


• If Decision = W, use action/reason for Withdrawal


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = F, use action/reason for Conditional Firm


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = D, use action/reason for Conditional Decline


• If Decision = C or D and Reply = blank, use action/reason for Conditional Offer


• If Decision = U and Reply = F, use action/reason for Unconditional Firm


• If Decision = U and Reply = D, use action/reason for Unconditional Decline


• If Decision = U and Reply = blank, use action/reason for Unconditional Offer
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• If Decision and Reply are blank (i.e. most new applications) or any other combination, then set
Program Action = APPL, Action Reason = default value or blank


• Else set program action = APPL, reason = default value (if defined) from the UTT Application Import
page of the UCAS Configuration component.


When choices are initially imported for UCAS (ivStarC or ivStarZ1) and UTT (ivgStarG), if there are
existing values for Decision or Reply, then the program action/reason of the newly created application
is set to the appropriate combination. However, there is a limitation on which program action values can
be used when a Campus Solutions application is initially created. For the first effective-dated record,
only these program actions are valid: ADMT (Admit), DENY (Deny/Reject), RAPP (Re-admit), RECN
(Re-consideration), WAPP (Applicant Withdrawal) or WADM (Administrative Withdrawal). When
these program actions are used to create the initial record, the application is created with that program
action. Otherwise, the application is created using APPL program action and the default action reason
(if available) or blank. If the mapped program action is a value other than ADMT, APPL, DEIN, DENY,
RECN, WADM or WAPP, then a second row is added to the application record to reflect the decision/
reply mapping.


Processing updates ensure that for applications where a decision has been made but a reply has not yet
been received, if a new row is added for a change of course/campus or term, then a second new row is
added to ensure that the most recent row reflects the decision value.


If during import,


• A new row is added for either Changed Course/Campus or Changed Term;


• And, the new Decision value is not blank;


• And, both the new and existing Reply values are blank (no subsequent Reply Change row will be
added);


Then, a new row is added based on the Decision value of the choice. For example, if the Decision = C,
then the program action and reason for Conditional Offer are used for the new row.


For applications previously rejected or declined by default and then re-instated, processing updates add a
row to reflect the decision and reply of the choice.


If the new Action value is blank and the existing Action for the choice is D or R, the Campus Solutions
application is updated based on the new decision/reply values. For example, if the Decision = C and
Reply = F, the program action and reason for Conditional Firm are used for the new row.


The Import Applicant Data process uses the Nationality page mapping to import the passport field values
from StarK and create the citizenship and passport records. If the nationality value in an imported record
does not have a corresponding country code mapping, then the process does not create a citizenship and
passport record. The process logs an error message and the record is retained in the staging tables.


Suppose you have mapped a nationality with a country code but did not map the same nationality with a
citizenship status. In this case, if a citizenship record does not exist in Campus Solutions for the imported
record, the process creates a new blank citizenship record. That is, the process enters only the Country
value and leaves the Citizenship Status value as blank on the Citizenship Detail page (Add/Update a
Person component).


Suppose you have mapped a nationality 610 with a country code CHN  and citizenship status 1 (Citizen).
The citizenship record for a person named Eric with the same nationality exists in Campus Solutions with
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a different citizenship status 2 (Naturalized). In this case, when the process again imports Eric's record
that has a nationality of 610, it updates Eric's citizenship record in Campus Solutions with the mapped
citizenship status 1.


The Import Applicant Data process processes an incoming passport record if you have mapped the
Nationality and Country values and if UCAS has provided a passport number. The process creates or
updates a passport record for the applicant in the following ways:


• If the applicant's passport record with the Country and Passport Number combination exists in
Campus Solutions, then the process updates that record with the incoming passport issue date, expiry
date and place issued values.


• If the applicant's passport record with the Country and Passport Number combination does not exist in
Campus Solutions, then the process creates a new record using the incoming values.


The import process uses the Forenames and Surname values from StarN to create or update a Primary
and Preferred Name record in Campus Solutions. However, if Preferred First Name value from StarK
exists, then the import process uses this StarK value to create or update the Preferred Name record for the
applicant.


If the LastEducation value exists in the ivStarK view and the school code is mapped to a Campus
Solutions External Org in the imported School reference data, the process populates this mapped External
Org value in the Application School/Recruiting page for the Campus Solutions application record. If the
LastEducation value does not exist, but the School value exists in the ivStarK view and the school code is
mapped to a Campus Solutions External Org in the imported School reference data, the process populates
this mapped External Org value in the Application School/Recruiting page.


Pages Used to Import UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Transaction Setup SCC_TRANSAC_DTLS Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  Transaction
Setup


View the delivered UCAS 
transaction that you can use in
the Transaction Search/Match
Setup page. Do not modify
any values for this delivered
UCAS transaction or create a
new UCAS transaction.


Search/Match Setup SCC_SEARCH_PARMS Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  Transaction
Setup,  Search/Match Setup


Define search and match
parameters for the delivered
UCAS transaction, which
specify what UCAS data the
system will append to existing
records in your database and
which UCAS data the system
will suspend or ignore.


Import Applicant Data SAD_UC_RUN_CNTL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  Import Applicant
Data


Import the UCAS and UTT
applications and applicant
data into your system. Before
you import the data, set up the
search/match parameters on
the Search/Match Processing
pages.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Transaction Data SCC_TRANSAC_DATA Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  Transaction Data


After you run the Import
Applicant Data process,
 use this page to review the
status of a UCAS record
with regard to loading,
 searching/matching, and
posting processing. For
example, determine if a record
is waiting to be processed or if
a record caused a new person
to be added to your database.


UCAS Contextual Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVCONTXT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivContextual Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivContextual data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS Education Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_EDUCAT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivEducation Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivEducation data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS Employment Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVEMPL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivEmployment Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivEmployment data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS Form Quals Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVFMQ Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivFormQuals Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivFormQuals data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS Offer Staging Data SAD_UC_I_OFFER Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivOffer Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivOffer data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS Prep Activities Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVPREP Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivPrepActivities
Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivPrepActivities
data stored in the staging
tables.


UCAS Qualification Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVQUAL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivQualification Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivQualification
data stored in the staging
tables.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UCAS Reference Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVREF Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivReference Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivReference data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS StarA Staging Data SAD_UC_I_STARA Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarA Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarA data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarC Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVSTRC Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarC Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarC data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarH Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVSTH Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarH Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarH data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarJ Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarJ Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarJ data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarK Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVSTK Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarK Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarK data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarN Staging Data SAD_UC_I_STARN Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarN Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarN data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarPQR Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVPQR Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarPQR Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarPQR data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS StarW Staging Data SAD_UC_I_STARW Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarW Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarW data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS StarX Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVSTX Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarX Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarX data stored
in the staging tables.


UCAS StarZ1 Staging Data SAD_UC_I_STARZ1 Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStarZ1 Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStarZ1 data
stored in the staging tables.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UCAS Statement Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVSTAT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivStatement Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivStatement data
stored in the staging tables.


UCAS Unit Results Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVUNRS Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UCAS Staging
Data,  ivUnitResults Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivUnitResults data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT Degree Contents Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVGDGC Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgDegreeContents
Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgDegreeContents
data stored in the staging
tables.


UTT Education Staging Data SAD_UC_I_GEDUCAT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgEducation Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgEducation data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT First Degree Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVGFDG Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgFirstDegree Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgFirstDegree
data stored in the staging
tables.


UTT Form Quals Staging
Data


SAD_UC_I_IVGFMQ Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgFormQuals Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivGFormQuals
data stored in the staging
tables.


UTT Offer Staging Data SAD_UC_I_GOFFER Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgOffer Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgOffer data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT Other Languages
Staging Data


SAD_UC_I_IVGOLN Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgOtherLanguages
Staging Data


View, update, or
delete the suspended
ivgOtherLanguages data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT Reference Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVGREF Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgReference Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgReference data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarA Staging Data SAD_UC_I_GSTARA Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarA Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivGStarA data
stored in the staging tables.
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UTT StarG Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVSTRG Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarG Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStarG data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarH Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVGSTH Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarH Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStarH data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarJ Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarJ Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivGStarJ data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarK Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVGSTK Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarK Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStarK data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarN Staging Data SAD_UC_I_GSTARN Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarN Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStarN data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarW Staging Data SAD_UC_I_GSTARW Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarW Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStarW data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT StarX Staging Data SAD_UC_I_GSTARX Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgStarX Staging Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStarX data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT Statement Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVGSTA Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgstatement Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgStatement data
stored in the staging tables.


UTT Experience Staging Data SAD_UC_I_IVGEXP Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  Import
Applicants,  UTT Staging
Data,  ivgExperience Staging
Data


View, update, or delete the
suspended ivgExperience and
ivgExperienceU data stored in
the staging tables.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Internal Timestamps SAD_UC_TIMESTMP Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  UCAS, 
Timestamps


For an institution, reset a
timestamp to a previous date
if you want to re-import
UCAS records. See the
highest UCAS timestamp
when the view was last
imported. Additionally,
 see the number of records
that were added, deleted, or
amended when the view was
last imported.
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Viewing the Transaction Setup
Access the Transaction Setup page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Import Applicants, 
Transaction Setup).


Image: Transaction Setup page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Transaction Setup page (1 of 2).
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Image: Transaction Setup page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Transaction Setup page (2 of 2).


The system uses this delivered UCAS  transaction to process the incoming UCAS and UTT data. Do not
change any values for this transaction.
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Defining the Search/Match Criteria
Access the Search/Match Setup page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Import Applicants, 
Transaction Setup,  Search/Match Setup).


Image: Search/Match Setup page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Search/Match Setup page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system uses this delivered UCAS  transaction to process the incoming UCAS and UTT data.
Therefore, you will need to define search match parameters for the UCAS transaction.


Use the Search Parameter field to select the group of predefined search parameters that you want to use
for the Import Applicant Data process.


Use the Search Result Field field to select a search result value that you defined in the Search Result page.


It is recommended that you change the Number of Characters of FirstNameSrchRule and
LastNameSrchRule to 7 for PSCS_10, PSCS_30, PSCS_40 and PSCS_50 in the Search/Match Rules
page. Select Set Up SACR,  System Administration,  Utilities,  Search/Match,  Search/Match Rules to
navigate to the Search/Match Rules page.


For information about setting up search/match rules, search parameters and results, see "Understanding
Search/Match" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community) and "Setting Up Search/Match"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)
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Note: You must define at least one Suffix value in the Name Suffix table (Set Up Common Objects,
Foundation Tables, Personal, Name Suffix).


Match(es) Found
This group box contains one row for each search/match criteria order defined by your institution. Define
search/match orders on the Search/Match Criteria page.


Search Order Nbr  (search order
number)


For each order number, select what you want to do with the
record if the search/match/post process discovers one or more
matching records.


One Match and Multiple Matches Select whether you want to add, update, suspend, or ignore
matching records:


Add: Add a new record to your database using the staging table
record.


Update: Update the existing record with the data in the staging
table record.


Suspend: Keep the suspense record back in the staging table.
Determine manually whether or not this record matches a record
in your database.


Ignore: Ignore the staging table record that matched a record in
your database.


The process marks the record to be purged.


No Match Found
Select one of the following options to specify what the search/match/post process should do when it does
not find a matching record in your database:


Add: Add the unmatched record, including personal data, to your database.


Suspend: Keep the unmatched record in the staging tables to be looked at manually.


Ignore: Ignore the unmatched record completely. The process marks the record to be purged.
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Entering the Applicant Import Parameters
Access the Import Applicant Data page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Import Applicants, 
Import Applicant Data).


Image: Import Applicant Data page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Import Applicant Data page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution for which you want to import
data.


Import Live Select if you want the import process to load the data into the
staging tables and then into the Campus Solutions tables. If you
do not select this check box, the import process loads the data
from the staging tables into the Campus Solutions tables.


By default, the system selects this check box if the Import Live
check box on the UCAS Configuration page is selected.


Import Applicants Indicates whether the process imports applicant data from
UCAS, UTT, or both.


You cannot select or clear these check boxes. The system selects
the check boxes if you have selected the UCAS and UTT check
boxes on the UCAS Configuration page.


If the system selects the UTT check box, the process imports
applicant data from UTT ivgStarN, ivgStarA, and ivgStarK
views. If the system selects the UCAS check box, the process
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imports applicant data from UCAS ivStarN, ivStarA, and
ivStarK views.


Note: Either the UCAS check box or the UTT check box
for Import Applicants must appear as selected for the Import
Applicant Data process to run successfully.


Import Biographical Data Select the UCAS check box if you want to import application
biographical data from the following UCAS views:


• ivStarX


• ivStarH


• ivFormQuals


• ivQualification


• ivEducation


• ivEmployment


• ivPrepActivities


• ivContextual


Select the UTT check box if you want to import application
biographical data from the following UTT views:


• ivgStarX


• ivgStarH


• ivgFormQuals


• ivgEducation


• ivgExperience


• ivgOtherLanguages


• ivgFirstDegree


• ivgDegreeContents


Select both check boxes if you want to import application
biographical data from the UTT and UCAS views.


Import Examination Results Select the UCAS check box if you want to import data from
ivStarPQR and ivUnitResults views.


Import Application Choices Select the UCAS check box if you want to import application
choices from these UCAS views:


• ivStarC


• ivStarW
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• ivReference


• ivStatement


• ivOffer


• ivStarZ1


Select the UTT check box if you want to import application
choices from the following UTT views:


• ivgStarG


• ivgStarW


• ivgReference


• ivgStatement


• ivgOffer


Select both check boxes if you want to import application
choices from UTT and UCAS.


Import HESA Data Select the UCAS check box if you want to import ivStarj data.


Select the UTT check box if you want to import ivgStarj data.


Personal ID and Application Code Specify the UCAS or UTT personal ID and application code, if
you want to re-import all the records of a particular applicant (
that has previously been incorrectly matched and then deleted).
 If you specify the personal ID and application code here, then
during the selection from applicant views, the import process
will select only records for that applicant, irrespective of the
Earliest Application Year that you configured and timestamp
values. If you leave these two fields blank, the process will
select records for all applicants based on the timestamp in the
views and updates the internal timestamp with the highest
imported timestamp value. For more information on the internal
timestamp settings:


Defining a Timestamp for Re-importing Data


The Personal ID and Application Code fields are available
only when you select the Import Live check box on the Import
Applicant Data page.
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Note: By using the Personal ID and Application Code fields,
you can specify only one applicant for a single run of the Import
Applicant Data process and you will need to ensure that the
correct UCAS or UTT import check boxes are selected on the
Import Applicant Data page.
Also, note that if you specify a personal ID, then the application
code is required. Personal ID must be a 10-digit numeric value
and application code must be a 4-character value (for example,
 UC01, UC02, GT01 and GT02).


If you have installed CRM for Higher Education, you can run an EIP batch replay process following the
main Import Applicant Data process. The following example shows the options available on the Process
Scheduler Request page when CRM for HE is installed.


Image: Process Scheduler Request page for the Import Applicant Data process


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Process Scheduler Request page for the Import
Applicant Data process. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


If you select the Batch Replay UCAS option, the Import Applicant Data process (SAD_UC_IMPAP) runs
first and then the EIP Batch Replay (SCC_BAT_RPLY) runs. If you select the SAD_UC_IMPAP option,
only the Import Applicant Data process runs.


For more information about the EIP Batch Replay process see CRM for Higher Education Developer's
Guide.


Importing New Applicants
To process the ivStarN and ivgStarN staging records, the Import Applicant Data process performs the
following initial processing steps to determine if the applicant already exists in the system. The steps are
followed until an EMPLID is found. If an EMPLID is not found, then the Import Applicant Data process
invokes the search/match processing.


1. Check if there is a matching applicant record for the local institution in SAD_UC_APPLREC. This
check is made by matching the applicant's Institution, Personal ID and App Code.


2. Check if there is a matching applicant record for the other institution in SAD_UC_APPLREC. This
check is made by matching the applicant's Personal ID and App Code.
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3. Check if there is a matching applicant record from previous cycle or other system (UCAS or UTT) in
SAD_UC_APPLREC. This check is made by matching only the Personal ID of either:


a. Applicant record for the same system (that is, UCAS for UCAS applicants and UTT for UTT
applicants) for a previous cycle with a different App Code.


b. Applicant record for the other system (that is, UTT for UCAS applicants and UCAS for UTT
applicants).


4. Check the External System ID of the same system. This check is made by matching Personal ID to
External System ID of the same system, that is, UC for UCAS applicants and GT for UTT applicants.


5. Check the External System ID of other system. This check is made by matching Personal ID to
External System ID of the other system, that is, GT for UCAS applicants and UC for UTT applicants.


6. Check the Legacy External System ID. This check is made by matching Personal ID to the UP
External System ID. This check is for legacy records that your institution may have imported using a
localisation provided by a vendor.


7. Check the ULN External System ID. This check is made by matching the UniqueLearnerNumber
value that is imported from ivStarN and ivgStarN and held in SAD_UC_ULN to the ULN External
System ID.


Mapping UCAS Applicant Data
The following tables show the mappings between the UCAS applicant views and the various staging and
base records in Campus Solutions.


• Import Applicants


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarN SAD_UC_I_STARN SAD_UC_APPLREC


ivStarA SAD_UC_I_STARA SAD_UC_APPLREC


ivStarK SAD_UC_I_IVSTK SAD_UC_IVSTK


• Import Biographic Data


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivContextual SAD_UC_I_IVCNTX SAD_UC_IVCONTXT


ivEducation SAD_UC_I_EDUCAT SAD_UC_EDUCAT


ivEmployment SAD_UC_I_IVEMPL SAD_UC_IVEMPL


ivFormQuals SAD_UC_I_IVFMQ SAD_UC_FRMQUAL


ivQualification SAD_UC_I_IVQUAL SAD_UC_IVQUAL
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odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivPrepActivities SAD_UC_I_IVPREP SAD_UC_IVPREP


ivStarH SAD_UC_I_IVSTH SAD_UC_IVSTH


ivStarX SAD_UC_I_IVSTX SAD_UC_IVSTX


• Import Choices


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarZ1 SAD_UC_I_STARZ1 SAD_UC_IVSTARC


ivStarC SAD_UC_I_IVSTRC SAD_UC_IVSTARC


SAD_UC_OTH_CH


ivOffer SAD_UC_I_OFFER SAD_UC_OFFER


SAD_UC_OTH_OFF


ivReference SAD_UC_I_IVREF SAD_UC_REFERENC


ivStatement SAD_UC_I_IVSTAT SAD_UC_STATEMNT


ivStarW SAD_UC_I_STARW SAD_UC_STARW


• Import Exam Results


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarPQR SAD_UC_I_IVPQR SAD_UC_FRMQUAL


ivUnitResults SAD_UC_I_IVUNRS SAD_UC_IVUNRS


• Import HESA Data


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarJ SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ SCC_HE_PERSON


SCC_HE_QUAL_ENT


SCC_HE_INST_FLD


SAD_UC_POCC2010


ivStarJ SAD_UC_I_IVSTJQ SCC_HE_QUAL_ENT
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Mapping UTT Applicant Data
The following tables show the mappings between the UTT applicant views and the various staging and
base records in Campus Solutions.


• Import Applicants


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarN SAD_UC_I_STARN SAD_UC_APPLREC


ivStarA SAD_UC_I_STARA SAD_UC_APPLREC


ivStarK SAD_UC_I_IVSTK SAD_UC_IVSTK


• Import Biographic Data


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivgDegreeContents SAD_UC_I_IVGDGC SAD_UC_IVGDGC


ivgEducation SAD_UC_I_EDUCAT SAD_UC_EDUCAT


ivgExperience SAD_UC_I_IVGEXP SAD_UC_IVGEXP


ivgFirstDegree SAD_UC_I_IVGFDG SAD_UC_IVGFDG


ivgFormQuals SAD_UC_I_IVGFMQ SAD_UC_FRMQUAL


ivgOtherLanguages SAD_UC_I_IVGOLN SAD_UC_IVGOLN


ivgStarH SAD_UC_I_IVGSTH SAD_UC_IVGSTH


ivgStarX SAD_UC_I_IVGSTX SAD_UC_IVGSTX


• Import Choices


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivgStarG SAD_UC_I_IVSTRG SAD_UC_IVSTARG


SAD_UC_OT_CH_GT


ivOffer SAD_UC_I_GOFFER SAD_UC_OFFER


SAD_UC_OTH_OFF


ivReference SAD_UC_I_IVGREF SAD_UC_REFERENC


ivStatement SAD_UC_I_IVGSTA SAD_UC_STATEMNT
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odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarW SAD_UC_I_STARW SAD_UC_STARW


• Import HESA Data


odbc-link View Staging Record Record


ivStarJ SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ SCC_HE_PERSON


SCC_HE_INST_FLD


Importing HESA Data
A subprocess is called by the Import Applicant Data process that imports StarJ (HESA) data from
UCAS and UTT when the UCAS and UTT check boxes for Import HESA Data is selected on the Import
Applicant Data page.


For more information about the Import Applicant Data page, see Entering the Applicant Import
Parameters.


Business Rules
If you select the UCAS check box for the Import HESA Data sub-process, the UCAS view ivStarJ is
imported to the staging table then processed.


The following tables are loaded if this subprocess is selected for the UCAS view:


UCAS View Staging Table Base Table


IVSTARJ PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ • Person HESA Data (PS_SCC_HE_
PERSON, PS_SCC_HE_PER_FLD)


• HESA Instance Data (PS_SSR_HE
_INSTANCE, PS_SSR_HE_INST_
FLD, PS_SSR_HE_QUAL_ENT)


• External System ID


If you select the UTT check box for the Import HESA Data sub-process, the UTT view ivgStarJ is
imported to the staging table and then processed.


The following tables are loaded if this subprocess is selected for the UTT view:
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UCAS View Staging Table Base Table


IVGSTARJ PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ • Person HESA Data (PS_SCC_HE_
PERSON, PS_SCC_HE_PER_FLD)


• HESA Instance Data (PS_SSR_HE
_INSTANCE, PS_SSR_HE_INST_
FLD, PS_SSR_HE_QUAL_ENT)


• External System ID


General Process Logic
The following is the logic for the Import HESA Data subprocess:


• The subprocess considers the Update Matriculated Students check box setting on the UCAS
Configuration page for processing External System ID records.


• The subprocess updates HESA-specific records regardless of the Update Matriculated Students check
box setting to ensure that the records are synchronized with the corresponding UCAS view. Updates
to HESA records are controlled by the HESA Data Import field on the UCAS Configuration page.
If the Add HESA Person fields check box is selected on the UCAS Configuration page, then the
subprocess creates new Disability, Nation, Ethnicity and Domicile fields. If the Add HESA Person
fields check box is not selected, then the subprocess updates the existing fields but does not add new
fields.


• The subprocess considers the Process Mismatched Applicants check box setting on the UCAS
Configuration page.


For more information about the UCAS Configuration page, see Setting Up UCAS and UTT Options


Prerequisites
The following are the prerequisites for a successful run of Import HESA Data sub-process:


• The Person HESA Data and HESA Instance Data records must have been created for each applicant
whose details you want to import.


See "Creating HESA Instance and Person HESA Data Records for Students" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Student Records)


• A UCAS configuration record must be defined on the UCAS Configuration page. Refer to the above
topic General Process Logic


Import Records to Staging Table
If you have selected the Import Live Data from UCAS check box on the UCAS configuration page, then
records are imported from the StarJ views into the relevant staging table based on the timestamp value
of each record. If the timestamp is greater than the internal timestamp for the view, then the record is
imported. At the end of the Import Applicant Data process, the internal timestamp is updated with the
highest timestamp of the records that have been imported.
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Processing of Staging Table Records
For each staging table record with status of New, Pending or Error:


1. The record is matched to an existing UCAS applicant record in PS_SAD_UC_APPLREC using
UCAS Personal ID and Application Code to find the EMPLID, or if applicant record is not found,
then the EMPLID is selected from matching External System ID records with ID type UC or GT
(depending on whether UTT or UCAS is selected on the UCAS Configuration page).


2. The imported Surname, Fnames, Birthdate and Gender values are compared with the values in the
Campus Solutions primary person record. If the values are different then a message is logged. If a
Surname, Fnames, Birthdate or Gender value is different and the Process Mismatched Applicants
check box is selected, then the system adds a warning message to the log file (for example, “Warning:
Personal ID: 0035697369, AppCode:UC01, ID:0278 - SURNAME value does not match person
record”) and the subprocess continues to process the staging record. If a Surname, Fnames, Birthdate
or Gender value is different and the Process Mismatched Applicants check box is not selected, the
system sets the staging record status to Error. does not process the record and adds a message to the
log file (for example, “Processing skipped for Personal ID: 0035697369, AppCode:UC01, ID:0278 -
SURNAME value does not match person record”).


3. Person HESA Data Update: If a Person HESA Data record exists, then fields are added or updated
using the incoming IVSTARJ values (see table below). The inserts/updates are done depending on the
value of the HESA Data Import field on the UCAS configuration page.


4. External System ID (SCN):


• External System ID records are created or updated based on the imported value.


• Default values of 999999999 are skipped


• For matriculated students, updates/inserts are done only if the Update Matriculated Students check
box is selected.


5. HESA Instance – Entry Profile Data Update:


• HESA Instance records are selected by matching from existing UCAS application choice records
via the related Student Program records


• Fields are added/updated using the incoming StarJ values (see table below) and inserts/updates are
done depending on the value of the HESA Data Import field.


• Imported entry qualifications are matched to existing records (in PS_SSR_HE_QUAL_ENR)
based on TYPE, SUBJECT, YEAR and SITTING and if a record already exists, then the GRADE
value is updated, otherwise a new record is created


6. Records with errors (E) and pending records (P) are retained in the staging table and can be
reprocessed once errors are corrected.


Data Mapping for ivStarJ / ivgStarJ
Note that ULN, SBJQA1, SBJPCT1, SBJQA2, SBJPCT2, SBJQA3 and SBJPCT3 are not imported.


The following table shows the Person Data mapping:
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StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


Compared with (Page
name - Field name)


Surname Surname SAD_UC_SURNAME Names - Last Name (for
primary name record)


Fnames Forenames SAD_UC_FORNAME Names - First Name, Middle
Name (for primary name
record)


Birthdte Date of Birth SAD_UC_BIRTHDTE Biographical Details - Date of
Birth


Gender Gender (1 = Male or 2 =
Female)


SAD_UC_GENDER Biographical Details – Gender


The following table shows the HESA Person Data mapping:


StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


PS_SCC_HE_PER_FLD


Disable HESA Disability code (
cvRefDis). Validated against
imported HESA codes for
DISABLE (To view the codes
that you have imported, select
Records and Enrollment,
 HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Codes).


Your institution may have
already imported Disability
values from StarK which
the system will have used
to create person Disability/
Impairment records.


SAD_UC_DISABLE DISABLE
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StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


PS_SCC_HE_PER_FLD


Ethnic HESA Ethnicity code (
cvRefEthnic). Validated
against imported HESA codes
for ETHNIC.


Your institution may have
already imported Ethnic
values from StarH which
the system will have used
to create person Ethnicity
records.


SAD_UC_ETHNIC ETHNIC


Nation HESA country code (
cvRefNationality). Validated
against imported HESA codes
for NATION.


Your institution may have
already imported Nationality
values from StarK which
the system will have used
to create person Citizenship
records.


SAD_UC_NATIONALITY NATION


NationD 2-digit code.


Validated against imported
HESA codes for NATIOND.


SAD_UC_NATIONALD NATIOND


The following table shows the External System ID mapping:
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StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


Base Table — Column


SCN Scottish Candidate Number (
default is 999999999).


Your institution may have
already imported SCN values
from StarK which the system
will have used to create SCN
external system ID records.
 The system does not use the
default value 999999999 for
processing StarK records.


SAD_UC_ SCN External System ID – SCN


ULN Not currently processed – The
system creates ULN external
system ID as part of the initial
STARN import.


SAD_UC_ULN External System ID – ULN


The following table shows the data mapping for HESA Entry Profile:


StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


HESA Base Table: PS_
SSR_HE_INST_FLD


Domicile HESA country code (
cvRefAPR)


Validated against imported
HESA codes for DOMICILE.


Your institution may have
already imported APR from
StarK which the system
will have used to create
person Residency Self-Report
records.


SAD_UC_APR DOMICILE


ParEd 1-character code. Validated
against imported HESA codes
for PARED.


SAD_UC_PARENTINHE PARED


PGCEclss (UTT only) 2-digit code. Validated against
imported HESA codes for
PGCECLSS.


SAD_UC_PGCECLSS PGCECLSS
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StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ


PS_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


HESA Base Table: PS_
SSR_HE_INST_FLD


Postcode Text. No validation applied. SAD_UC_POSTCODE POSTCODE


Previnstz Up to 8-digit code, default
is U00000. No validation
applied.


SAD_UC_PRVINST PREVINST


Qualent3 3-character code - default is
X06.


Validated against imported
HESA codes for QUALENT3.


SAD_UC_QUALENT2 QUALENT3


SEC 1-digit code (
cvRefSocioEconomic).
 Validated against imported
HESA codes for SEC.


SAD_UC_SOCIOECON


Sec2010 1-digit code. Validate against
HESA codes for SEC.


SAD_UC_SEC2010


SEC


If provided, the value for
Sec2010 should populate
SEC. If not, use the SEC
value.


SOC2000 4-digit code (cvRefPocc).
 Validated against imported
HESA codes for SOC2000.


SAD_UC_POCC SOC2000


SOC2010 4-digt code. Validated against
HESA codes for SOC2010.


SAD_UC_2010 SOC2010


WelBacc 1-digit code (1, 2, or 3).
 Validated against imported
HESA codes for WELBACC.


SAD_UC_WELBACC WELBACC


Yrllinst Year of leaving school in
YYYY format – default is
9999. No validation applied.


SAD_UC_YRLLINST YRLLINST


The following table shows the data mapping for Entry Qualifications:
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StarJ Column:


IVSTARJ


IVGSTARJ


Comment/Format Staging Table Column:
PS_SAD_UC_I_IVSTJ PS
_SAD_UC_I_IVGSTJ


HESA Base Table: PS_
SSR_HE_QUAL_ENT


QualType1 – 30 Text (max 6 characters).
 Validated against imported
HESA codes for QUALTYPE.


SAD_UC_QUALTYPE1 to
30


SSR_HE_QUAL_TYPE


QualSbj1 – 30 ABL Subject Code (EBL
_SUBJ in cvRefSubj).
 Validated against imported
HESA codes for QUALSBJ.


SAD_UC_QUALSBJ1 to 30 SSR_HE_QUAL_SUBJ


QualSit1 – 30 S (Summer) or W (Winter).
 Validated against imported
HESA codes for QUALSIT.


SAD_UC_QUALSIT1 to 30 SSR_HE_QUAL_SIT


QualGrade1 – 30 Text (max 6 characters).
 Validated against
imported HESA codes for
QUALGRADE.


SAD_UC_QUALGRADE1 to
30


SSR_HE_QUAL_GRADE


QualYear1 – 30 4-digit Year value. No
validation applied.


SAD_UC_QUALYEAR1 to
30


SSR_HE_QUAL_YEAR
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Reviewing and Editing the Suspense Data
Access the Transaction Data page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Import Applicants, 
Transaction Data).


Image: Transaction Data page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Transaction Data page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Personal ID Displays the value imported from the StarN staging record
for suspended records and from PS_SAD_UC_APPLREC for
updated or added records.


Previous Surname Displays the value from the StarN staging record for suspended
records.
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This field does not display a Previous Surname value for
updated or added records.


Bundle 48 (documentation update only)


Adding steps to resolve the “First Name is required” error condition.


Possible values for the Status field include:


• New ID Created: The import process added a record with a new ID to your database when the post
process was run. Or the system added a record with a new ID to your database when you clicked the
Add button.


• ID Updated: The import process updated an existing ID record with the data from the UCAS record.
Or the system updated an existing ID record with the data from the UCAS record when you selected
the existing ID in the Results region and then clicked the Update button.


• Suspended: The import process has completed running the search/match process and indicated that the
record should be held for later processing.


• Ignore: The import process has completed running the search/match process and indicated that the
record should be ignored for any processing.


• Error: The import process suspends error records. The Error Messages region indicates which value
is invalid. You must correct the invalid data specified by each error message before selecting the Add
button or the Update button to process the record.


Note: To resolve the “First Name is required” error:


1. Enter dummy values in the First Name field for both the primary and preferred Name Types.


2. Select Save.


3. Select Add to create a new person or Update to match to an existing person.


Other staging statuses that you can see on the Transaction Data search page are not currently used in
UCAS.


You define the logic to determine the status values in the Search/Match Setup page. For example, to
give the ID Updated status to a record, you may have specified that if the import process does not find a
matching record, then add the imported record to the tables.


The Select a Duplicate region displays the single or multiple matching records. The system disables the
Add and Update buttons and hides the Select a Duplicate region if the data has been posted. Also, all the
fields appear as read-only when the status is New ID Created or ID Updated.


Select a duplicate
Displays a single or multiple matching records for the imported UCAS record where the status is
suspended or error.


Click the Detail link to navigate to the Add/Update a Person component.
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Add Click to ignore any potential duplicates, manually add a new ID,
and post the imported UCAS record to your database. When you
click this button, the system posts the record and assigns an ID
to the person.


Update Click to match to an existing record and update the person
record selected in the Select a Duplicate region with data from
the UCAS record.


Viewing, Updating and Deleting Application Staging Data
Use the Staging Data pages to view, update, or delete the suspense data in the staging tables. The
following is an example of a Staging Data page.


Image: Example of a Staging Data page


This example illustrates the fields and controls of a Staging Data page.


The Import Status field displays any one of the following values:


• Error: If the Import Applicant Data process cannot load the record into the Campus Solutions tables.


• Imported: If the Import Applicant Data process has loaded the record into the Campus Solutions
tables.


• New: If the Import Applicant Data process has not loaded the record into the Campus Solutions tables.
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• Pending: If the Import Applicant Data process load is waiting for the creation of a new person ID for
the applicant.


In the UCAS and UTT StarA Staging Data search pages, the Country Code search field searches both the
Correspondence Country and the Home Country values loaded from the StarA views. The search results
therefore display records that have a matched search value in either the Correspondence Country field or
Home Country field or both fields. For example, if you enter NLD in the Country Code search field, the
system displays records that have NLD as either the Home Country or Correspondence Country or both. It
is recommended that you use the Contains option when searching using this field.


The staging data pages can display data from either the Unicode views or the standard views. For
example, if you have selected the Unicode check box on the UCAS Configuration page, the StarA Staging
Data page displays the ivStarAU data. Conversely, if you have not selected the Unicode check box on the
UCAS Configuration page, the StarA Staging Data page displays the ivStarA data.


Defining a Timestamp for Re-importing Data
Access the Internal Timestamp page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
UCAS,  Timestamps).


Image: Internal Timestamp page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Internal Timestamp page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Timestamp Displays the highest UCAS timestamp for the view when it was
last imported.


Override Specify an override date if you want to reload a particular view.
 After specifying the override date, run the import process. The
import process then imports the UCAS view records that have
a timestamp of on and after the specified override date. The
default system time for the specified override date is 00:00:00.
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After the import process finishes, the system sets the Override
field value to blank.


Last Run Timestamp Displays the latest timestamp used by the import process when
it was last run.


Records Added Displays the number of records that the import process added
when the process last ran.


Records Amended Displays the number of records that the import process modified
when the process last ran.


Records Deleted Displays the number of records that the import process deleted
when the process last ran.


The following scenario describes how the Internal Timestamp page displays its field values:


1. You have already imported records for a view that has UCAS timestamps up to and including July 31,
2008. Therefore, the Timestamp field on the Internal Timestamp page displays the date July 31, 2008.


2. You now want to re-import data for the view that UCAS has modified and added on or after May 31,
2008, 12 AM.


3. On August 4, 2008 enter an override date of May 31, 2008 in the Internal Timestamp page and run the
Import Applicant Data process.


4. After the Import Applicant Data process completes importing the data, the system sets the Override
date field as blank and sets the Last Run Timestamp field as May 31, 2008 because May 31,2008 was
the override timestamp date that the system used when the process was run.


5. The Internal Timestamp page displays the number of records that the import process added, amended,
and deleted on August 4, 2008.


6. The Timestamp field on the Internal Timestamp page still displays the date July 31, 2008 if no records
were found in the UCAS view with timestamps greater than July 31. If the import process imported
records in the UCAS view that had a timestamp of August 1, 2008, then the Timestamp field displays
the date August 1, 2008.


Reviewing Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant
Data


This section provides an overview of reviewing the imported admissions data and discusses how to
review the imported admissions data.


Understanding Reviewing Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and
Applicant Data


After you load the UCAS applicant data into the Campus Solutions tables, use the UCAS Applications
and UTT Applications components to review the imported applications and applicant data. Refer to the
ODBC-link Technical Manual for information about the fields displayed on the UCAS Applications and
UTT Applications components.
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These components also enable you to view and maintain the Campus Solutions admission application
record for the imported UCAS or UTT application. For example, you can click the admission application
number link on the Choices grid of the UCAS Applicant Summary to navigate to the Maintain
Applications component. Use the Maintain Applications component to maintain the Campus Solutions
admission application record for the imported UCAS application.


For more information about the Maintain Applications component, see Updating Applications


The UCAS Applications and UTT Applications components also enable you to view and maintain the
person records that the import process creates for the applicants. For example, you can click the Personal
Information link on any page of the UCAS Applications component to navigate to Campus Community's
Add/Update a Person component. Note that the import process creates various other personal information
records, such as Citizenship and Passport Data records, Impairment records, and Residency records, that
you can review using the Campus Community menus.


See the product documentation for PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals.


The applicant summary pages of both these components displays a decision entry link that enables you
to navigate to a decision entry/update page where you can enter or update a decision for the imported
application. When you click this link, the system displays the Initial Decision Entry page if a decision
record does not exist for the UCAS or UTT application. If a decision record does exist for the UCAS or
UTT application, the system displays the Decision Processing page.


For more information about the initial decision entry and decision processing pages for UCAS and UTT,
see Processing Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant Data


When a service indicator is assigned to a person ID, the corresponding negative or positive service
indicator button appears on all the pages of the UCAS Applications component or UTT Applications
component for that person ID.


See "Understanding Service Indicators" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Note that UCAS and UTT application search pages enforce application center security. The system
restricts the search results on the UCAS and UTT decision pages based on the application centers defined
for the user (Set Up SACR, Security, Secure Student Administration, User ID, Application Center
Security). You can view the UCAS or UTT application only if your User ID has access to the application
center of the related Campus Solutions application. For example, suppose that user ID SATRN11 does not
have access to the UGRD application center. In such a case, the UCAS Applications page does not allow
SATRN11 to access an application associated with the UGRD application center.


See "Setting Security for Application Centers" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)


The system applies the same application center security to UCAS and UTT application pages and the
Maintain Applications component.
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Pages Used to Review Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant
Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UCAS Applicant Summary SAD_UC_APPL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  UCAS
Applicant Summary


View the imported UCAS
applicant record and data
from ivStarC and ivStarK
application and applicant
data. View a summary of the
application choices for your
institution, application status,
 and applicant biographical
details.


Choices SAD_UC_CHOICE_DTL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Choices


View the applicant's imported
application choices (ivStarC
data) and the related Campus
Solutions application records.


Statements SAD_UC_STATEMENTS Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Statements


View the applicant's imported
ivStatement data.


References SAD_UC_REFERENCES Student Admissions,
UCAS Processing, UCAS
Applications, References


View the applicant's imported
ivReference data.


Qualifications SAD_UC_FRMQUAL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Qualifications


View the applicant's imported
ivFormQuals and ivStarPQR
data.


Unit Results SAD_UC_IVUNRS_SP Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Qualifications, 
Subject Detail,  Unit Results


View the applicant's imported
ivUnitResults data.


Qualification Summary SAD_UC_QUAL_SUMM Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Qualification
Summary


View the applicant's imported
ivQualification and ivStarK
data.


Education SAD_UC_EDUCAT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Education


View the applicant's imported
ivEducation data.


Employment SAD_UC_IVEMPL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Employment


View the applicant's imported
ivEmployment data.


Preparatory Activities SAD_UC_IVPREP Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  Preparatory
Activities


View the applicant's imported
ivPrepActivities data .


HESA Data SAD_UC_HESA_DTL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  HESA Data


View the applicant's imported
ivStarH and ivStarK HESA
details.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UTT Applicant Summary SAD_UC_GTAPPL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  UTT Applicant
Summary


View the imported UTT
applicant record and the
imported ivgStarG and
ivgStarK application and
applicant details. View a
summary of the application
choices, application status,
 and applicant biographical
details.


Choices SAD_UC_CHOICEGT_DT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  Choices


View the applicant's imported
application choices (ivgStarG
data) and the related Campus
Solutions application records.


Check whether the Import
Applicant Data process
has marked the application
choice as clearing application.
 The process marks the
application choice as
clearing if ClearingStatus
from ivgStarK is 2 (under
consideration by institution)
or 3 (accepted in clearing) and
the ivgStarG Round Number
is equal to or greater than the
ivgStarK Round Number.


Statements SAD_UC_STATEMENTS Student Admissions,
UCAS Processing, UTT
Applications, Statements


View the applicant's imported
ivgStatement data.


Qualifications SAD_UC_FRMQUAL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  Qualifications


View the applicant's imported
ivgFormQuals data.


References SAD_UC_REFERENCES Student Admissions,
UCAS Processing, UTT
Applications, References


View the applicant's imported
ivgReference data.


Degree Details SAD_UC_DEG_DTLS Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  Degree Details


View the applicant's
imported ivgFirstDegree and
ivgDegreeContents data.


Experience SAD_UC_IVGEXP Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications, Experience


View the applicant's
imported ivgExperience and
ivgExperienceU data.


Other Languages SAD_UC_IVGOLN Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  Other
Languages


View the applicant's imported
ivgOtherLanguages data.


Education SAD_UC_EDUCAT Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  Education


View the applicant's imported
ivgEducation data.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


HESA Details SAD_UC_HESA_GT_DTL Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Applications,  HESA Details


View the applicant's imported
ivgStarH and ivgStarK HESA
details.


Biographical Details SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Click the Personal
Information link on any page
of the UCAS Applications
component (SAD_UC_APPL)
or the UTT Applications
component (SAD_UC_
GTAPP).


Campus Community, 
Personal Information, 
Add/Update a Person, 
Biographical Details


View or update the
imported ivStarN, ivStarA,
 ivgStarA, and ivgStarN
applicant biographical data.
 Biographical data includes
details such as applicant
name, birth date, marital
status, and address.


Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_ENT Click the Maintain
Applications link on the
UCAS Applicant Summary
page or the UTT Applicant
Summary page.


Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance, 
Maintain Applications, 
Application Program Data


View or edit the Campus
Solutions program and
plan data pertaining to the
imported application.


External Education SAD_EXT_EDUCATION Records and Enrollments, 
Transfer Credit Evaluation, 
External Education


View the applicant's school
information imported from
ivStarK. The imported school
record includes the attendance
type (academic load).
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Reviewing the Imported UCAS Applications and Applicant Data
Access the UCAS Applicant Summary page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Applications,  UCAS Applicant Summary).


Image: UCAS Applicant Summary page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Applicant Summary page (1 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Applicant Summary page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Applicant Summary page (2 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Applicant Summary page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Applicant Summary page (3 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The values in the Application Status and the Biographical Details group boxes come from ivStarK.


The system selects the Criminal Record Declared check box if any of the choice records associated with
the applicant has a declared criminal record.
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Processing Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and Applicant
Data


This section provides an overview of processing the imported admissions data, and discusses how to:


• Define conditions for an offer.


• Review key UCAS application information.


• Add attachments and review 3C information for UCAS application.


• Delete incorrect UCAS applicant records.


• Enter an initial admission decision for a UCAS application choice.


• Enter or update an admission decision for a UCAS application choice.


• Enter a decision for multiple UCAS application choices.


• Approve or reject a UCAS decision.


• Approve or reject multiple UCAS decisions.


• Determine whether applicants satisfy the offer conditions.


• Enter or update a UCAS Confirmation decision.


• Enter multiple UCAS Confirmation decisions.


• Approve or reject a UCAS Confirmation decision.


• Approve or reject multiple UCAS Confirmation decisions.


• Enter a decision to release an applicant into Clearing.


• Approve or reject the Release into Clearing decision.


• Enter UCAS Clearing and Adjustment details.


• Review and update UCAS qualifications.


• Generate, export, and update UCAS and UTT transactions


• Review UCAS transactions.


• Review UCAS Clearing and Adjustment transactions.


• Handle UCAS applicant enquiries.


• Review key UTT application information.


• Add attachments and review 3C information for UTT application.


• Delete incorrect UTT applicant records.


• Enter an initial admission decision for a UTT application choice.
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• Enter or update an admission decision for a UTT application choice.


• Enter a decision for multiple UTT application choices.


• Approve or reject a UTT decision.


• Approve or reject multiple UTT decisions.


• Enter or update a UTT Confirmation decision.


• Enter multiple UTT Confirmation decisions.


• Approve or reject a UTT Confirmation decision.


• Approve or reject multiple UTT Confirmation decisions.


• Enter UTT Clearing details.


• Review and update UTT qualifications.


• Review UTT transactions.


• Review UTT Clearing transactions.


Understanding Processing Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and
Applicant Data


After you import and review the applicants and their applications, delete any applicant records that
UCAS has sent in error or UCAS has cancelled. The UCAS ivStarW view and the UTT ivgStarW view
contain the data related to applicants and application choices that have been sent to UCAS by mistake
or subsequently cancelled at UCAS. When you use the Import Applicant Data process to import the
applications and applicant data, the import process also imports the data from these two views. Use the
Remove Wrong Applicants components to review the ivStarW and ivgStarW data and delete them from
your database. You can also use the Remove Wrong Applicants components to manually un-match an
applicant record which is incorrectly matched to an existing person record.


After reviewing and removing incorrect applicant records, use the Decision Processing or Initial Decision
Entry pages to enter admission decisions for the remaining applications. The UCAS and UTT Initial
Decision Entry pages require less data entry as compared to the Decision Processing pages for making an
admission decision. You can use the Initial Decision Entry pages for the quick entry of standard decisions.
If decision approval is set up, use the Decision Approval pages to approve the decision.


Next, your institution communicates the admission decisions and approvals to UCAS. The following steps
describe how the Campus Solutions system communicates this data to UCAS:


1. After entering or updating a decision, run the Transaction Processing process to generate a
transaction . If decision approval is set up, use the Decision Approval page to approve the decision
before you generate a transaction.


2. Use the Transaction Processing process to export transactions to the TRANIN view at UCAS and
to import error codes once UCAS has processed the transactions. Transactions that the system loads
into TRANIN include the transaction ID generated by UCAS and an error code of -1 to indicate that
UCAS has not yet processed the transaction. Once UCAS fully processes the transaction, the error
code is either 0 (success) or is a code that UCAS defines in the cvRefError reference data view.
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UCAS runs a batch process approximately every five minutes to process incoming transactions. As
a result, the Campus Solutions system may delay in reading the error codes and return1 value from
TRANIN and updating its transaction records.


The following (1 and 2) describes how the system processes standards decisions which are not related to
Confirmation or Clearing:


1.) When you run the Transaction Processing process for UCAS applications, the process selects each
UCAS decision record where the system code equals U, transaction flag equals Y, and the approval status
is either Approved or Not Required. For each decision record:


• If the latest transaction for an application has a transaction type other than LD, LA, LC, RA, or RD,
the process does not generate a transaction. In these cases, you should use the UCAS Transactions
page to manually create a transaction.


• If there is no previous transaction for an application and you had entered C (Conditional Offer), U
(Unconditional Offer), W (Withdrawal) or R (Rejection), the process generates a LD (initial decision)
transaction.


• If the most recent transaction is LD or LA (amended decision):


• If the application is not UF and either the new decision value is different from the decision value
of the existing transaction or the course details have changed, the process generates a new LA
transaction.


• If the application is UF and the new decision is equal to withdrawal, the process generates a RW
transaction.


• If the application is UF and any of the course details of the decision have changed, the process
generates a RA transaction.


• If the most recent transaction is LC and there is no previous transaction, the process generates an LD
transaction. If there is a previous transaction then the process generates a LA transaction.


• When the process completes processing the decisions, it sets the transaction flag for the decision
record to N  to indicate that transaction processing has completed.


2.) When you run the Transaction Processing process for UTT applications, the process selects each UTT
decision record where the system code equals G, transaction flag equals Y, and the approval status is
either Approved or Not Required. For each decision record:


• If the latest transaction for an application has a transaction type other than LD, LA, LC or RA, the
process does not generate a transaction. In these cases, you should use the UTT Transactions page to
manually create a transaction.


• If there is no transaction for an application and you enter I, C, U, W, R, E, M, S, or G decision, the
system generates a LD (initial decision) transaction.


• If the most recent transaction is LD or LA (amended decision), then processing is same as UCAS
applications and the process generates a LA, RW or RA transaction.


• When the system completes processing the decisions, it sets the transaction flag for the decision
record to N to indicate that transaction processing has completed.
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When the Transaction Processing process generates a new transaction record, it automatically updates
the Campus Solutions application (linked to the UCAS application choice) with the program action and
action reason values. For example, if transaction type equals LD and decision is I for a UTT application,
the system looks at the program action reason mapping for the decision Interview you have set up in
the UTT Program Actions page. The system then attaches the program action and action reason to
the application. But in Schools Direct applications, that is, when the local institution is identified as
the Accrediting Provider in ivgStarG, the Import Applicant Data process makes direct updates to the
corresponding Campus Solutions applications based on updated decision values in ivgStarG.


Use the Standard Offers page to define conditions for an offer to send to UCAS. For example, you
can define a condition three A Levels at Grade B that can be used for multiple application decisions.
Subsequently, you can enter this condition in the Decision Processing pages when making a conditional
offer. When you generate transactions for the conditional offers, the system includes this condition in the
transactions to send to UCAS.


The following example is a scenario for UCAS application processing.


Enter a decision and generate a transaction:


1. Use the Initial Decision Entry pages to enter a decision. For example, enter a decision of
unconditional offer.


2. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate the transaction for the unconditional offer
decision. (Select the Generate Transactions check box on the Transaction Processing page.)


3. Use the UCAS Transactions page to review the transaction. For example, because you entered a
decision of Unconditional Offer, the Transaction Details section of the page displays the Transaction
Type LD and Decision of U.


Now you want to export this decision to UCAS and also want to know that UCAS has received this
transaction.


It is recommended that you first generate transactions, review the sent transactions, and then request
UCAS for acknowledgement. Normally, a time delay occurs between Campus Solutions writing the
transaction to UCAS and UCAS updating the transaction with an error code. Therefore, we recommend
that you do not run the transaction processing process with both the Export Transactions and Update
Transactions from UCAS check boxes selected. Run the transaction processing process with the Generate
Transaction check box selected first and review the sent transactions. Then, run the transaction processing
process with the Update Transactions from UCAS check box selected and review the transaction for
acknowledgement.


1. Run the Transaction Processing process to export the applicant's LD transaction to UCAS (select the
Export Transactions check box on the Transaction Processing page.)


2. In the UCAS Transactions page, review the exported transaction (the Sent check box appears as
selected).


3. Run the Transaction Processing process to receive the acknowledgment from UCAS for the exported
transaction (select the Update Transactions from UCAS check box on the Transaction Processing
page).
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4. Use the UCAS Transactions page to review the error code for the applicant's LD transaction sent to
UCAS. The error code is 0 (success) in the UCAS Transactions page, which indicates that UCAS
received the institution's decision.


Finally, to know the UCAS applicant's response, complete these steps:


1. Run the Import Applicant Data process. If the applicant has responded to the offer, the offer response
will be in ivStarC.


2. On import, Campus Solutions sets the Reply as F (for a Firm response) or I (for an Insurance
response) on the UCAS Decision Processing page of the applicant if the applicant has accepted the
offer. If the applicant has declined the offer, Campus Solutions sets the Reply as D.


When exam results are available, your institution will confirm conditional offers for UTT and UCAS
applications:


1. For UCAS applications, make sure you have imported cvRefTariff data (by running the Import
Reference Data process) if you want to use the Results/Offer Matching process to evaluate tariff
offers. This step is not applicable for UTT applications.


2. Run the Import Applicant Data process to import the exam results.


3. Compare the applicant exam results with the offer conditions. You can do the comparison manually or
run the Results/Offer Matching process. This process is not available for UTT applications.


4. Use the Quick Confirmation page or the Confirmation Entry page to accept or reject the conditional
offer.
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5. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate and export the RD transaction.


Image: Confirmation Processing Flow


This diagram illustrates the Confirmation process flow.


The following is an example of processing the Delayed Conditional decisions:


1. Use the Decision Processing page to enter the Delayed Conditional decision for a CF application.


2. If you have selected the Conditional Offer check box on the UCAS Configuration component, use the
Decision Approval page to approve this decision.


3. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate and export the RD transaction with the decision
code of D.
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4. A decision code of D is only valid in an RD transaction during September or October for a CF
applicant. Once the results are known, use the Confirmation Entry page to confirm the DF application.


5. If you have selected the Confirmation Acceptance check box on the UCAS Configuration component,
use the Confirmation Approval page to approve this decision.


6. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate and export another RD transaction for the
application.


An applicant who may not have got admission in any institution is eligible for Clearing. To process
Clearing applications for UCAS applicants:


1. Use the Import Applicant Data to import the Clearing application choices.


2. Use the UCAS Initial Decision Entry or the UCAS Decision Processing page to enter an admission
decision for the Clearing application. To search for the Clearing applications, enter 9 in the UCAS
Choice Number field of the decision search page. Note that the decision search pages do not display
accepted Clearing applications (that is UCAS applications with choice number = 9 and the decision
value = A).


3. Use the UCAS Enquiry Entry page to create enquiry records and record RQ Clearing transactions to
request the details of a Clearing applicant. If your institution wants to offer admission to the Clearing
applicant, use the UCAS Enquiry Entry page to record the RX transaction.


4. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate and export the RQ or RX transaction to UCAS.
The RX transaction must have a decision value.


5. Use the Import Applicant Data process to import the application choices for Clearing if you have sent
a RQ transaction.


To process Clearing applications for UTT applicants:


1. Use the UTT Enquiry Entry page to collect student contact address and exam results while the
institution is negotiating with the student. The personal ID and application code values can be looked
up from the cvgName UCAS view.


2. If the institution decides to accept or make a conditional offer to the student, enter the course, campus,
entry year, entry month, transaction type (RX), decision (U or C) and decision maker.


3. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate and export the RX transaction to UCAS. The RX
transaction must have a decision value.
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4. Run the Import Applicant Data process to import the applicant data and application choices for the
students you have sent RX transactions for.


Image: Clearing Processing Flow Example


This diagram illustrates an example of the Clearing process flow.


For processing Adjustment records (not applicable for UTT applications):


1. Use the UCAS Enquiry Entry page to create Adjustment records and record RQ or PE transactions.
Use this page to record the AD transaction.


2. Run the Transaction Processing process to generate and export the RQ, PE, AD, LA or RA transaction
to UCAS.


3. Run the Import Applicant Data process. The process imports the Adjustment application choice if
you have sent an AD transaction. If you have sent a RQ or PE transaction, the process imports only
Adjustment applicant data such as biographical data, and ivStarN, ivStarA and ivStarK data.


Use the UCAS Release to Clearing page to release an applicant into Clearing.


After your institution has accepted an applicant through Adjustment (that is, your institution has sent an
AD transaction), the system updates the application choice to UF. If the applicant subsequently withdraws
the applicant, then the institution may either release the application to clearing (RR transaction) or
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withdraw the applicant (RW transaction). Use the UCAS Release to Clearing page to record the RR
transaction or use the UCAS Transactions page to record the RW transaction.


Image: Adjustment Processing Flow Example


This diagram illustrates an example of the Adjustment initial decision process flow.


When a service indicator is assigned to a person ID, the corresponding negative or positive service
indicator button appears on the UCAS or UTT decision processing pages for that person ID.


See "Understanding Service Indicators" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Note that the UCAS and UTT processing pages discussed in this section (except the Wrong Applicant,
Standard Offer, and Result/Offer Matching Process pages) enforce application center security. The system
restricts the search results on the UCAS and UTT processing pages based on the application centers
defined for the user (Set Up SACR, Security, Secure Student Administration, User ID, Application Center
Security). You can view the UCAS or UTT application only if your User ID has access to the application
center of the related Campus Solutions application. For example, suppose that user ID SATRN11 does not
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have access to the UGRD application center. In such a case, the UCAS Decision Processing page does not
allow SATRN11 to access an application associated with the UGRD application center.


The system applies the same application center security to UCAS and UTT processing pages and the
Maintain Applications component.


Related Links
"Setting Security for Application Centers" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)


Pages Used to Process the Imported UCAS and UTT Applications and
Applicant Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Standard Offers SAD_UC_STD_OFF Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing ,  Standard Offers


Define conditions for an
offer that UCAS sends to the
applicant.


UCAS Application Notes SAD_UC_APPLNOTES Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Application Notes


View the key information for
a UCAS application choice,
 on a single page. Enter notes
for the application choice.


3C/Attachments SAD_UC_3C_ATTACH Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Application Notes,  3C/
Attachments


Add or view attachments
for the Campus Solutions
application record. Enter or
view the 3C information for
the person ID.


UCAS Wrong Applicants SAD_UC_STARW Student Admissions ,  UCAS
Processing,  Remove Wrong
Applicants,  UCAS Wrong
Applicants


Review the imported
applicant records from
ivStarW and delete records if
required. You can also use this
page to un-match an applicant
record that is incorrectly
matched to a person record.


UCAS Initial Decision Entry SAD_UC_DECENTRY Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Initial Decision
Entry


Enter an admission decision
for a UCAS application
choice.


UCAS Decision Processing SAD_UC_DECISN Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Decision
Processing


Enter or update an admission
decision for a UCAS
application choice.


Find out whether your
institution has confirmed the
applicant's admission offer
or released the applicant into
Clearing.


UCAS Quick Decision Entry SAD_UC_QDEC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Quick Decision
Entry


Enter a decision
simultaneously for multiple
UCAS applications.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UCAS Decision Approval SAD_UC_DECAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Approval,  Decision Approval


Approve or reject the
admission decision for a
UCAS application choice.


UCAS Quick Decision
Approval


SAD_UC_QDAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Approval,  Quick Decision
Approval


Approve or reject
simultaneously the admission
decisions for multiple UCAS
applications.


Results/Offer Matching
Process


SAD_UC_MATCH_PROC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Result/Offer
Matching Process


Match exam results with
conditional offer details for
Confirmation. The process
determines whether the
applicants have satisfied the
offer conditions.


You can run this process
for all applicants in an
institution, for all applicants
of a particular course, or for
specific applicants.


This process is optional
for confirming conditional
offers. You can use the
Confirmation Entry page to
manually determine whether
an applicant has satisfied the
offer conditions.


UCAS Confirmation Entry SAD_UC_CNFDEC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Confirmation
Entry


Accept or reject the
conditional offer of an
applicant.


If you have not run the
Results/Offer Matching
process for the applicant,
 manually match the
applicant's exam results with
the conditional offer details
and indicate whether the
applicant has satisfied the
conditions for admission.


UCAS Quick Confirmation SAD_UC_QCONF Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Decision Processing,  Quick
Confirmation


Accept or reject the
conditional offer of multiple
applicants.


UCAS Confirmation
Approval


SAD_UC_CNFAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Approval,  Confirmation
Approval


Approve or reject the
Confirmation decision for an
applicant.


UCAS Quick Confirmation
Approval


SAD_UC_QAPR Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Decision Approval,  Quick
Confirmation Approval


Approve or reject the
Confirmation decision for
multiple applicants.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UCAS Release To Clearing SAD_UC_RELDEC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Release to
Clearing


Release an applicant into
Clearing.


UCAS Release to Clearing
Approval


SAD_UC_RELAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Approval,  Release to
Clearing Approval


Approve or reject an
applicant's release into
Clearing.


UCAS Enquiry Entry SAD_UC_CLEARING Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Enquiry Entry


Create or update an applicant's
Clearing or Adjustment
record. Specify whether
you want the Transaction
Processing process to generate
an RX, RQ, PE, or AD
transaction.


UCAS Qualifications SAD_UC_IVFRMQUAL Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Qualifications


Review and edit imported
qualification and exam result
records.


Transaction Processing SAD_UC_TRN_PROC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  Transaction
Processing


Generate, export, and update
UCAS and UTT transactions.


UCAS Transactions SAD_UC_TRANIN Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  UCAS
Transactions


Review the UCAS
transactions. In addition,
 manually add or delete
transactions and set the hold
flag to prevent the system
from sending the transactions
to UCAS.


UCAS Enquiry Transactions SAD_UC_TRANINCLR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  UCAS Enquiry
Transactions


Review the UCAS Clearing
and Adjustment transactions
that the Transaction
Processing process has
generated. Alternatively,
 manually add or delete
Clearing or Adjustment
transactions. Set the hold
flag to prevent the system
from sending the Clearing or
Adjustment transactions to
UCAS.


UCAS Confirmation
Enquiries


SAD_UC_CONF_ENQ Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Confirmation Enquiries


Review a summary of the
Confirmation or Clearing
application choice. Also, enter
notes and outcome codes for
an application choice while
handling applicant enquiries
related to Confirmation and
Clearing.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UTT Application Notes SAD_UC_GTAPPNOTE Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Application
Notes


View the key information for
a UTT application choice, on
a single page. Enter notes for
the application choice.


3C/Attachments SAD_UC_GT3C_ATTACH Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Application
Notes,  3C/Attachments


Add or view attachments
for the Campus Solutions
application record. Enter or
view the 3C information for
the person ID.


UTT Wrong Applicants SAD_UC_GSTARW Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  Remove Wrong
Applicants,  UTT Wrong
Applicants


Review the imported
applicant records from
ivgStarW and delete records if
required. You can also use this
page to un-match an applicant
record that is incorrectly
matched to a person record.


UTT Initial Decision Entry SAD_UC_GTDECENTRY Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Initial Decision
Entry


Enter an admission decision
for a UTT application choice


UTT Decision Processing SAD_UC_GTDECISN Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Decision
Processing


Enter or update an admission
decision for a UTT
application choice.


UTT Quick Decision Entry SAD_UC_QGTDEC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Quick Decision
Entry


Enter a decision
simultaneously for multiple
UTT applications.


UTT Qualifications SAD_UC_IVGFRMQUAL Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Qualifications


Review and edit imported
qualification records.


UTT Decision Approval SAD_UC_GTDECAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Approval,  Decision Approval


Approve or reject the
admission decision for a UTT
application choice.


UTT Quick Decision
Approval


SAD_UC_QGTDAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Approval,  Quick Decision
Approval


Approve or reject
simultaneously the admission
decisions for multiple UTT
applications.


UTT Confirmation Entry SAD_UC_GTCNFDEC Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Confirmation
Entry


Accept or reject the
conditional offer of a UTT
applicant.


UTT Quick Confirmation SAD_UC_QGTCONF Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Decision Processing,  Quick
Confirmation


Accept or reject the
conditional offer of multiple
UTT applicants.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


UTT Confirmation Approval SAD_UC_GTAPR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Approval,  Confirmation
Approval


Approve or reject the
Confirmation decision for a
UTT applicant.


UTT Quick Confirmation
Approval


SAD_UC_QGTAPR Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing,  UTT
Decision Approval,  Quick
Confirmation Approval


Approve or reject the
Confirmation decision for
multiple UTT applicants.


UTT Enquiry Entry SAD_UC_GTCLRING Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Enquiry Entry


Create or update an applicant's
Clearing record. Specify
whether you want the
Transaction Processing
process to generate an RX.


UTT Transactions SAD_UC_GTTRANIN Student Admissions, 
UCAS Processing, 
Transaction Processing,  UTT
Transactions


Review UTT transactions
that you have sent or not sent.
 In addition, manually add
or delete transactions and
set the hold flag to prevent
the system from sending the
transactions to UCAS.


UTT Enquiry Transactions SAD_UC_GTTRNCLR Student Admissions,  UCAS
Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  UTT Enquiry
Transactions


Review the UCAS Clearing
transactions that the
Transaction Processing
process has generated.
Alternatively, manually add or
delete Clearing transactions.
 Set the hold flag to prevent
the system from sending the
Clearing transactions to UTT.


ID Delete RUNCTL_ID_CHANGE Campus Community, 
Personal Information,  ID
Management,  ID Delete


Delete an ID from the
database after initiating the
removal process of the ID in
the UCAS Wrong Applicants
or the UTT Wrong Applicants
pages.
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Defining Conditions for an Offer
Access the Standard Offers page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing ,  Standard Offers).


Image: Standard Offers page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Standard Offers page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


For UTT, you should enter only the interview date element in the Free Format field and not the interview
time. For UCAS, you can enter both the interview date and time in the Free Format field.


You can use the Decision Code field in the Decision Processing, Initial Decision and Quick Decision
pages to select a standard offer. On selecting a standard offer, the system populates the decision record
with the values that you defined on the Standard Offers page.


Free Format field and the Interview decision
For Interview decisions, the value you enter in the Free Format field need not start with DDMMYY. You
can define interview standard offers with or without date and time elements. Note that the generated
Transaction Code should not be blank for Interview decisions. You must enter text in either the Comment
field or the Free Format field to generate transaction code.
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If the Free Format field on the Standard Offers page starts with a date in the format DDMMYY, then
the system populates the Interview Date field in the UCAS and UTT Decision Processing and Initial
Decision pages with this date. For example, suppose you have an INT01 offer with a free format text that
starts with 010100 on the Standard Offers page. In such a case, when you select INT01 as a decision code
on the UCAS Decision Processing page, the page automatically populates the Interview Date field as
01/01/2000.


If the Free Format field on the Standard Offers page includes a time in the format HHMM from position
8 to 11 (that is, after a hyphen - as character 7), then the system populates the Interview Time field in the
UCAS Decision Processing and UCAS Initial Decision pages with this time. For example, suppose you
have an INT01 offer with a free format text that starts with 010100-1300. In such a case, when you select
INT01 as a decision code on the UCAS Decision Processing page, the page automatically populates the
Interview Date field as 01/01/2000 and Interview Time as 13:00. UTT does not use Interview Time.


The system populates the Free Format field on the UCAS and UTT Decision Processing pages with the
Free Format value from the Standard Offers page without the interview date and time elements for UCAS
and without the interview date for UTT. For example, suppose you have an INT01 offer with a free format
text 010100-1300 Is your interview date and time. In such a case, when you select INT01 as a decision
code on the UCAS Decision Processing page, the page automatically populates the Interview Date field
with 01/01/2000, Interview Time field with 13:00, and the Free Format field with Is your interview date
and time. The Free Format field does not appear on the Initial Decision pages but the system applies
similar logic in the background to populate the Free Format field of the decision record with the free
format text from the standard offer minus any interview date and time elements.


You can change the interview date and time, comment, and the free format text values on the decision
pages, if required.
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Reviewing Key UCAS Application Information
Access the UCAS Application Notes page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Application
Notes).


Image: UCAS Application Notes page (1 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Application Notes page (1 of 4). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Application Notes page (2 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Application Notes page (2 of 4). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Application Notes page (3 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Application Notes page (3 of 4). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Application Notes page (4 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Application Notes page (4 of 4). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The fields on the Notes region are similar to those on the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page. The
Automatic Save and Outcome Required settings on the UCAS Configuration page affects only the UCAS
Confirmation Enquiries page and does not affect the UCAS Application Notes page.


View Printable Page Click to obtain a printable version of the application
information.
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Adding Attachments and Reviewing 3C Information for UCAS Application
Access the 3C/Attachments page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Application Notes, 
3C/Attachments).


Image: 3C/Attachments page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the 3C/Attachments page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: 3C/Attachments page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the 3C/Attachments page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


File Attachments
Use this group box to add, delete and view attachments for the Campus Solutions application.


Add Attachment Click to access standard PeopleTools functionality to browse to
a file and upload it


View Click the link to open the attachment in a new window.


The Audit tab displays all updates to attachments, including user name and date/time.


Note that you can also use the File Attachments group box on the Application Data page of the Maintain
Applications component to maintain and access the attachment data.


The 3C Group Boxes (Checklists, Comments, and Communications)
The fields on these group boxes are similar to the fields that appear on the Campus Community's
checklist, comment, and communication pages. The group boxes display the records in a similar way to
the Campus Community's checklist, comment, and communication summary pages.


See "Understanding Checklists" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


See "Understanding Comments" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


See "Understanding Communication Management" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus
Community)
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Note that the group boxes display a person ID's 3C records for only the ADMA and ADMP
administrative functions. Also, these group boxes display only those 3C records where the application
number in the variable data of the 3C record matches with the application choice that the Choice Details
region of the page displays or if the application number value in the variable data is blank (3C records
can be created without the application number value in variable data). Records linked to other application
numbers are not displayed.


When you create a checklist, comment, or communication record by clicking the create button on any one
of these group boxes, the system by default:


• Populates the Administrative Function field with the value that you selected for the Default Admin
Function field on the UCAS Configuration page (if the Default Admin Function field is blank, then
the system will enter ADMA in the Administrative Function field).


• Enters the variable data based on the application choice (that is, academic career, student career Nbr,
application number, and application center).
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Deleting Incorrect UCAS Applicant Records
Access the UCAS Wrong Applicants page (Student Admissions ,  UCAS Processing,  Remove Wrong
Applicants,  UCAS Wrong Applicants).


Image: UCAS Wrong Applicants page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Wrong Applicants page . You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


In certain circumstances, an incoming UCAS applicant record can be incorrectly matched to an existing
person record during the import process or through the Transaction Data page. In such circumstances:


1. Use the UCAS Remove Wrong Applicants component to manually add the wrong applicant record.


2. Select the Cancelled check box. If needed, edit the Cancelled Date field. Optionally, enter a remark.


3. Save the record.


4. Click the Remove Applicant button to run the Remove Applicant process. This process removes the
incorrectly matched applicant.


5. The Remove Applicant process does not alter the person-related records (for example, Disability,
Ethnicity, Citizenship, National ID, External System ID and so on) that the Import Applicant Data
process may have created for the incorrect ID. These records should be updated or removed using
the relevant Campus Community pages. In particular, the UCAS Personal ID that the import process
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creates as an External System ID for the incorrect ID should be removed to prevent the record being
incorrectly matched again during the re-import.


6. Run the Import Applicant Data process for the single applicant so that all the deleted applicant records
can be re-imported and either matched to the correct person or a new person record created.


Cancelled Date This field is available for edit only when you are manually
adding a record. After you save the manually added record, this
field becomes unavailable.


Remark This field is available for edit only when you are manually
adding a record.


Remove Applicant Click to run the Remove Applicant process that will delete the
ID's:


• UCAS applicant record.


• UCAS application choice records.


• Non-matriculated Campus Solutions application records.


The system enables this button if the status is Pending, Partially
Removed, or No Action.. When you click the button, the status
changes to Removed.


When you click the button for a UCAS applicant for whom only
specific choices are lost, the system removes the specific lost
choices but retains the overall applicant record.


For a manually added record, the system enables the button only
when you save the record.


No Action Click to change the record status from Pending to No Action.
 The No Action status indicates that the record need not be
removed.


For a manually added record, the system enables the button only
when save the record.


After clicking the Remove Applicant button, navigate to Campus Community,  Personal Information,  ID
Management,  ID Delete to remove the person record of the UCAS wrong applicant.
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Entering an Initial Admission Decision for a UCAS Application Choice
Access the UCAS Initial Decision Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Initial Decision Entry).


Image: UCAS Initial Decision Entry page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Initial Decision Entry page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


If you did not select the Interview Applicants option on the UCAS Initial Decision Entry search page, an
application choice is included in the search results only if all the following conditions are satisfied:


• An institution decision does not exist.


• UCAS decision of the choice is blank.


• Choice is not cancelled.


• The whole application is not withdrawn.


In such a case, the UCAS Initial Decision Entry page does not allow you to modify an institution
decision. If you want to modify an institution decision, use the UCAS Decision Processing page.


If you select the Interview Applicants option on the UCAS Initial Decision Entry search page, an
application choice is included in the search results only if all the following conditions are satisfied:


• An institution decision record exists with decision = I (interview) and decision is approved or does not
require approval.


• UCAS decision value of the choice (imported from StarC/StarG) is not W.


• Choice is not cancelled.
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• The whole application is not withdrawn.


In such a case, you can then use the UCAS Initial Decision Entry to modify the Interview decision to a
post-interview decision (that is, Offer, Conditional offer, or Reject).


Institution Decision Select an admission decision. After you enter a decision, run the
Transaction Processing process to generate the transaction to
send to UCAS.


If the choice number is 9 (Clearing), the valid decisions
are A (Accept) or R (Rejection). If the choice number is 6 (
Adjustment), the valid decision is U (Unconditional Offer). If
the choice number is not 9 or 6 (standard application), the valid
decisions are C (Conditional Offer), U (Unconditional Offer), R
(Rejection), F (Course Full), and I (Interview).


The Interview Date and Interview Time fields appear only if you
select the Interview decision.


You cannot enter the Delayed Conditional decision code (D) in
this page or the UTT Initial Decision Entry page. This decision
can be entered only in the Decision Processing page.


Decision Code Optionally, add a standard offer to the decision.


Interview Date Select the date on which the interview is to take place.


Interview Time Enter the time the interview is scheduled to begin. The time
format uses a 24-hour clock. Therefore, for example, if the
interview time is 2:30 PM, enter 14:30.


Comment For all decisions you can add a comment, unless a standard offer
is entered.


You can enter the reason for a Clearing Rejection in the
Comment field. When you generate a RX transaction for the
rejection, the system includes the comment text in the Free
Format column of the RX transaction.
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Entering or Updating an Admission Decision for a UCAS Application
Choice


Access the UCAS Decision Processing page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Decision Processing).


Image: UCAS Decision Processing page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Decision Processing page (1 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Decision Processing page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Decision Processing page (2 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Decision Processing page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Decision Processing page (3 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institution Decision Select an admission decision. After you enter or update a
decision, if required, use the UCAS Decision Approval page
to approve the decision. Then use the Transaction Processing
process to generate the decision transaction to send to UCAS.
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The validations of this field are similar to that of the Institution
Decision field on the UCAS Initial Decision Entry page.
 However, you can enter the Delayed Conditional (D) decision
only from this page. Decision D is valid only for non-clearing
CF application choices (CF means decision is Conditional Offer
and reply is Firm).


Confirmation Decision The system automatically selects this check box when you enter
a Confirmation decision in the UCAS Confirmation Entry page
or the UCAS Quick Confirmation page.


Release to Clearing The system automatically selects this check box when you
enter a Release into Clearing decision in the UCAS Release to
Clearing page.


Decision Code Optionally, add a standard offer to the decision.


Comment The usage of this field is similar to that of the Comment field
on the UCAS Initial Decision Entry page. The only difference
is that on this page you can use this field for transaction code.
 For example, if Interview Date is May 26, 2009 and Interview
Time is 9:15 and Comment is Bring your portfolio and you
click Letter Text, then the following transaction code appears
260509-0915,'Bring your portfolio'


The offer details fields are similar to the fields on the Standard Offers page.
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Entering a Decision for Multiple UCAS Application Choices
Access the UCAS Quick Decision Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Quick Decision Entry ).


Image: UCAS Quick Decision Entry page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Quick Decision Entry page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


If you do not select the Interview Applicants check box on the UCAS Quick Decision Entry page, a
choice is included in the search results only if all the following conditions are satisfied:


• An institution decision does not exist.


• UCAS decision of the choice is blank.


• Choice is not cancelled.


• The whole application is not withdrawn.


In such a case, the page does not allow you to modify an admission decision. If you want to modify an
admission decision, use the UCAS Decision Processing page.


If you select the Interview Applicants check box on this page, a choice is included in the search results
only if all the following conditions are satisfied:


• An institution decision record exists with decision = I (interview) and decision is approved or does not
require approval.


• UCAS decision value of the choice (imported from StarC/StarG) is not W.


• Choice is not cancelled.


• The whole application is not withdrawn.
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In such a case, you can use this page to modify the Interview decision to a post-interview decision (that is,
Offer, Conditional offer, or Reject).


The system enables the Interview Date - From and Interview Date - To search fields and displays the
interview date column in the search results, if you select the Interview Applicants check box. And the
system enables the Created Date - From and Created Date - To search fields, if you deselect the Interview
Applicants check box.


You can search for records of a particular institution, course, campus, entry year and application center or
combination of those. The decision, decision code, decision maker and comment field values are used for
all the records that have a decision applied and are saved.


You cannot enter the Delayed Conditional decision code (D) in this page or the UTT Quick Decision
Entry page. This decision can be entered only in the Decision Processing page.
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Approving or Rejecting a UCAS Decision
Access the UCAS Decision Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Approval,  Decision Approval).


Image: UCAS Decision Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Decision Approval page . You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Click Approve or Deny button to indicate whether the admission decision entered in the UCAS Decision
Processing or UCAS Initial Decision Entry page is approved or denied.
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Approving or Rejecting Multiple UCAS Decisions
Access the UCAS Quick Decision Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Decision Approval,  Quick Decision Approval).


Image: UCAS Quick Decision Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Quick Decision Approval page. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


You can search for records of a particular institution, course, campus, entry year and application center or
combination of those. The Approver value is used for all the records that are approved and saved.
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Determining Whether Applicants Satisfy the Offer Conditions
Access the Result/Offer Matching Process page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Decision Processing,  Result/Offer Matching Process).


Image: Result/Offer Matching Process page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Result/Offer Matching Process page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Student Override Select if you want to run the process for one or more IDs
selected in the EmplID field.


If you select the Student Override check box, the process
ignores any values entered in the UCAS Course Code field.


For a student, the process can compare the conditions you generated (Transaction Code) on the UCAS
Decision Processing page with the exam results, and determine whether the student has satisfied the
conditions. The process considers the following abbreviations when comparing conditional offer details
with exam results:


• TO - Tariff offers


• GC - GCE A Level


• AS - GCE AS Level


• IH - Irish Leaving Certificate (Higher Level)


• SH - SQA Highers


• AH - SQA Advanced Highers


• EG - Excluding General Studies


• AC - Alternate conditions


Any other abbreviations need to be manually reviewed before the offer is confirmed.
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After running this process, navigate to the UCAS Confirmation Entry page to check whether the applicant
has satisfied the conditions. If the process determines that the applicant has satisfied all the conditions,
the Results Matching  field displays Satisfied  on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page. If the process
determines that at least one condition has not been met, the Results Matching field displays Not Satisfied.
If the process determines that at least one condition has not been evaluated, the Results Matching field
displays Partially Evaluated. If the process determines that none of the conditions have been evaluated,
the Results Matching field displays Not Evaluated.


The following example shows how the Result/Offer Matching process works for a tariff offer:


1. Use the UCAS Decision Processing page to enter a conditional offer for a student.


Enter abbreviation = TO (Tariff Score) and Grade Mark = 200. This condition is generated: The
student must obtain a minimum of 200 UCAS tariff points.


2. Import the exam results from ivStarPQR.


The student has grade C for GCE A Levels in Maths, General Studies, and English.


3. Run the Results/Offer Matching process for the student.


The system uses the imported cvRefTariff data to translate the total tariff score to 240 (grade C is
equivalent to 80 tariff points).


4. The UCAS Confirmation Entry page for the student shows that the condition is satisfied.


Note: The Result/Offer Matching process considers only records that have a current decision of C or D,
for which the Manual Matching Required check box is cleared on the UCAS Decision Processing page.
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Entering or Updating a UCAS Confirmation Decision
Access the UCAS Confirmation Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Confirmation Entry).


Image: UCAS Confirmation Entry page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page (1 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Confirmation Entry page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page (2 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: UCAS Confirmation Entry page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page (3 of 3). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Click the Accept or Reject button to indicate the Confirmation decision.


To add any changes to the course details, first enter the changes, then click the Accept button, and finally
save the record. For example, enter a Campus Change value, click the Accept button, and then save the
record.


Note that if you decide to save the record without clicking either the Accept button or Reject button, then
the system removes any course change details in the existing non-confirmation decision record.


All application records that are CF or CI (decision is conditional offer, and reply is firm or insurance)
appear on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page regardless of whether a confirmation decision is pending
or has been entered. Additionally, any application records that are DF (decision is delayed conditional
and reply is firm) appear on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page regardless of whether a confirmation
decision is pending or has been entered. You can enter or amend a confirmation decision using this page.


The system automatically selects the Confirmation Decision check box on the UCAS Decision Processing
page when you click Accept or Reject.
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After you enter a Confirmation decision, if required, use the Confirmation Approval page to approve the
decision. Then run the Transaction Processing process to generate the RD transaction to send to UCAS.


If you amend an existing confirmation decision using this page, in most cases, the Transaction Processing
process generates another RD transaction with the new Accept or Reject decision. However, in cases
where you have already sent an accept decision and a course change is being made, then the process
generates a RA transaction.


If the Entry Point is being changed to a foundation year with Entry Point of zero, you must enter 9 in
the Entry Point Change field of this page. The system will send this value to UCAS in the confirmation
transaction as zero when you run the Transaction Processing process.


Entering Multiple UCAS Confirmation Decisions
Access the UCAS Quick Confirmation page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Quick Confirmation).


Image: UCAS Quick Confirmation page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Quick Confirmation page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The same rules discussed in the “Entering a Confirmation Decision” topic apply to the UCAS Quick
Confirmation page. However, there are two exceptions:


• The Quick Confirmation page does not display a DF application choice.


• The Quick Confirmation page does not display an application choice for which you already have
entered a confirmation decision.


You can search for records of a particular course. Also, you can use the same Decision Maker value for all
the records that appear in the search results.


A choice is included in the search results of this page only if all the following conditions are satisfied:


• Institution decision is C (conditional offer)


• Reply of the choice (from ivStarC) is F or I.


• Choice is not cancelled.
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• The whole application is not withdrawn.


When you click Accept or Reject, the system automatically updates the Decision value to A or R,
respectively.
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Approving or Rejecting a UCAS Confirmation Decision
Access the UCAS Confirmation Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Decision Approval,  Confirmation Approval).


Image: UCAS Confirmation Approval page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Approval page (1 of 2).


Image: UCAS Confirmation Approval page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Approval page (2 of 2).
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Approving or Rejecting Multiple UCAS Confirmation Decisions
Access the UCAS Quick Confirmation Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Decision Approval,  Quick Confirmation Approval).


Image: UCAS Quick Confirmation Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Quick Confirmation Approval page. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


You can search for records of a particular institution, course, campus, entry year and application center or
combination of those. The Approver value is used for all the records that are approved and saved.
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Entering a Decision to Release an Applicant into Clearing
Access the UCAS Release to Clearing page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Release to Clearing).


Image: UCAS Release to Clearing page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Release to Clearing page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The page displays:


• Application choices that have a Institution Decision of U (Unconditional), Reply of F (Firm), and the
Release to Clearing check box cleared on the Decision Processing page.


• All accepted Clearing and Adjustment application choices (that is, application choice number is 6 or
9, decision is A or U, and Reply is not equal to D (declined).


The system automatically selects the Released to Clearing check box on the UCAS Decision Processing
page when you click Release to Clearing.


After you enter a decision to release an applicant into Clearing, if required, use the Release to Clearing
Approval page to approve the decision. Then run the Transaction Processing process to generate the RR
transaction to send to UCAS.


Note: The system displays a warning message if the applicant is not eligible for release to Clearing. That
is, when you click the Release to Clearing button, a warning message appears if the application is for
deferred entry, if the application is for a future or previous cycle, if the application is RPA (Record of
Prior Acceptance), or if the application Fee Level is single fee.
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Approving or Rejecting the Release into Clearing Decision
Access the UCAS Release Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Approval,  Release to Clearing Approval).


Image: UCAS Release Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Release Approval page.


Entering UCAS Clearing or Adjustment Details
To search for only adjustment records, select the Adjustment check box on the search page. To search for
only Clearing records, clear the Adjustment check box on the search page.
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Access the UCAS Enquiry Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Enquiry Entry).


Image: UCAS Enquiry Entry page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Enquiry Entry page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Enquiry Entry page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Enquiry Entry page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the Transaction Type field to record an RQ, PE, or RX transaction for a Clearing enquiry or the
RQ, PE, or AD transaction for an Adjustment enquiry. Use the Decision field to enter A (Accept) or R
(Reject). After you record the Clearing or Adjustment details, run the Transaction Processing process to
generate the Adjustment or Clearing transactions to send to UCAS.


If you want to record a PE transaction, the UCAS Personal ID and UCAS Application Code fields are
required (UCAS Course Code is optional).
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If you want to record a AD transaction, the UCAS Personal ID, UCAS Application Code, UCAS Course
Code, Entry Year, and Entry Month fields are required.


The UCAS Course Code field is required for RQ and RX transactions. Also, the Decision field is required
for RX transaction.


Reviewing and Updating UCAS Qualifications
Access the UCAS Qualifications page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS Decision
Processing,  Qualifications)


Image: UCAS Qualifications page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Qualifications page.
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Generating, Exporting, and Updating UCAS and UTT Transactions
Access the Transaction Processing page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  Transaction Processing).


Image: Transaction Processing page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Transaction Processing page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the check boxes in the UCAS and UTT regions to generate, export, and update UCAS and UTT
transactions.


Generate Transactions Select to generate transactions and update the corresponding
Campus Solutions application choice records.


Export Transactions to UCAS Select to write the transactions to the TRANIN table at UCAS.


Update Transactions from UCAS Select to enable the Campus Solutions system to read back error
codes from TRANIN at UCAS.


The system disables the UTT check boxes on the Transaction Processing page if you clear the UTT check
box on the UCAS Configuration page.
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Reviewing UCAS Transactions
Access the UCAS Transactions page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Transaction Processing, 
UCAS Transactions).


Image: UCAS Transactions page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Transactions page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


You cannot update transactions that the system has already sent to UCAS. The transaction appears in
read-only mode if the system has already sent the transaction to UCAS. If the system has not sent the
transaction, you can use this page to update, delete, or hold the transaction.


Error Code Displays the status of a transaction that UCAS sends back to the
institution. You import the error codes, descriptions, and error
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positions from cvRefError view when you import the reference
data.


An error code of:


• -1 indicates that UCAS has not yet processed the
transaction.


• 0 indicates that UCAS has successfully processed the
transaction.


Error Position Indicates where the error appears in the transaction code.


Decision Select a decision for the transaction of an application choice.


Transaction Code Enter the transaction code that you want to send to UCAS.


Auto Indicates that the system has automatically generated the
transaction.


Sent Indicates that the system has sent the transaction to UCAS.


Hold Select to indicate that you do not want the system to export the
transaction to UCAS.


Obsolete Select if you do not want the transaction to appear in the search
results when you search for error, hold, or unsent transactions.
 Note that you can select the Transactions in Error check box,
 Transaction on Hold check box, or Unsent Transaction check
box on the UCAS Transactions search page to search for error,
 hold, or unsent transactions.


Also, if you select the Obsolete check box, the system does not
export the transaction to UCAS. Hold or obsolete transactions
cannot be sent to UCAS.


The following table lists the field values that are mandatory when you create a transaction manually.
If you create a transaction manually, you will need to manually update the related Campus Solutions
application record.


Transaction Type Mandatory Field Value


LD (decision)


LA (amended decision)


RD (confirmation decision)


Decision
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Transaction Type Mandatory Field Value


LC (course correction) At least one of the following values must be provided:


• Course


• Campus


• Entry Year


• Entry Month


• Entry Point


RR (release into clearing) Transaction Code must contain a value ranging from .R1 to
.R8.


PE, RA, or RW None


RA, RR, and RW Application must be UF. That is, Decision must be U
(Unconditional Offer) and Reply must be F (Firm).


Use the UCAS Enquiry Transactions page to manually create an RX or RQ transaction.


Reviewing UCAS Clearing and Adjustment Transactions
To search for only adjustment transactions, select the Adjustment check box on the search page. To search
for only Clearing transactions, clear the Adjustment check box on the search page.


Access the UCAS Enquiry Transactions page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  UCAS Enquiry Transactions).


Image: UCAS Enquiry Transactions page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Enquiry Transactions page.
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Most of the fields on the UCAS Enquiry Transactions page are similar to those on the UCAS Transactions
page.
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Handling UCAS Applicant Enquiries
Access the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UCAS
Confirmation Enquiries).


Image: UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page (1 of 2). You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UCAS Confirmation Enquiries page (2 of 2). You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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The page displays all UCAS application choices (similar to the UCAS Applications component). There is
no restriction to just Confirmation and Clearing application choices. You can add multiple notes records
for an effective date.


Notes Enter the details of the interaction with the applicant.


Action Required Select a value to filter the codes available on the Outcome Code
field.


Outcome Code Select a code to categorize the interaction with the applicant.


Note: If you have configured Automatic Save, the system automatically saves a new record when you
enter the mandatory values. The Notes field is always mandatory. The Action Required and Outcome
Code fields become mandatory, if Outcome Required is configured as mandatory.
You configure Automatic Save and Outcome Required on the UCAS Configuration page.
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Reviewing Key UTT Application Information
Access the UTT Application Notes page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Application
Notes).


Image: UTT Application Notes page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Application Notes page (1 of 3).
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Image: UTT Application Notes page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Application Notes page (2 of 3).
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Image: UTT Application Notes page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Application Notes page (3 of 3).


Most of the fields on this page are similar to those on the UCAS Application Notes page. The UTT
Application Notes page has the Degree Details region and the Work Experience region that are not
applicable to UCAS.
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Adding Attachments and Reviewing 3C Information for UTT Application
Access the 3C/Attachments page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Application Notes,  3C/
Attachments).


Image: 3C/Attachments page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the 3C/Attachments page.


The fields on this page are similar to those on the 3C/Attachments page for UCAS.
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Deleting Incorrect UTT Applicant Records
Access the UTT Wrong Applicants page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Remove Wrong
Applicants,  UTT Wrong Applicants).


Image: UTT Wrong Applicants page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Wrong Applicants page.


The fields on this page are similar to those on the UCAS Wrong Applicants page.
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Entering an Initial Admission Decision for a UTT Application Choice
Access the UTT Initial Decision Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Initial Decision Entry).


Image: UTT Initial Decision Entry page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Initial Decision Entry page.


The fields on this page are similar to those on the UCAS Initial Decision Entry page. Note that the UTT
Initial Decision Entry page does not display Accepted clearing choices that have a Choice Number of 99
and Decision of U.


The search results logic of the UTT Initial Decision Entry search page is similar to UCAS Initial Decision
Entry search page except that the UTT search logic does not check whether the UTT choice is cancelled.
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Entering or Updating an Admission Decision for a UTT Application Choice
Access the UTT Decision Processing page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Decision Processing).


Image: UTT Decision Processing page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Decision Processing page (1 of 3).


Image: UTT Decision Processing page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Decision Processing page (2 of 3).
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Image: UTT Decision Processing page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Decision Processing page (3 of 3).


Most of the fields on this page are similar to the UCAS Decision Processing page. However, this page has
a Clearing check box that does not appear on the UCAS Decision Processing page. The system selects
the Clearing check box if ClearingStatus from ivgStarK is 2 (under consideration by institution) or 3
(accepted in clearing) and the ivgStarG Round Number is equal to or greater than the ivgStarK Round
Number.
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Entering a Decision for Multiple UTT Application Choices
Access the UTT Quick Decision Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Quick Decision Entry).


Image: UTT Quick Decision Entry page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Quick Decision Entry page.


The fields on this page are similar to those on the UCAS Quick Decision Entry page.


The search results logic of the UTT Quick Decision Entry page is similar to UCAS Quick Decision Entry
page except that the UTT search logic does not check whether the UTT choice is cancelled.
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Approving or Rejecting a UTT Decision
Access the UTT Decision Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Approval,  Decision Approval).


Image: UTT Decision Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Decision Approval page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Click Approve or Deny button to indicate whether the admission decision entered in the UTT Decision
Processing or UTT Initial Decision Entry page is approved or denied.
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Approving or Rejecting Multiple UTT Decisions
Access the UTT Quick Decision Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Approval,  Quick Decision Approval).


Image: UTT Quick Decision Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Quick Decision Approval page.
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Entering or Updating a UTT Confirmation Decision
Access the UTT Confirmation Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Confirmation Entry).


Image: UTT Confirmation Entry page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Confirmation Entry page (1 of 3).


Image: UTT Confirmation Entry page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Confirmation Entry page (2 of 3).
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Image: UTT Confirmation Entry page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Confirmation Entry page (3 of 3).


The fields on this page are similar to those on the UCAS Confirmation Entry page. Note that only
application records that are CF (decision is conditional offer, and reply is firm) or DF appear on the UTT
Confirmation Entry page regardless of whether a confirmation decision is pending or has been entered.
Also, application records for which a conditional offer has been made during Clearing appear on this
page.


Entering Multiple UTT Confirmation Decisions
Access the UTT Quick Confirmation page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Processing,  Quick Confirmation).


Image: UTT Quick Confirmation page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Quick Confirmation page.


The fields on this page are similar to those on the UCAS Quick Confirmation page.


The search results logic of the UTT Quick Confirmation page is similar to UCAS Quick Confirmation
page except that the UTT search logic does not check whether the UTT choice is cancelled.
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Approving or Rejecting a UTT Confirmation Decision
Access the UTT Confirmation Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision
Approval,  Confirmation Approval ).


Image: UTT Confirmation Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Confirmation Approval page.
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Approving or Rejecting Multiple UTT Confirmation Decisions
Access the UTT Quick Confirmation Approval page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT
Decision Approval,  Quick Confirmation Approval ).


Image: UTT Quick Confirmation Approval page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Quick Confirmation Approval page.
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Entering UTT Clearing Details
Access the UTT Enquiry Entry page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision Processing,
Enquiry Entry).


Image: UTT Enquiry Entry page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Enquiry Entry page . You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


The Personal ID and Application Code fields look up values directly from the UCAS cvgName view.
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Use the Transaction Type field to create a RX transaction for a Clearing enquiry. Use the Decision field
to enter U (Unconditional) or C (Conditional). After you record the Clearing details, run the Transaction
Processing process to generate the Clearing transactions to send to UCAS.


If you want to record a RX transaction, the UCAS Personal ID, UCAS Application Code, UTT Course
Code, Entry Year, Entry Month, Modular, Part Time, and Decision fields are required.


Reviewing and Updating UTT Qualifications
Access the UTT Qualifications page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  UTT Decision Processing,
Qualifications)


Image: UTT Qualifications page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Qualifications page.
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Reviewing UTT Transactions
Access the UTT Transactions page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Transaction Processing, 
UTT Transactions).


Image: UTT Transactions page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Transactions page.


The functionality of the UTT transactions page is similar to that of the UCAS Transactions page.
Additionally, most of the fields on the UTT Transactions page are similar to those on the UCAS
Transactions page.


When the decision is Interview, ensure that the interview date entered in the Transaction Code area
contains only the date without the time element.
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Reviewing UTT Clearing Transactions
Access the UTT Enquiry Transactions page (Student Admissions,  UCAS Processing,  Transaction
Processing,  UTT Enquiry Transactions).


Image: UTT Enquiry Transactions page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the UTT Enquiry Transactions page.


Most of the fields on the UTT Enquiry Transactions page are similar to those on the UTT Transactions
page.
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Adding and Updating Applications


Adding New Applications Manually


If the applicants you are adding do not already exist in your database, the system creates them and assigns
them identification numbers.


The Biographic Details, Regional, and Personal pages store information regarding the applicant as a
person. This data is shared between all applications for an applicant as well as with prospect personal
data. When you use this component to update biographical data, the whole database is updated. The
rest of the pages in the Add Application component are application-specific pages, meaning they
store information unique to this application. In other words, applications share biographical data but
application data is unique to each application.


Avoid entering duplicate applications. Use the Installation Defaults - AD page to specify at what level you
want the system to warn you that a potential duplicate application exists. For information, see Setting Up
Admission Installation Defaults.


The Student Admissions–Add Application component is the second of three very similar components:


• Student Recruiting , Create/Update Prospects component.


• Student Admissions, Add an Application component.


• Student Admissions, Maintain Applications component.


Create/Update Prospect and Add an Application have Biographical Data, Regional, and Personal
pages. All three components have other pages with similar names such as Prospect Program Data
and Application Program Data. Use these components to enter or maintain similar information at
different times during your business processes, such as entering prospects, entering application data, and
maintaining application data.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Enter or update applicant biographical data.


• Enter or update applicant regional data.


• Enter or update personal information


• Enter application program data.


• Enter or update additional information.


• Update or add application regional data.


• Use the Calculate Deposit Fees page.


• Enter application data.
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• Use the Application Fees page.


• Use the Application Items page.


• Enter recruiting information for an application.


• Enter or update applicant additional details.


• Add communications, checklists and comments for applicants.


Prerequisites
Before you begin entering application data, determine if the person is already in your Campus Solutions
database. Often an applicant already has a system ID because an administrator already entered the person
as a prospective student. For example, if people sent test scores to your institution, it is likely that they are
already in the system.


To see if the applicant is already in your system, go to Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Search
Match.


Related Links
"Using Search/Match" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Pages Used to Add New Applications Manually
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Biographical Details SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Biographical
Details


Enter an applicant's
biographical information.


Addresses SCC_BIO_DEMO_ADDR Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Addresses


Enter an applicant's address.


Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Regional


Enter region specific
information, if applicable,
 based on country code.


Personal SCC_PERSONAL_INFO Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Personal


Enter biographic details
separately from the rest of
the person’s data. This page
appears if you select a field on
the Biographic Fields page.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_ENT Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Application
Program Data


Enter program data and
academic plan data pertaining
to this application. You can
also create an enrollment
deposit and matriculate an
applicant from this page. You
must track applications at
least at the plan level, but any
lower level tracking depends
on your office policies.


Additional Information SAD_APPL_CAF_TAB Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Additional
Information


Add or update common
attributes for program, plan
and subplan.


Application Regional SAD_APPL_REG_DATA • Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications ,
Application Regional


• Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application, Application
Regional


Add or update country-
specific data regarding the
application.


Evaluation ADM_APPL_EVAL1_SEC Click the Evaluation link on
the Application Program Data
page.


Add an evaluation status for
this program.


Deposit Fees ADM_APPL_DEP_FEE Click the Calculate Deposit
Fees link on the Application
Program Data page.


Calculate a deposit fee when
entering a new application.
 You can calculate the deposit
owed for enrollment and post
that charge to the person's
account directly from the
Application Program Data
page as part of adding a new
application. If the application
has a program status of
admitted, the Calculate
Deposits Fees link becomes
available if a value is defined
on the Application Center
Table.


Deposit Fees (entry) ADM_APPL_ENTRY2_S Click the Calculate Deposit
Fees button or the Deposit
Fees link on the Deposit Fees
page.


Enter deposit fees for the
applicant.


Note: When this deposit
posts in PeopleSoft Student
Financials, the system
updates the program action to
matriculation if you selected
the Create Student check box
on the Status Update page.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Data ADM_APPL_DATA Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Application
Data


Enter additional information
regarding the application and
to calculate an application fee.
 The system stores data on
this page at the application 
level, as opposed to storing it
under a person or academic
program. This data is relevant
to all academic programs
being applied to with this
application.


Application Fees APP_FEE_CALC_MSG Click the Calculate
Application Fees link on the
Application Data page.


Calculate the application fee
that the person owes.


If fees were calculated in the
AAWS on line application and
a payment was sent to the GL,
fees are not recalculated when
you click this link.


Tender Details ADM_APPL_TNDRCC_SP Click the Show Tender Details
link on the Application Fees
page. The Tender Details
page is accessible when you
select the Credit Card tender
category on the Application
Fees page.


Enter credit card information.


See "Accepting Student
Payments" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2:
Student Financials).


Tender Details ADM_APPL_TENDER_SP Click the Show Tender Details
link on the Application Fees
page. The Tender Details
page displays when you select
the Check or Cash tender
category on the Application
Fees page.


Enter check or cash
information.


See "Accepting Student
Payments" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2:
Student Financials).


Currency Conversion APPL_FEE_CURR_SP Click the Currency Detail link
on the Application Fees page.


Obtain details on the currency
conversion.


Application Items ADM_APPL_ENTRY3_S Click the Transaction
Summary link on the
Application Data page to
view information about
the application fee for this
application.


Review information about
the application fee for an
applicant.


Tender Details PAYMENT_TENDER_SP Click the Show Tender Details
link on the Application Items
page.


View tender details.


Application School/Recruiting ADM_APPL_RECRUIT Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Application
School/Recruiting


Enter recruiting information
about an applicant.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Additional Details SAD_PESC_OTHER_SCH Student Admissions, 
Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Additional
Details


Enter and view information
about previous schools the
applicant has attended.


Entering or Updating Applicant Biographical Data
Access the Biographical Details page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application, 
Biographical Details).


Use this page to enter and update the known biographical and demographic data for an applicant.


If, by performing search/match, you find that the person does not yet have an ID in your database, the
key dialog prompt says NEW in the ID field because you are adding a new person as well as a new
application. The application number will be all zeros.


Note: Leave the Application Number field as all zeros in order for the auto-numbering feature to work
properly.


If you find the person in your search/match and used the Carry ID option, your key dialog prompt lists
that person's ID. The application number is still all zeros.


If the person exists in your database, it is a good idea to see if an application has already been entered.
You do not want to enter a duplicate application. Go to the Maintain Applications component to determine
if the person has any current applications.


If you find a matching ID during your search process, the Biographical Data page displays existing data
about this person. If you do not find a matching ID during your search process, then you add a new person
as well as a new application. The page is blank except for those fields populated according to your user
defaults.


After running a search/match, select Student Admissions, Application Entry, Add Application to add a
new application.


Entering or Updating Applicant Regional Data
Access the Regional page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application,  Regional).


Use this page to enter biographical information specific to your installation country. If this person is
already in your database and has existing information, you can view it on this page.


Entering or Updating Personal Information
Access the Personal page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application,  Personal).


Use the Personal page to enter or update other biographic details such as gender or sexual orientation.
This information is stored separately from the rest of the applicant’s data. This page appears when you
select at least one field from the Biographic Details page.


For more information about:
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• Setting up the Personal page, see "Reviewing or Defining Installation Settings For Biographic Fields"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


• The Personal page, see "Entering Personal Information" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus
Community)


Entering Application Program Data
Access the Application Program Data page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application, 
Application Program Data).


Image: Application Program Data page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Program Data page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: The system fills in most of the fields on the Application Program Data page according to your
user defaults. If the applicant had a prospect record and your setup dictates that data from the prospect
record is to be copied to the application, the system populates some fields according to those defaults. For
example, depending on your default setup, the system might populate academic career, institution, admit
term, academic load, and academic program data based on the values in the matching prospect record.
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Note: Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does
not display the value in the prompt.


Effective Date Enter an effective date for the application to this academic
program if different than the default date. If you are entering
the application after the start date of the admit term, you need
to back date the effective date to a date prior to the start date of
the admit term in order to term activate the student once they are
matriculated.


Admit Term Enter the admit term in which the applicant is expected to enroll,
 if he or she is admitted for this application. Define admit terms
on the Term Table page. This is a user default field.


Expected Graduation Term Enter the term in which the student expects to graduate.


Academic Program Enter or update the academic program to which the person is
applying. Define academic programs on the Academic Program
page. This is a user default field.


After you matriculate the applicant, the system copies the
application program data to the program/plan tables in
PeopleSoft Student Records.


Academic Load Select the academic load that the applicant will be taking on if
admitted for this application. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. You can modify these
translate values. Values are Full-Time and Part-Time.


Joint Program Select the Joint Program  check box if the applicant is applying
to a joint program.


Dual Program This field becomes available when you select the Joint Program
check box. Enter the joint academic program. Define dual
programs on the Academic Program page.


Campus Enter or update the campus to which the person is applying
within your academic institution. Define campuses on the
Campus Table page. This is a user default field.


Academic Shift Indicates the attendance pattern under which an applicant
has applied and is being considered for admission. The field
appears if the Use Shift check box is selected on the Academic
Institution 3 page.


If only the Use Shift check box is selected, the Academic Shift
field is optional and the values available here are those defined
on the Academic Shift page.


If the Use Shift by Admit Term check box is also selected on the
Academic Institution 3 page, then the values available here are
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those defined on the Academic Shift page and then mapped to
an admit term on the Academic Shift Mapping page. If a match
is found, you must select a value for the Academic Shift field.


See "Setting Additional Institution Defaults and Options"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)


See "Defining Academic Shifts" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
9.2: Application Fundamentals)


See Mapping Academic Shifts to Admit Terms


Status Because you are entering a new application, this field
automatically displays Applicant.


Program Action Because you are entering a new application, this field
automatically displays Application. This value can be changed.
 Program actions are predefined on the Admissions Action Table
page and should not be modified.


Action Date The default for the action date is your system date. This is
the date that the action was actually entered into the system (
contrast this with the effective date).


Action Reason If there are action reasons associated with the program action
that you selected, you can select the appropriate reason value.
 Action reasons enable you to record a brief explanation of
why the program action took place. For example, for the
action WADM (Administrative Withdrawal), you could define a
reason of Incomplete Application.  Define action reasons on the
Program Action Reason Table page.


Last Updated On and By The date on which the page was last updated and the name of
the person who last updated the page.


Career Number Available if the Program Action  field contains the value
Readmit Application. If you want to readmit this applicant for
this application into an existing career, you can select the proper
career number here. You must also have an admit type where the
Readmit Processing Required check box has been selected on
the Admit Type Table page. The system readmits the person into
the career that corresponds to the career number that you select.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan within the academic program being
applied to with this application. An academic plan can be
any area of study, such as English, math minor, physics, or
undeclared. Define academic plans on the Academic Plan Table
page. This is a user default field.


Sub-Plan If a subplan exists for the academic plan, enter the subplan here.
 Define academic subplans on the Academic Sub-Plan Table
page. This is a user default field.
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Calculate Deposit Fees Click this link to calculate an enrollment deposit. The Calculate
Deposit Fees Page appears.


If your application center has designated a deposit fee code that
requires a deposit, and you enter a program status of Admit,
 the Calculate Deposit Fees link appears. You can not exit
the component until you calculate the enrollment deposit.
 Application centers are designated on the Application Data
page.


Evaluation Select this link to enter the status of the application. Values for
this field are defined on the Evaluation Status Table.


Create Program To matriculate the applicant at the same time you are entering
the new application, select Matriculation in the Program Action
field. The Create Program button becomes available.


Click the Create Program button to save the component.
 Also, note that if you select  Matriculation in the Program
Action field, you are required  to click the Create Program
button (which, again, saves the component) before exiting the
component.


After you matriculate a person, the system creates a record in
Student Records. All fields on this page are unavailable because
to access the information you need access to pages in Student
Records. Therefore, if you must make a change to this person's
record after matriculation, you must do so through Student
Records.


The Recruiting and Admissions application enables you to
record multiple academic programs for one application under
an academic career. After you have saved the Application Entry
component, however, you must use the Program Addition page
to add an additional program. Note that the Prog Number field
shows the number of the program in the order it was entered.
 For example, if you only have one program, it displays 0. The
next program displays 1.


Note:
Bundle 48. Documentation-only update.


Since each application number tracks to one set of application
data, including an Application Center, Oracle does not
recommend the use of multiple admit terms and multiple
programs for a single application number.


Before matriculating the applicant, you might want to move to
the next page in the Application Entry component first to record
additional information about the applicant before you perform
the matriculation process.
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Go Click this button to go to another component.


Program Enrollment
This group box appears only if the Enable Program Enrollment check box is selected on the Academic
Institution 9 page.


See "Enabling Program Enrollment and Activity Management Defaults" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
9.2: Application Fundamentals)


For information about Program Enrollment, refer to the Student Records - Program Enrollment
documentation.


See "Understanding Program Enrollment" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records)
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Entering or Updating Additional Information
Access the Additional Information page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application, 
Additional Information).


Image: Additional Information page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Additional Information page (1 of 2).


Image: Additional Information page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Additional Information page (2 of 2).


The Common Attribute Framework allows you to associate attributes with a functional area by a Record
Context (Set UP SACR, Common Definitions, Common Attributes Setup, Record Context).
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Define attributes on the Common Attribute page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Common
Attributes Setup, Common Attribute).


See "Understanding Common Attribute Framework" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus
Community)


The following Record Contexts are delivered:


• ADM_APPL_PROG (Attribute Record: SAD_PROG_CAF)


• ADM_APPL_PLAN (Attribute Record: SAD_PLAN_CAF)


• ADM_APPL_SUBPLAN (Attribute Record: SAD_SUBPLAN_CAF)


The Additional Information page is available only if you associate at least one attribute with one of the
record contexts.


If no sub-plan data exists, the Sub-Plan Data section of the Additional Information page does not
appear. If the section does appear, an Attributes link opens a subpage where you can enter/view sub-plan
attributes.


Defining Attributes for the Admissions/Student Records Program Stack
The Record Context allows you to set certain properties for a particular attribute in that context, including
whether an attribute is repeatable or required.


Note: When an attribute is set to required, then from that point forward, a value must be entered to save
the component. If a user inserts a new effective dated row (or makes a change in correction mode) to
records which pre-date the implementation of the Common Attribute Framework attribute, the user
must enter a value on the current row as well as any historical or future dated rows in order to save
the component. For this reason, we strongly recommend that careful consideration be given when
determining whether an attribute should be required.


Additionally if the required attribute is to be used in a web service, a value must be present in the request
XML in order for the service to perform without error. For example, if an attribute field is defined
as required on the ADM_APPL_PROG Record Context, then in AAWS that field would need to be
required in the User Interface to collect a value allowing the SAD_SUBMITAPPL operation to complete
successfully.


See Understanding AAWS


For further information about how to set attributes to required or repeatable, refer to the Campus
Community – Common Attribute Framework documentation.


See "Understanding Common Attribute Framework" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus
Community)


If the attributes set up for Admissions also exist on the Student Program/Plan stack, the values carry over
during the Matriculation process.


See "Maintaining Student Additional Information" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records)
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Updating or Adding Application Regional Data
Access the Application Regional page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application,
Application Regional).


Image: Application Regional page: Australia


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Regional page: Australia. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Application Regional page: New Zealand


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Regional page: New Zealand. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Application Regional page: Netherlands (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Regional page: Netherlands (1 of 2).
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Application Regional page: Netherlands (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Regional page: Netherlands (2 of 2).
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


You can add or update country-specific application data on this page. The page and the appropriate data
appear based on the country options that you select on the following pages:


• (AUS, NLD, NZL) Academic Institution Table, Academic Institution 6 page.


• (NLD) Student Admin Installation, SA Features page.


(AUS) Australia and (NZL) New Zealand Functionality
(AUS) Mode of Attendance The Mode of Attendance field is a required field that is


populated on each student's application. This data is required
for reporting admissions data to the TACs via the Enrollment
Feedback process as well as reporting element 329 Mode of
Attendance code in DEEWR Data Collections.


The Mode of Attendance field resides on Application Entry,
 Application Maintenance, and Program Addition pages. It is a
required field when you enter an application. After the student
is matriculated, the mode of attendance is carried forward to the
student program.


(AUS) Cohort (Optional) Select a cohort for the student that the system will
use as the default value when you enroll the student. The system
populates this value by default on the Australian regional
enrollment data and the field is available to tuition calculation
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for HECS or tuition fees if the Australian Regional Installation
Settings are selected. After the student is matriculated, the
cohort is carried forward to the student program.


(AUS) Funding Source (Optional) Select a funding source for the applicant to represent
the type of place being offered. The funding source can be
mapped to the code reportable as element 724 in the DEEWR
Applications & Offers Collection.


See "Generating the Applications and Offers Files" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records).


(NZL) Funding Source This field is populated at application data entry time and is used
in the Single Data Return process. The system uses the funding
source that you enter as a default on the enrollment record for
the student.


(NLD) Netherlands Functionality
Form of Study Enter the form of study for which the applicant is registering.


Academic Level The academic level can be registered separately from the
academic program record.


Funding Applies Select this option to indicate whether funding applies.


Prior Education Before a student can enroll in a program, the student has to meet
certain requirements concerning his or her curriculum. One is
these requirements is the fact that the student has obtained a
diploma from their previous school. The diploma received will
reflect a specific level of education. Individual exam results
are relevant. On a student level all prior education, including
information about the school(s), courses taken and subjects
passed, have to be registered.


For more information about fields in the Admission Verification, Payment Information, and Lot
Drawing group boxes, refer to the “Reviewing Admissions Information, Reviewing Other Application
Information” section in the following topic:


Understanding Studielink


Note: To make changes to this page after it has been saved, you must do so through the Maintain
Applications component. If you are only entering one program for the applicant, enter only one program
action on the Application Program Data page. You must enter additional program actions through the
Maintain Applications component. For example, suppose you enter the application initially with a
program action of APPL in the Add Application component. When you admit the applicant, you would
enter the program action of Admit  in the Maintain Applications component.


Using the Calculate Deposit Fees Page
Access the Calculate Deposit Fees page (Click the Calculate Deposit Fees link on the Application
Program Data page).
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Calculate Deposit Fees Click this button to access the Deposit Fees page where you can
calculate an enrollment deposit fee.


Deposit Fees Click this link to access the Deposit Fees page where you can
view details about a person's enrollment deposit.


Deposit Calc Messages  (deposit
calculation messages)


Click this link to view messages that occur while attempting
to calculate deposit fees. This link becomes available when the
system generates a message.


Entering Application Data
Access the Application Data page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application, 
Application Data).


Image: Application Data page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Data page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.
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Note: The system populates most of the fields on this page according to your user defaults. If the
applicant had a prospect record and your setup dictates that data from the prospect record is to be copied
to the application, the system populates some fields according to those defaults.


Application Center Enter the application center that will process this application.
 This information helps you track which office is managing
specific applications. Define application centers on the
Application Center Table page. This is a user default field.


Admit Type Enter the admit type for this application (for example, First-Year
or Transfer,). Define admit types on the Admit Type Table page.
 This is a user default field.


Application Date The default for the application date is the system date that the
application was received. You can override this default.


Academic Level Select the academic level to which the applicant is applying for
admission. Values for this field are delivered with your system
as translate values. You can modify these translate values.
 Values are Freshman, Graduate, Junior, Not Set, and Post-
Baccalaureate. This is a user default field.


Created On The default for the created date is the system date on which you
create this application record.


Notification Plan Specify whether this person should be on a regular or special
notification track. This field is useful for informational reporting
purposes. Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. You can modify these translate values. Values
are Early Admit, Regular, and Rolling.


Prior Application Select this check box if this applicant previously applied to this
career. This selection is useful for informational and reporting
purposes.


Application Method Select a value to indicate how or in what form this application
was received. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. You can modify these translate
values. Values are (none), Application Service, Diskette, Hard
Copy, Web Application, EDI, and OUAC. This is a user default
field.


Previous Attendance Select this check box if the applicant previously attended the
institution.


From Date and To Date If the Previous Attendance check box is selected, enter the dates
from which and to which the applicant previously attended the
institution.


Graduated early? Select this check box if the applicant graduated early from the
institution.
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Not Currently Attending School Select this check box if the applicant is not currently attending
school.


Electronic Signature Indicates that the applicant has submitted an electronic
signature.


Criminal Conviction Select this check box if the applicant has a criminal conviction.


Additional Fields This link is available only if at least one attribute is associated
with the delivered record context ADM_APPL_DATA (
Attribute Record: SAD_APPL_CAF).


Refer to the documentation about the Additional Information
page.


Housing Interest Enter any housing interest indicated by the applicant. Values for
this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values. Values are (none), Commuter,
 Off Campus, and On Campus. This is a user default field.


Financial Aid Interest Select this check box if this applicant is interested in financial
aid for the programs to which he or she is applying. This field
is useful for informational and reporting purposes. For example,
 the financial aid office can run reports listing those applicants
interested in financial aid. This is a user default field.


Complete Select this check box if this application is not missing any
information and is considered complete by your office.


Date Enter the date that you marked this application as complete.


External Application Nbr (external
application number)


Enter the external application number if you received this
application from a service with its own application-numbering
scheme.


Fee Type Select the type of fee assigned to this application. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these translate values. Values are (none), International,
 and Standard. These fee types enable you to charge varying
user-defined application fees.


Calculate Application Fees You can use the Application Fees Calculation process to
calculate application fees based on the Application Fee Code
structure which is attached to the Application Center. The fee is
calculated based on core production data—application program
data. Application fees may or may not be posted to the student
account. An administrator can waive the fee. The waiver is
associated with an item type defined on the Application Fee
Code setup. Both the application fee and waiver are posted to
the student account.


If you calculate application fees based on core production data,
 then after selecting the fee type, click the Calculate Application
Fees link to calculate the application fee owed. The Application
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Fees Calculation process runs and the Application Fees page
appears. The system displays the calculated fee amount.


When you return to the Application Data page, the Status
field in the Application Fee Information group box displays
Calculated.


If your application fee is set up to post to PeopleSoft Student
Financials, the Application Fees calculation process runs when
you click the Run button on the Application Fees page. A
COBOL posting program runs which creates an account for this
person in PeopleSoft Student Financials.


If you use the Admission Applications Web Services (AAWS),
 fee calculation does not rely on Admissions production data. If
a fee is required, fee calculation occurs during the application
submit process via the web service, using the data stored in
the AAWS staging table. With the exception of the maximum
amounts on the Minimum/Maximum Fee Code (which rely
on the charges posted to the student account), the AAWS
fee calculation process produces the same amounts as the
production data Application Fee Calculation process.


Note: Application fees and payments are not posted to the
student account for AAWS. Regardless of any setup in the
Application Fees component, all AAWS transactions are posted
to the general ledger using the Direct to GL process.


For AAWS application fee processing, if Yes is selected for the
Application Fee Required field on the Application Center Table
page and the Amount Sent to GL  value is greater than zero,
then when you click the Calculate Application Fees  link, the fee
is not recalculated. The link takes you to the Application Fees
page where you can view the results of AAWS application fee
and waiver processing.


See Setting Up Application Processing Centers.


See Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application
Transactions


See Payment Integration Web Service Operations


See "Setting Up Application Fees" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Student Financials).


See "Generating Direct to GL Entries" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Student Financials).


Status For AAWS fee and waiver processing, the value in this field is
updated based on staging table data for SAD_APL_DAT_STG.
APP_FEE_STATUS.
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Transaction Summary Click this link to view information about the application fee for
this application. The Application Items Page appears.


Display Errors/Warnings If any errors occurred during the calculation, click this link to
view error details.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Note: After this page has been saved, you make changes to this application in the Application
Maintenance component.


File Attachments
Use this group box to add, delete and view attachments for an admissions application.


Add Click to access standard PeopleTools functionality to browse to
a file and upload it


View Click the link to open the attachment in a new window.


The Audit tab displays all updates to attachments, including user name and date/time.


Using the Application Fees Page
Access the Application Fees page (Click the Calculate Application Fees link on the Application Data
page).


Image: Application Fees page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Fees page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.
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Note: You cannot authorize/capture credit card or electronic check payments through Admissions
Application Fee Payment.
To adhere to PCI compliance regulations, you should not store credit card numbers in your database.


Date The default for this date is your system date. Edit this field to
reflect the date the application fee was entered or waived.


Fee Status Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values. Values are
Deferred, Pending, Received, Waived, and Waiver.


If you calculate fees from production data, using the Application
Fee Calculation process, select a status for this application fee.
 If you are receiving the application fee, change the status of
the fee to Received. After you change the status to Received, the
fields in the lower section of the page become available.


For information about how to use this page for AAWS
application fee and waiver processing:


See Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application
Transactions


Waive Amount Enter the amount of the application fee that will be waived, if
appropriate.


For AAWS, if manual reconciliation is required, you enter
the waive amount in the Application Data staging page and it
appears here after the data is posted.


Waiver Basis Code The field is available for edit only if the value in the Fee Status
field is Waived or Waiver.


For information about how this field is populated by AAWS fee
processing:


See Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application
Transactions


Tender Category Use this field to designate how the fee payment was received.
 Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values. Values are Credit
Card, Electronic Check, Check, or Cash.


You have the flexibility to receive payments in multiple tenders.
 For example, you can waive a portion of a fee and the student's
remaining payment can be split between a credit card and a
check.


If you enter Credit Card, Electronic Check, or Check, the Tender
Details page appears so you can enter further information.


If you do not use AAWS fee processing, you can enter
information about the echeck or credit card, although the
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authorize/settle must be completed outside of Campus
Solutions.


Hosted payment authorize/settle functionality is available only
through AAWS fee processing.


For AAWS fee processing, if payment is required at the time of
the application, the value that appears here is carried through on
posting from the Application Transactions staging component.
 You enter a value here only if the applicant is allowed to pay
later or if the waiver request was denied in the Application
Maintenance component and payment was received later.


Note: For AAWS, partial payment is not allowed and applicants
cannot split payments between credit card and check.


Tender Amount After entering a form of payment, enter the amount tendered.


For information about AAWS fee processing, refer to the
previous documentation about the Tender Category field.


Currency Enter the type of currency, such as USD (US Dollars).


For information about AAWS fee processing, refer to the
previous documentation about the Tender Category field.


Currency Conversion Details Click this link to obtain details on the currency conversion. The
Currency Conversion Page appears.


Show Tender Details Click this link to view details about the application fee. The
Tender Details page appears.


Using the Application Items Page
Access the Application Items page (Click the Transaction Summary link on the Application Data page).


Image: Application Items page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Items page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.
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Use the Application Items page to view the results of application fee processing. Application fees are
processed using production data or, for AAWS, via the web service, using staging data.


The Amount Sent to GL field applies to AAWS fee processing and is populated based on the value in the
related field in the Application Transactions staging component.


Set up waiver basis codes on the Application Fee Waiver Basis page (Set Up SACR, Product Related,
Recruiting and Admissions, Applicants, Application Fee Waiver Basis).


Note: To view a summary of a person's financial account, access the Customer Accounts page in
PeopleSoft Student Financial.


See Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application Transactions


See Setting Up Application Processing Centers.


See "Generating Direct to GL Entries" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Financials).


Entering Recruiting Information for an Application
Access the Application School/Recruiting page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add
Application,  Application School/Recruiting).


Image: Application School/Recruiting page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application School/Recruiting page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Note: If the applicant had a prospect record, and you selected the Move to Application option on the
Prospect Recruiters page, and your setup dictates that data from the prospect record be copied to the
application, the system automatically populates some of the fields on this page. For example, the Last
School Attended and Graduation Date fields could be populated by the values in the matching prospect
record.


School Information
Last School Attended Enter the last school attended for this applicant. Because


a person might have attended several schools in his or her
external academic career, it is helpful to know which school was
attended most recently. This is a user default field.


Upon the first save of the application, the value entered in this
field is added to the Education component automatically. After
you enter a school, you might receive a message informing
you that this school will not be added to the Academic History
record, depending on how your institution has set this parameter
on the Installation - AD page. Schools are stored for academic
history in the Education component. The school you store here
is for recruiting and informational purposes.


Graduation Date Enter the graduation date. A graduation date can be in the future
if the person is still attending this school.


Recruiting Information
Region Enter a region if you want to choose a region from the region


tree manually. Only regions from your region tree are available
for selection. Define regions on the Region Table page.


Home Postal Code Click this button if you want the system to assign a region based
on the postal code in the applicant's home address. The system
uses the tree manager to assign a region based on the postal
code.


School Postal Code Click this button if you want the system to assign a region based
on the applicant's last school attended postal code. The system
uses the tree manager to assign a region based on the postal
code.


From This display-only field shows you how this region was defined:


Region Tree: If you manually assigned a region.


Address: Assigned if you click the Home Postal Code button.


School: Assigned if you click the School Postal Code button.
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Recruiting Categories
Use the fields in this group box to target the applicant for special recruiting efforts during the admissions
process regarding this application.


Category Enter a recruiting category for the applicant under this career
and application. For example, in the previous screen example,
 this applicant is being recruited according to the geographic
region of her school. Define recruiting categories on the
Recruiting Category Table page. These same categories are used
in both the recruiting and application processes to target and
report on students.


If you plan to assign a recruiter to this applicant based on your
region tree, you must enter a category of REGN (region). Only
the recruiters assigned to the region appearing in the Region
field will be available.


Group The group under which this category falls automatically
displays when you move out of the Category field.


Sub-Category Select a recruiting subcategory. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these translate values. Values are (none), High, Low, and
Medium. A subcategory can be used to indicate the priority of
this recruiting category.


Description Enter any descriptive information regarding the recruiting
category.


Note: You can enter multiple recruiting categories and supporting information for an application.


Recruiters
This group box becomes available if you have entered a recruiting category. The recruiter assignment is
tied to the recruiting categories. Use this section of the page to assign one or more recruiters, relevant to
this category, for the applicant.


Recruiters Prompt Select this check box if you want all recruiters in your database
to be available when you prompt on the Recruiter ID  field,
 regardless of the recruiting category to which recruiters are
assigned.


Clear this check box if you want only the recruiters assigned to
the current recruiting category to be available when you prompt
on the Recruiter ID field. (Note that the REGN category works
differently).


If you are adding recruiters for the recruiting category REGN,
 you select only from recruiters who were assigned the region
that appears in the Region field.


If you entered the region according to the last school attended
using the School Postal Code button; the Prompt Table  field
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displays Recruiters for School's Region. Select the prompt to
bring up any recruiters assigned to that school. If no recruiters
are assigned to that school, then your choices are any recruiters
assigned to the region.


If you entered the region according to the applicant's home
address using the Home Postal Code button, the Prompt Table 
field displays Recruiters from Address Region.  Click the prompt
to bring up all recruiters assigned to the region.


If you manually chose the region from the region tree, all
recruiters assigned a recruiting category of REGN - Region
are available when you prompt for values on the Recruiter
ID  field. The Prompt Table  display field in this case displays
Recruitment Category.


Recruiter ID Enter the ID number of the recruiter that you want to assign
to this applicant. The region tree determines which recruiters
to make available for selection, based on the region that you
assigned to the applicant.


You can override the region tree selection by selecting the
Recruiters Prompt  check box. If selected, all recruiters for the
academic career are available.


You can assign an applicant multiple recruiters for any
recruiting category.


Primary Select this check box if this is the primary recruiter for this
category.


The ID of the person who has been marked primary displays in
the Prmy Recruiter ID (primary recruiter ID) field. You can use
this field to report on primary versus non-primary recruiters.


Events Click this link to sign an applicant up for attendee events. The
Attendee Events page appears.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Note: After you save the information on these pages, all modifications must be made on the Application
Recruiters page in the Application Maintenance component.
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Entering or Updating Applicant Additional Details
Access the Additional Details page (Student Admissions,  Application Entry,  Add Application, 
Additional Details).


Image: Additional Details page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Additional Details page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use this page to enter additional details about the applicant, including information about other schools to
which the applicant has applied for admission, and the applicant's referral source.


Other Institutions
You can either select a school using the School lookup field, or you can manually enter the Description,
State, and Country fields.


School Select from the external organizations defined by the institution.


Adding Communications, Checklists and Comments for Applicants
The Communication, Checklist and Comment buttons appear next to the Application Number field on
the Application Data, Application School/Recruiting, and Application Recruiters pages, and next to the
Expected Graduation Term field on the Application Program Data page.


Use the Communication, Checklist and Comment buttons from this component to open a new window for
the entry pages for communication, checklist, and comments and initiate recruiting and admissions related
items.
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If the Communication, Checklist
or Comments Pages are Accessed
From the:


The Variable Data for the
Following Administrative Function
is Supplied:


Data that is Transferred


Application Program Data page ADMP


Admissions Program


ID, academic career. student career
number, application number, application
program number.


Application Data page ADMA


Admissions Application


ID, academic career, student career
number, application center.


Application School/Recruiting page EVNT


Event


ID


Related Links
"Understanding the 3C Engine" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Adding New Prospects and Applications with Quick Admit


Recruiting and Admissions can take information concerning people enrolled from the Student Records
Quick Admit process and at your discretion, create a prospect record and an application, or an application
only for those people.


This section provides an overview of quick enroll and quick admit and discusses how to:


• Enter biographical details.


• Enter regional data.


• Enter or view academic program data.


• Select your criteria for quick admit batch apps.


• Assign criteria for quick admit.


Understanding Quick Enroll and Quick Admit
The Quick Admit a Student component, Quick Enroll and Student component, and Quick Admit Batch
Apps component are a variation on the fuller processes of admitting students and enrolling them into
classes. Typically, you will use these components in conjunction with each other to accelerate admissions
and enrollment procedures where immediate formal processing is not required or is unavailable for
students. In addition, collecting admissions information on students who have been quick admitted might
be useful for various funnel reports.


The Quick Admit a Student component and Quick Enroll a Student component, when used together,
enable you to rapidly add or update a student's personal data in your system; activate the student in an
academic career, academic program, or term; and enroll the student in classes.


The Quick Admit a Student component works concurrently with the Quick Admit Batch Apps
component. Whenever you admit a student through the Quick Admit a Student component, the system
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flags the student's record to indicate that the student has been admitted by this method. The system then
places these records into a temporary table awaiting your action. Using the Quick Admit Batch Apps
component, you can then run the Quick Admit Process (ADQCKADM) to create prospect records and
applications for these flagged records in the temporary table. The Quick Admit Batch Apps component
and Quick Admit a Student component are not a replacement for the regular Recruiting and Admissions
functionality. You must use the Application Data pages for regular admissions.


You can use the Quick Admit a Student component to add a new student's personal data record to your
system, to activate a student into an academic career and an academic program within that academic
career, and to activate a student into a specific term. By completing and saving the Quick Admit a Student
component, a student quickly becomes eligible for class enrollment. You can also use the Quick Admit a
Student component to update a new or continuing student's personal data record after the student already
has an existing personal data record stored in the system. If you are entering new students into the system
through the Quick Admit a Student component and you click the Save button after entering the student's
biographical data and program data, the system assigns the student a unique ID that remains associated
with the individual in your database until you change or delete it. Remember that each user has access to
specific edit modes based on her or his security profile.


Important! To avoid creating duplicate IDs in your system, you should use the search/match function
to determine if an individual with the same data already exists in your database before adding the new
individual.


For new students, you can use the Quick Admit a Student component to enter the biographic,
demographic, address, and program data about the student. When you save the component, the system:


• Assigns the new student an ID and creates a row for the student in the person tables.


• Activates the new student in the academic program that you select within the specific academic
institution and academic career that you specify.


• Activates the new student in the term that you select, creating a row in the student term table
(STDNT_CAR_TERM) for the student.


For continuing students, you can use the Quick Admit a Student component to activate the student into a
subsequent term; or to activate the student into a new academic career. When you save the component, the
system:


• Updates the data for the student in the person tables.


• Verifies whether the student has already been activated for the term, and if not, activates the student in
the term, creating a new row in the student term table (STDNT_CAR_TERM) for the student.


• Activates the continuing student in the new academic program that you select within the specific
academic institution and career that you specify when you are adding the student to a new academic
career.


After you have saved the student's biographical data and activated the student into the term, the student
is eligible for class enrollment. You can then use the Quick Enroll a Student component to rapidly
enroll students into the term. The system carries forward the key information (ID, academic institution,
academic career, and term) and automatically opens the Quick Enroll a Student component for the given
student.


When you access the Quick Admit a Student component, a dialog box prompts you to enter the key values
of the admissions transaction. The key values are:
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ID In add mode, the system defaults the student's ID to New. For
a student new to your system, you can use the default value
to have the system assign the ID, or you can enter a new ID
of your choice provided that it does not belong to another
individual already in the system , or you can enter a student's
existing ID.


In other modes, the system prompts you to search for an existing
ID.


If you enter a new ID of your choice, you run the risk of
disrupting the auto-numbering sequence that is included with
the system. If you disrupt the auto-numbering sequence, a
system administrator must correct the situation.


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution to which you want to quickly
admit the student.


Academic Career Enter the academic career to which you want to quickly admit
the student. Remember that academic careers are parents of
academic programs. Therefore, when you enter an academic
program on the Program/Plan page within this component, the
system displays academic programs based only on the academic
career you enter here.


Term Enter the term for which you want to activate the student.
 After you enter the required data for a student into the Quick
Admit a Student component and click the Save button, the
system activates the student into the term that you specify. This
functionality works for both new and continuing students.


To use the Quick Admit feature for a specific term, you must
already have defined your academic term calendar for the
academic programs within that term.


Note: Quick Admit uses the Max Program Effective Date for
Term field from the Term/Session Table when populating the
Effective Date on Student Program/Plan. If the current date is
less than or equal to the Max Program Effective Date for the
activation term, the Effective Date field on Student Program/
Plan will be set to current date. If the current date is greater than
the Max Program Effective Date for the activation term, the
Effective Date field on Student Program/Plan will be set to the
Max Program Effective Date defined for activation term.


See "Defining Terms, Sessions, and Session Time Periods"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)


Add Click to open the component with the specified key values.


The Quick Admit Batch Apps process is a two-step, two-page process. Use the first page in the Quick
Admit Batch Apps component, the Selection Criteria page, to select a group of students who have been
admitted through the Quick Admit a Student component. Use the second page in the Quick Admit Batch
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Apps component, the Assignment Criteria page, to specify whether to create historical prospect and
application records or new prospect and application records, or both.


Related Links
"Understanding Class Enrollment Processing" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records)


Pages Used to Add New Prospects/Applications with Quick Admit
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Quick Admit - Biographical
Details


SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Records and Enrollment, 
Enroll Students,  Quick Admit
a Student, Biographical
Details


Enter or update a student's
biographic and demographic
information.


Quick Admit - Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG Records and Enrollment, 
Enroll Students,  Quick Admit
a Student,  Regional


Enter or update a student's
information according to
regional data requirements.


Quick Admit - Program/Plan PROGRAM_PLAN Records and Enrollment, 
Enroll Students,  Quick Admit
a Student,  Program/Plan


For new students, select the
primary academic program
for which you want to activate
the student in a term and
enter other program stack
information. For continuing
students, view the student's
career number and primary
academic program or add the
student to a new academic
career. If you want make
any changes to a new or
continuing student's program
stack information after
you save the student to
your system, you must use
the Student Program/Plan
component.


Quick Admit - Selection
Criteria


QUICK_ADMIT_SELECT Records and Enrollment, 
Enroll Students,  Quick Admit
Batch Apps, Selection Criteria


Enroll students into classes
without going through a
formal admissions process.


Quick Admit - Assignment
Criteria


QUICK_ADMIT_CREATE Records and Enrollment, 
Enroll Students,  Quick Admit
Batch Apps,  Assignment
Criteria


Create applications for the
group of quick-admitted
students that you selected
in the first page of this
component.


Entering Biographical Details
Access the Quick Admit - Biographical Details page (Records and Enrollment,  Enroll Students,  Quick
Admit a Student, Biographical Details).


This page is part of the Quick Admit a Person feature, which enables you to rapidly admit students into
your institution. The system saves any biographic and demographic data that you add or change to the
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person tables. You can maintain a student's biographical data through either the Quick Admit component
or the Add/Update a Person component found in PeopleSoft Campus Community.


See Entering or Updating Applicant Biographical Data.


Entering Regional Data
Access the Quick Admit - Regional page (Records and Enrollment,  Enroll Students,  Quick Admit a
Student,  Regional).


This page is part of the Quick Admit a Student feature, which enables you to rapidly admit students into
your institution. The system saves the regional data that you add or change to the person tables. You can
maintain a student's biographical data through either the Quick Admit component or the Add/Update a
Person component found in PeopleSoft Campus Community.


Related Links
"Understanding Biographical Information" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Entering or Viewing Academic Program Data
Access the Quick Admit - Program/Plan page (Records and Enrollment,  Enroll Students,  Quick Admit a
Student,  Program/Plan).


Image: Quick Admit - Program/Plan page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Quick Admit - Program/Plan page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Note: Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does
not display the value in the prompt.


Entering Program Stack Data for New Students
When you add a new student to your system, the following fields appear:


Academic Program Primary Enter the primary academic program into which you want to
matriculate and activate the student. The system prompts you
with academic career values specific to the academic career that
you selected as a key upon entering the component.


Campus Enter the campus where the student is going to take the primary
academic program.


Academic Plan Enter the student's primary academic plan within the primary
academic program. If a student requests multiple academic plans
within the academic program, you must enter the additional
academic plans through the Student Program/Plan component.


Admit Term The term in which you are matriculating the student into the
academic program. The admit term usually defaults from the
Recruiting and Admissions matriculation process. However,
 because you are performing a quick activation and are going
to matriculate the student through this Quick Admit a Student
component, you must enter the admit term for the primary
academic program that you have specified.


Requirement Term The requirement term indicates to the system which term's
degree progress requirements apply to the student for the
primary academic program that you have specified. The system,
 by default, sets this value to the Admit Term value.


Expected Graduation Term Enter the term in which you expect the student to graduate.
 Define term values on the Term Table page.


(NZL) Funding Source This field is used by New Zealand institutions.


(AUS) Mode of Attendance The Mode of Attendance field is a required field that is
populated on each student's application. This data is required
for reporting admissions data to the TACs via the Enrollment
Feedback process as well as reporting element 329 Mode of
Attendance code in DEEWR Data Collections.


The Mode of Attendance field resides on Application Entry,
 Application Maintenance, and Program Addition pages. It is a
required field when you enter an application. After the student
is matriculated, the mode of attendance is carried forward to the
student program.
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(AUS) Cohort (Optional) Select a cohort for the student that the system will
use as the default value when you enroll the student. The system
populates this value by default on the Australian regional
enrollment data and the field is available to tuition calculation
for HECS or tuition fees if the Australian Regional Installation
Settings are selected. After the student is matriculated, the
cohort is carried forward to the student program.


(AUS) Funding Source (Optional) Select a funding source for the applicant to represent
the type of place being offered. The funding source can be
mapped to the code reportable as element 724 in the DEEWR
Applications & Offers Collection.


See "Generating the Applications and Offers Files" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records).


Residency Click to display the Residency Official page and record
residency information that has been verified by your institution.


Quick Enrollment Click to access the Quick Enroll component, where you can
process enrollment transactions for the student.


Enrollment Appointments Click to access the Appointments component, where you can
add and update enrollment appointments for the student.


Student Program Plan Click to access the Student Program/Plan component and
make any changes to a new or continuing student's program
stack information after the student data has been saved to your
system.


Viewing Program Stack Data After Saving the Component
When you are updating a new or continuing student's records, only the following fields appear:


Student Career Nbr (student career
number)


The system uses the student career number to differentiate
between academic programs within the same academic career.
 For students with multiple academic programs within the same
academic career, you must enter the student career number for
which you want to activate the student into the term you have
specified. If the student has only one student career number in a
specific academic career, the field is unavailable for edit.


Prim Prog (primary program) The system displays the primary academic program associated
with the student career number. The primary academic program
that appears is the academic program into which the system
activates the student for the term that you have specified.


Related Links
"Understanding Biographical Information" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)
Understanding Quick Enroll and Quick Admit
"Entering Residency Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)
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Selecting Your Criteria for Quick Admit Batch Apps
Access the Quick Admit - Selection Criteria page (Records and Enrollment,  Enroll Students,  Quick
Admit Batch Apps, Selection Criteria).


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution from which you want to select
quick-admitted students. You can enter multiple academic
institutions. You must enter at least one academic institution.


Academic Career Enter the academic career from which you want to select quick-
admitted students. You can enter multiple academic careers.


Academic Program Enter the academic program from which you want to select
quick-admitted students. You can enter multiple academic
programs.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan from which you want to select quick-
admitted students. You can enter multiple academic plans.
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Assigning Criteria for Quick Admit
Access the Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (Records and Enrollment,  Enroll Students,  Quick
Admit Batch Apps,  Assignment Criteria).


Image: Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (1 of 2).
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (2 of 2).
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Create Applicant/Prospect Select this option to create prospect and application records for
the selected group of students.


Delete From Holding Table Select this option to take the selected group of students and
delete them from the temporary table. Selecting this option will
disable the remaining fields on the page. If this is the desired
option, click the Run button to initiate this process. If you use
the Quick Admit a Student feature but do not create applications
for quick admitted students, you should run this process to clean
out the temporary table.


Create History Select this check box to create history records for the group of
students you have selected. The system adds the students to the
prospect and applicant tables even though they bypassed the
normal admissions process. The data created is based on the
data entered on the Quick Admit pages. Selecting this check box
ensures that admissions information is available for these people
for your admissions reporting purposes.


Create New Select this check box to create a new set of prospect and
application records for the selected group of students. Prospect
and application records will be created based on the parameters
in the Assignment Values group box.


Create Application Select this check box to create applications for the selected
group of students. This field is available if you select the Create
New check box.


Create Prospect Select this check box to create prospect records for the selected
group of students specified on the Selection Criteria page. If the
Create Application check box is selected, the availability of this
field is determined by the settings on the Installation Defaults -
AD page.


The following fields appear, regardless of whether you choose Create History or Create New:


Acad Level (academic level) Select the academic level that you want to assign to the selected
group.


Admit Type Enter the admit type that you want to assign to selected group.


Appl Ctr (application center) Enter the application center that is populated for each
application. This information helps you track what office is
handling specific applications. Define application centers on the
Application Center Table page.


Acad Load (academic load) Select the academic load that the applicants will carry. Values
for this field are delivered with your system as translate values.
 You can modify these translate values. Values are Full-Time and
Part-Time.


Appl Meth (application method) Select a value to indicate how or in what form the application
was received. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. You can modify these translate
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values. Values are (none), Application Service, Diskette, Hard
Copy, Web Application,  EDI, and OUAC.


Rcrtg Stat (recruiting status) Select the recruiting status that will be populated on the prospect
record of this applicant. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. You can modify these
translate values. Values are Applicant, Inactive, Inquiry,Pre-
Appl, Prospect,and Suspect.


This field appears only if the Create Prospects field on the
Installation – AD page is set to Yes.


Recr Ctr (recruiting center) Enter the recruiting center that is responsible for this particular
program on the prospect record. Define recruiting centers on the
Recruiting Center Table page.


This field appears only if the Create Prospects field on the
Installation – AD page is set to Yes.


Refrl Srce (referral source) Enter the appropriate referral source that will be populated on
the prospect record. A referral source indicates how this person
became a prospect. In other words, it is a high-level indicator
of how your institution came into contact with the person. For
example, a referral source could be Drop-In, Campus Event,
 or College Fair. Define referral sources on the Referral Source
Table page.


This field appears only if the Create Prospects field on the
Installation – AD page is set to Yes.


Copy History Values to New Click to transfer values entered for Create History to the
corresponding fields in the Create New section. This minimizes
data entry.


The following fields are associated solely with the Create New option:


Institution Enter the academic institution that you want to assign to the
selected group.


Career Enter the academic career that you want to assign to the selected
group.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan that you want to assign to the selected
group of students.


Acad Prog (academic program) Enter the academic program that you want to assign to the
selected group.


Prog Actn  (program action) Enter the program action that you want to assign to the selected
group.


Action Rsn (action reason) Enter the action reason that you want to assign to the selected
group.
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Admit Term Enter the admit term that you want to assign to the selected
group.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan that you want to assign to the selected
group of students.


Click the Run button to run this request at user-defined intervals.


Student records that were processed are automatically deleted from the temporary record, so it is not
necessary to run the Delete from Holding Table process.


Creating Applications from External Test Score Data


If application data is included in your LAW, AMCAS, or ADA external test score loads, you can load the
data as new applications. The data used to create new applications comes from the Additional Candidate
Information data posted to the following pages:


Test Page Where Data Comes From


LAW Personal Information


AMCAS Application


ADA Application


After the external application data is posted to your database, you are ready to run the Create Applicants
from Tests process.


Note: Applications are created for all records posted to the Additional Candidate Application Information
pages listed in the previous table if the Post option contains the Select for Application Creation value.
After the Create Applicants from Tests process runs, the process updates the Post option to Created
Application if the process created an application for the person, or Duplicate Application if a potential
duplicate was found and the program did not create an application.


You must set up some initial parameters before activating the process.


To run the Create Applicants from Tests process:


1. Select the test score load data.


2. Set up the application program parameters.


3. Set up the application data parameters.


4. Set up the application recruiting data parameters and run the Create Applicants from Tests process.


Related Links
Understanding External Test Score Data Processing
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Pages Used to Create Applications from External Test Score Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Create Applicants From Tests ADM_APPL_PROC_PARM Student Admissions,  External
Test Score Processing,  Create
Applicants from Tests


Indicate which type of
application you want to load.


Application Program
Parms (application program
parameters)


ADM_PROG_PARMS Student Admissions,  External
Test Score Processing,  Create
Applicants from Tests, 
Application Program Parms


Set up default program
parameters for the new
applications. The values
you select for the fields on
this page are inserted on
the Application Program
Data page when the new
applications are loaded.


Application Data Parms (
application data parameters)


ADM_APPL_PARMS Student Admissions,  External
Test Score Processing,  Create
Applicants from Tests, 
Application Data Parms


Set up default application
data parameters to be filed
in on new applications. The
values you select for the fields
on this page are inserted on
the Application Data page
when the new applications are
loaded.


Application Recruit Parms (
application recruit parameters)


ADM_RECRUIT_PARMS Student Admissions,  External
Test Score Processing,  Create
Applicants from Tests, 
Application Recruit Parms


Set up default application
recruiting parameters to be
filled in on new applications.
 The values you select for the
fields on this page are inserted
on the Application School/
Recruiting page when you
load the new applications.


Selecting the Test Score Data Load
Access the Create Applicants From Tests page (Student Admissions,  External Test Score Processing, 
Create Applicants from Tests).


Select the type of external test data from which you want to create applications: LAW Test Score Data,
MCAT Test Score Data, or ADA Test Score Data.
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Setting Up the Application Program Parameters
Access the Application Program Parms (application program parameters) page (Student Admissions, 
External Test Score Processing,  Create Applicants from Tests,  Application Program Parms).


Image: Application Program Parms page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Program Parms page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: Some of the fields on this page might populate automatically according to your user defaults. You
can edit those fields as needed.


Admit Term Enter the admit term for these applicants. Define admit terms on
the Term Values Table page.


Acad Load  (academic load) Select the academic load for these applicants. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these translate values.


Acad Program (academic program) Enter the academic program for these applicants. Only the
academic programs for the chosen career appear in the prompt
list. Define academic programs on the Academic Program Table
page.


Campus Enter the campus being applied to within your institution.
 Define campuses on the Campus Table page.


Status Select the person's program status. This value is entered on the
application. Values for this field are delivered with your system
as translate values. Field values are delivered with your system
as translate values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any
modifications to these values require a substantial programming
effort.
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Prog Actn  (program action) Enter the program action that you want entered regarding the
program on these applications. Because the intent of this process
is to create applications, not all program actions are available
when you prompt on this field. Program actions are stored on
the Program Action Table page.


Action Reason If there are action reasons associated with the program action
that you selected, you can enter the appropriate reason value.
 Define action reasons on the Action Reason Table page.


Acad Plan (academic plan) Enter an academic plan for these applications. Define academic
plans on the Academic Plan Table page.


Sub-Plan Enter a subplan for these applications. Define academic
subplans on the Academic Sub-Plan Table page.


Setting Up the Application Data Parameters
Access the Application Data Parms (application data parameters) page (Student Admissions,  External
Test Score Processing,  Create Applicants from Tests,  Application Data Parms).


Image: Application Data Parms page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Data Parms page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: Some of the fields on this page appear automatically according to your user defaults. Edit these
fields as needed.


Application Center Enter the application center for these applications. The only
values available are those that fall under the academic career
entered on the Application Program Parameters page.


Housing Interest Select a housing interest, if applicable. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
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these translate values. Values are Commuter, Off Campus, and
On Campus.


Financial Aid Interest Select this check box if you want the system to select the
corresponding check box on the newly created applications.
This field is useful for informational and reporting purposes. For
example, your financial aid office can run reports listing those
applicants interested in financial aid.


Fee Type Select the fee type you want entered for these applications. Fee
types enable you to charge varying user-defined application
fees. Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. You can modify these translate values. Values
are Internatnl (international) and Standard.


Complete Select this check box to mark these applications complete.


Admit Type Enter the admit type that you want entered for these
applications. Define admit types on the Admit Type Table page.


Academic Level Select the academic level you want entered for these
applications. Values for this field are delivered with your system
as translate values. You can modify these translate values.


Notification Plan Select the notification plan that you want entered for these
applications. A notification plan specifies whether this person
should be on a regular or special notification track. This field
is useful for informational reporting purposes. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values. Values are Early Admt (early
admit), Regular, and Rolling.


Application Method Select the application method that you want entered for these
applications. Application methods indicate how or in what
form you received these applications. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these translate values. Values are (none), Application Service,
 Diskette, Hard Copy, Web Application, EDI, and OUAC.
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Setting Up the Application Recruiting Parameters
Access the Application Recruit Parms (application recruit parameters) page (Student Admissions, 
External Test Score Processing,  Create Applicants from Tests,  Application Recruit Parms).


Image: Application Recruit Parms page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Recruit Parms page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Region from Select how you would like the region to be assigned to these
applications. Values are School, Address, and Region.


School: Not a valid choice. You will get an error message if you
enter this value.


Address: Select this value if you want the system to
automatically assign a region to these applications according to
the applicant's home address.


If you select Address, the Region field is not available because
the system will assign the region based on the person's home
address or the address of the last school attended.


Region: Select this value if you prefer to choose a region here to
be entered on all applications.


Field values are delivered with your system as translate values.
 Do not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to
these values require a substantial programming effort.


Region Enter a region to be entered on these applications. This field is
available only when you enter Region in the Region from field.
 It is automatically assigned when Address is entered. Define
regions on the Region Tree page.


Recruiting Center If you have indicated in your installation setup that you want
prospect records to be created for applications that come in
without existing matching prospect records, you must enter a
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recruiting center here to be added to the new prospect record.
 Define recruiting centers on the Recruiting Center Table page.


Category Enter a recruiting category If you want a recruiting category
entered on these applications. The recruiting categories available
are based on the academic career that you selected.


Sub-Category Select a recruiting subcategory for these applications (optional).
 Subcategories indicate your level of interest in the applicant.
 Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values. Values are High,
Low, and Medium.


Recruiter ID If you have entered a recruiting category and you want a
recruiter assigned to these applications under the chosen
category, enter the recruiter identification number in this field.
 Only recruiters assigned to this academic career are available.


Primary Recruiter Select this check box if you want the recruiter that you selected
to be the primary recruiter for these applications.


Click the Run button to run the Create Applicants from Tests process at user-defined intervals.


When this process runs, the system looks to the defaults you have set up on the Installation Defaults - AD
page and creates a prospect record based on the Create Prospect setting.


Note: To view the applications posted for a person, use the Maintain Applications component, or for a
summary of the applications, see the Application Summary page.


Related Links
Setting Up Admission Installation Defaults


Updating Applications


After you have entered and saved an application, you must use the Application Maintenance component
to update the application. Use the Application Maintenance component to program, recruiting data and
more. You can also use this component to calculate an application fee, calculate an enrollment deposit,
and matriculate an applicant.


Data in this component is stored at the application  level, as opposed to the applicant or program level.
This data is relevant to all academic programs being applied to with this application. You can enter and
edit information in this component.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Update or add application program data.


• Capture student response – why the student selected another institution.


• Add a program to an existing application.
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Prerequisites
Before you can edit or add any additional information in the Application Maintenance component, an
application must first be entered into the system through the Application Entry component.


The Process Applications, Application Maintenance component is the third of three very similar
components:


• Student Recruiting, Add/Update a Prospect component.


• Student Admissions, Add Application component.


• Student Admissions, Maintain Applications component.


For example, Add/Update a Prospect and Add Application have a Bio/Demo (biographic/demographic),
Regional, and Personal pages. All three components have pages with similar names such as Prospect
Academic Program Data page and Application Program Data page. You use these components to enter
or maintain similar information at different times in your business process for prospects, for entering
application data, and for maintaining application data.


For information on the Biographical Details, Regional, and Personal pages, see any one of the following:


• Adding New Applications Manually


• Adding Prospects Through the Create/Update Prospects Component


Pages Used to Update Applications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_MNT Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance, 
Maintain Applications,
Application Program Data


Edit or update program and
plan data for an application.
 You can also create an
enrollment deposit and
matriculate an applicant from
this page. All applications
must be tied to an academic
career and program. Any
lower level tracking depends
on your office's policies.


Application Data ADM_APPL_DATA Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance, 
Maintain Applications, 
Application Data


Update information for an
application.


Application School/Recruiting ADM_APPL_RECRUIT Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance, 
Maintain Applications, 
Application School/Recruiting


Update or add recruiting
information data.


See Entering Recruiting
Information for an
Application.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Student Response ADM_APPL_STDNT_RSP Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance, 
Maintain Applications, 
Application Student Response


Capture the reason why a
prospect or applicant chose to
attend another institution and
what institution he or she will
be attending.


Program Addition ADM_APPL_ADD_PROG Student Admissions, 
Application Maintenance, 
Program Addition


Add a program to an existing
application if you have
already created an application
number for that person within
the same career. This page is
only for adding an academic
program and program-related
information. You perform
all modifications to existing
academic programs using
the Application Program
Data page in the Maintain
Applications component.


Updating or Adding Application Program Data
Access the Application Program Data page (Student Admissions,  Application Maintenance,  Maintain
Applications, Application Program Data).


Note: Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does
not display the value in the prompt.


Sequence The default of the sequence is 1. The sequence appears in the
field to the right of the Effective Date field.


When you enter more than one row for the same effective date,
 the system automatically increments the sequence.


Program Action If you are adding a new row, the Program Action  field is blank,
 because the system is assuming you want to update the status
of this application. Edit or add the appropriate program action
value. Program actions are stored on the Admissions Action
Table page and will display based on your Admissions Action
security.


Note:
Bundle 48. Documentation-only update.


Since each application number tracks to one set of application data, including an Application Center,
Oracle does not recommend the use of multiple admit terms and multiple programs for a single
application number.
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Related Links
Entering Application Program Data


Capturing Student Response – Why the Student Selected Another
Institution


Access the Application Student Response page (Student Admissions,  Application Maintenance, 
Maintain Applications,  Application Student Response).


Student response information is important information your institution might want to track and report
on. You can choose from a series of adapted reason response codes that your institution can set up to
capture the exact information you want to track. However, you can use this page however you want to.
For example, you can capture why students chose not to attend your school and where they are going.
Alternatively, you can capture the reason why a student did  select your school. If a student has multiple
applications on file, each application can have its own corresponding student response. You can enter
multiple reasons per application.


Reason Enter a Student Response Reason code, for example FAID (
financial aid). Define reason codes on the Response Reason
Table page.


External Org ID (external organization
ID)


Enter the external organization ID of the institution that the
student has decided to attend. The system displays the external
organizations for which you selected the Student Response -
School Type check box.


You can enter a free-form institution name by tabbing out of
the External Org ID field without entering a value and entering
an institution in the field to the right. This way, the institution
does not have to enter in all possible external institution codes.
 To enter a free form institution, you must select the Free Form
Institution check box on the Installation - AD page.


Date The date the response reason was entered. The default date is
your system date.


See Setting Up Student Response.
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Adding a Program to an Existing Application
Access the Program Addition page (Student Admissions,  Application Maintenance,  Program Addition).


Image: Program Addition page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Program Addition page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


This component allows you to enter another program for an existing application. You may choose this
option instead of creating a whole new application. The Program Number will increment by one based
on the previous Program Number used for the application. For example, the student has one application
on file with Program Number 0 for Liberal Arts and Program Number 1 for Fine Arts. Upon adding
a new program from this component, the Program Number will increment to 2. After you have added
the additional program, you maintain it through the Application Program Data page in the Maintain
Applications component. You are prompted to choose the appropriate program number on the search
page before accessing the Application Program Data page. To edit a different academic program for that
application, you would need to click the Return to the Search button and choose the correct program
number.
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Note:
Bundle 48. Documentation-only update.


Since each application number tracks to one set of application data, including an Application Center,
Oracle does not recommend the use of multiple admit terms and multiple programs for a single
application number.


Note: Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does
not display the value in the prompt.


For documentation about the fields on the Program Addition page, see Entering Application Program
Data.


For documentation about the Additional Information page, see Entering or Updating Additional
Information.


Viewing Application Summary Information


This section discusses how to view application summary information.


Pages Used to View Application Summary Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Summary ADM_APPL_SUMM Student Admissions, 
Applicant Summaries, 
Application Summary


View summary information
about any application stored
for an applicant.


Application Detail ADM_APPL_SEC Click the Application Detail
link on the Application
Summary page.


View application detail
information.


Calculating Application Fees in Batch


This section discusses how to calculate application fees in batch.
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Pages Used to Calculate Application Fees in Batch
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Batch Application Fees RUNCTL_SFPBAAPP Student Admissions, 
Application Fees and
Deposits,  Application Fees
Process


Calculate application fees
for a group of applicants.
 The Batch Application
Fees process updates each
applicant's application fee
status on the Application
Data page to Completed.
 The process also updates
each applicant's customer
account in PeopleSoft Student
Financials if appropriate.


Application Fees (Batch) APP_FEE_CALC Student Admissions, 
Application Fees and
Deposits,  Review Batch
Application Fees


View application fee
information generated by
the Batch Application Fees
process.


You must first run the Batch
Application Fees process via
the Batch Application Fees
page.


Application Fee Calc
Messages


APP_CALC_MESSAGES Student Admissions, 
Application Fees and
Deposits,  Application Fee
Calc Messages


View messages generated
by the batch application fees
process.


Calculating Application Fees in Batch
Access the Batch Application Fees page (Student Admissions,  Application Fees and Deposits, 
Application Fees Process).


Batch ID The Batch Application Fees process assigns a batch ID after you
initiate the process.


Academic Institution, Application
Center, and Admit Term


Enter an academic institution, application center, and admit
term. The Batch Application Fees process calculates application
fees for the applicants that the process selects using this criteria.


Display Application Fees Click this link to view the application fees for each applicant
after you have run the Batch Application Fees process. The
Application Fees (Batch) page appears.


Click the Run button to run the Batch Application Fees process at user-defined intervals.


Note: If you use AAWS and Yes is the option selected for the Application Fee Required field in the
AAWS Application Fee and Waiver Processing group box on the Application Center Table page, then
when you click Run, an error message appears: Application fees for this Application Center can be
calculated through Admissions Web Services only.


See Setting Up Application Processing Centers.
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See Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application Transactions


Recording the Basis of Admission


Important! Letter Generation (Letter Gen) is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for this
product, but no new development will be produced for Letter Gen. It is strongly recommended that you
use Communication Generation (Comm Gen) instead. For more information on Comm Gen, see "Using
the Communication Generation Process" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


To set up a basis of admission, use the Basis of Admission component (BASIS_ADMIT_TABLE).


This section discusses how to:


• Define the basis of admission code.


• Assign the basis of admission codes to applicants.


You can set up basis of admission codes that represent general admission criteria—such as ACT test
score, grade point average, or interview—then link the code or codes to applicants or students. You can
also print the basis of admission on admission offer letters and transcripts.


Available Fields for Letter Generation
The following fields are attached to the ADMA and ADMP administrative functions and are available as
merge fields for all letters. The system extracts and attaches up to three bases of admissions.


Winword Merge Field PeopleSoft RECORD.FIELD


BasisAdmit ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.BASIS_ADMIT_CODE


BasisAdmitDL ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.DESCR254


BasisAdmitDE BASIS_ADMIT_TBL.DESCR


BasisAdmitDS BASIS_ADMIT_TBL.DESCRSHORT


BasisAdmitAcadProg ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.ACAD_PROG


BasisAdmitTerm ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.ADMIT_TERM


BasisAdmitBeginDt ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.BEGIN_DT


BasisAdmitEndDt ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.END_DT


Related Links
"Understanding Communication Management" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)
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Pages Used to Record the Basis of Admission
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Basis of Admission Setup BASIS_ADMIT_TABLE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  Application
Evaluation,  Basis of
Admission Table


Define basis of admission
codes. You link these codes to
applicants and students on the
Basis of Admission page.


Basis of Admission ADM_APPL_BASIS_ADM Records and Enrollment, 
Career and Program
Information,  Basis of
Admission


Assign the basis of admission
to an applicant or student.


Defining the Basis of Admission Code
Access the Basis of Admission Setup page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and Admissions, 
Application Evaluation,  Basis of Admission Table).


Include In Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short
description, and long description by default on the admission
offer letter for any applicant to whom you assign this basis of
admission code. When you select this check box, the system
automatically selects the Include in Offer check box on the
Basis of Admission page.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description
by default on the transcript for any student to whom you assign
this basis of admission code. When you select this check box,
 the system automatically selects the Include in Transcript check
box on the Basis of Admission page.


Long Description Enter a default long description for this basis of admission
code. The long description appears by default on the Basis of
Admission page after you assign this code to the applicant or
student.


The long description should clearly state the basis for
admission. For example, you could say, "The applicant's
composite SAT score exceeded the minimum score required
for admission to the program." You can have another code that
represents grade point average, and another that represents
letters of referral, for example. Thus, if you admitted a person
based on their SAT score, grade point average, and letters of
referral, you could assign all three bases of admission codes to
the person.
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Assigning a Basis of Admission to Applicants
Access the Basis of Admission page (Records and Enrollment,  Career and Program Information,  Basis
of Admission).


Image: Basis of Admission page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Basis of Admission page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Basis of Admission Enter a basis of admission code from the list of valid values.
 Define basis of admission codes on the Basis of Admission
page.


Application Nbr (application number) Enter an application number to assign the basis of admission to
a specific application. (optional)


Application Program Nbr 
(application program number)


Enter an application program number to assign the basis of
admission to a specific program. (optional)


Admit Term Enter the individual's admit term. If an individual was admitted
to more than one academic program, he or she could have
multiple admit terms.


Academic Program Enter the individual's academic program to which you want to
apply the basis of admission. Individuals can be admitted to
multiple academic programs. (optional)


Begin Date The default for the begin date is your system date.


End Date Enter the date that you want this basis admission to be no longer
valid. If you run the offer letter or transcript after this date it will
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not appear even if you have selected the Include in Offer check
box.


Include in Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short
description, and long description on the applicant's admission
offer letter. The system automatically selects this check box if
the Include in Offer field on the Basis of Admission setup page
is selected for the given basis of admission. You can change the
setting for this applicant here.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description
on the student's transcript. The system automatically selects
this check box if the Include in Transcript field on the Basis
of Admission setup page is selected for the given basis of
admission. You can change the setting for this person here.


Long Description The long description appears from the Basis of Admission setup
page. You can change the long description for this person here.


The long description should clearly state the basis for
admission. For example, you could say, "The applicant's
composite SAT score exceeded the minimum required for
admission to the program." You can have another code that
represents grade point average, and another that represents
letters of referral, for example. Thus, if you admitted a person
based on his or her SAT score, grade point average, and letters
of referral, you could assign all three bases of admission codes
to the person.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Recording Comments and Conditions for Admission


Important! Letter Generation (Letter Gen) is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for this
product, but no new development will be produced for Letter Gen. It is strongly recommended that you
use Communication Generation (Comm Gen) instead. For more information on Comm Gen, see "Using
the Communication Generation Process" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


To set up admission comment codes, use the Admissions Comments component
(ADMISSION_COMMENTS).


This section discusses how to:


• Define admissions comment codes.


• Assign admission comment codes to applicants.


Recruiting and Admissions functionality enables you to record generic comments and then link them to
an applicant. You can use this functionality however you like. One particular use is to record conditions of
admission. For example, you can define a comment such as "You must successfully complete all current
coursework." You can set up admission comment codes that represent general admission comments, then
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link the code or codes to the applicant. You can print the comments on the admission offer letter, and later,
after the applicant becomes a student, you can print the comment on his or her transcript.


Available Fields for Letter Generation
The following fields are attached to the ADMA and ADMP administrative functions and are available as
merge fields for all letters. The system extracts and attaches up to three bases of admissions.


Winword Merge Field PeopleSoft RECORD.FIELD


AdmCommentCd ADM_COMMENTS.ADM_COMMENT_CD


AdmCommentDL ADM_COMMENTS.DESCRLONG


AdmCommentDE COMMENT_CDE_TBL.DESCR


AdmCommentDS COMMENT_CDE_TBL.DESCRSHORT


AdmCommentTerm ADM_COMMENTS.ADMIT_TERM


AdmCommentProg ADM_COMMENTS.ACAD_PROG


AdmCommentBegin ADM_COMMENTS.BEGIN_DT


AdmCommentEnd ADM_COMMENTS.END_DT


AdmCommentType ADM_COMMENTS.COMMENT_TYPE


Related Links
"Understanding Communication Management" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Pages Used to Record Comments and Conditions for Admission
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Admissions Comments Table ADM_COMMENTS_TABLE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  Application
Evaluation,  Admissions
Comments Table


Define admission comment
codes.


Admissions Comments STDNT_ADM_COMMENTS Student Admissions, 
Application Evaluations, 
Application Decisions, 
Admission Comments


Assign admission comments
to applicants.
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Defining Admission Comment Codes
Access the Admissions Comments Table page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Recruiting and
Admissions,  Application Evaluation,  Admissions Comments Table).


Image: Admissions Comments Table page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Admissions Comments Table page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Comment Type Indicates the type of comment that you are entering. Select
Conditional if the comment is a condition for admission, and
Procedural if the comment is for procedure only. (informational
only)


Include In Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short
description, and long description on the applicant's admission
offer letter. When you select this check box, the system
automatically selects the Include in Offer check box on the
Admission Comments page.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description
on the student's transcript. When you select this check box, the
system automatically selects the Include in Transcript check box
on the Admission Comments page.


Long Description Enter the full text of the comment for this admission comment
code. The long description appears by default on the Admission
Comment page after you assign this code to the applicant.
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Assigning Admission Comments to Applicants
Access the Admission Comments page (Student Admissions,  Application Evaluations,  Application
Decisions,  Admission Comments).


Image: Admission Comments page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Admission Comments page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Admission Comment Code Enter a code. Define comment codes on the Admission
Comment Table page.


Admit Term Enter an admit term. If an applicant was admitted to more than
one academic program, he or she can have multiple admit terms.


Academic Program Enter an academic program. Applicants can be admitted to
multiple academic programs. (optional)


Comment Type Indicates the type of comment that you are entering. Select
Conditional if the comment is a condition for admission, and
Procedural if the comment is for procedure only. (informational
only)


Begin Date The default for the begin date is your system date.


End Date Enter the date from which you want this comment to be no
longer valid. If you run the offer letter after this date it will not
appear even if you have selected the Include in Offer check box.


Include in Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short
description, and long description on the applicant's admission
offer letter. The system automatically selects this check box if
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the Include in Offer field on the Admission Comment Table
page is selected. You can change the setting for this applicant
here.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description
on the student's transcript. The system automatically selects this
check box if the Include in Transcript field on the Admission
Comment Table page is selected. You can change the setting for
this applicant here.


Long Description The long description appears from the Admission Comment
Table page. You can change the long description for this
applicant here.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Viewing Summary Checklist, Comment, and Communication Data


You can use summary pages for a quick view of checklists, comments and communications stored
for prospects, applicants and recruiters. You can also view Operator 3C Groups pages for checklists,
comments and communications.


• Use the Checklist Summary page (PERS_CHKLST_SUMM) to access a summary of checklists
associated with a recruiter, a prospect, or an applicant.


The Checklist Summary page enables you to designate which checklist information you want to see
for a person.


• Use the Comment Summary page (CMNT_SUMMARY) to access a summary of comments
associated with a recruiter, a prospect or an applicant.


The Comment Summary page enables you to designate which checklist information you want to see
for a person.


• Use the Communication Summary page (COMM_SUMMARY) to view a summary of
communications associated with a recruiter, a prospect, or an applicant.


This page enables you to designate which communication information you want to see for a person.


• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary (Checklist) (OPR_GRP_3C_SUM) page to view the user 3C
groups to which you are assigned.


• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary (Comment) (OPR_GRP_3C_SUM) page to view the user 3C
groups to which you are assigned.


• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary (Communication) page (OPR_GRP_3C_SUM) to view the
user 3C groups to which you are assigned.


Related Links
"Understanding the 3C Engine" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)
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